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Since the early works of Ajtai (STOC’96) and Regev (STOC’05), lattice-based

cryptography has proven to be a powerful building block in cryptography.

My research focuses on further exploring the expressive power of lattice-

based cryptography, as well as formal verification of lattice-based cryptographic

schemes.

Deniable encryption (Canetti et al. CRYPTO ’97) is an intriguing primitive

that provides a security guarantee against not only eavesdropping attacks as re-

quired by semantic security, but also stronger coercion attacks performed after

the fact. The concept of deniability has later demonstrated useful and pow-

erful in many other contexts, such as leakage resilience, adaptive security of

protocols, security against selective opening attacks and coercion resistance in

voting systems. Despite its conceptual usefulness, our understanding of how

to construct deniable primitives under standard assumptions is restricted. We

construct a flexibly bi-deniable Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) scheme for

all polynomial-size Branching Programs from Learning With Errors assumption

(Regev STOC’05).

Attribute based encryption (ABE) is an advanced encryption system with a

built-in mechanism to generate keys associated with functions which in turn

provide restricted access to encrypted data. Most of the known candidates of

attribute based encryption model the functions as circuits. This results in sig-



nificant efficiency bottlenecks, especially in the setting where the function asso-

ciated with the ABE key admits a RAM program whose runtime is sublinear in

the length of the attribute. We study the notion of attribute based encryption for

random access machines (RAMs), introduced in the work of Goldwasser, Kalai,

Popa, Vaikuntanathan and Zeldovich (Crypto 2013) and present a construction

satisfying sublinear decryption complexity assuming Learning With Errors.

We then introduce a symbolic approach for proving security of crypto-

graphic constructions based on the Learning With Errors assumption (Regev,

STOC 2005). Such constructions are instances of lattice-based cryptography and

are extremely important due to their potential role in post-quantum cryptogra-

phy. Our approach combines a computational logic, deducibility problems, a

standard tool for representing the adversary’s knowledge and the Dolev-Yao

model. The computational logic is used to capture (indistinguishability-based)

security notions and drive the security proofs whereas deducibility problems

are used as side-conditions to control that rules of the logic are applied correctly.

We then use AutoLWE, an implementation of the logic, to deliver very short or

even automatic proofs of several emblematic constructions. The main technical

novelty beyond AutoLWE is a set of (semi-)decision procedures for deducibil-

ity problems, using extensions of Gröbner basis computations for subalgebras

in the (non-)commutative setting (instead of ideals in the commutative setting).

Our procedures cover the theory of matrices, which is required for lattice-based

assumption, as well as the theory of non-commutative rings, fields, and Diffie-

Hellman exponentiation, in its standard, bilinear and multilinear forms.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Attribute-Based Encryption

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [117] is a powerful paradigm that provides

a mechanism for controlled accessing encrypted data. Unlike a traditional en-

cryption scheme, in an attribute-based encryption scheme, an authority can gen-

erate a constrained key SKP for a program P such that it can decrypt an encryp-

tion of message µ, associated with attribute x, only if the condition P(x) = 0 is

satisfied. The last decade of research in this area [117, 85, 106, 84, 126, 94, 127, 79,

68, 77, 31, 70, 128, 81, 41] has led to several useful applications including verifi-

able computation [107] and reusable garbled circuits [78]. Special cases of ABE,

such as identity-based encryption [30, 125, 60, 37], and generalizations of ABE,

such as functional encryption [33, 104, 67], have also been extensively studied.

Current known constructions of ABE offer different flavors of efficiency

guarantees and can be based on various cryptographic assumptions. Barring

few exceptions, all these constructions [85, 126, 95, 80, 31, 81] model the pro-

gram associated with the constrained keys as circuits. Real-world programs,

however, are composed in the so-called Random Access Machine (RAM) model.

In this paper, we consider the natural question of constructing attributed-based

encryption scheme for RAM programs.

As in the circuit setting, an attribute-based encryption scheme for RAM pro-

grams consists of the setup, key generation, encryption and decryption algo-

rithms. The key generation algorithm takes as input the master secret key, pro-

1



gram P, database D and produces an attribute key associated with (P,D). The

encryption algorithm takes as input attribute x, secret message µ and produces

a ciphertext. Decrypting this ciphertext using the key of (P,D) yields the secret

message µ if and only if PD(x) = 0.

Toward constructing attribute-based encryption for RAMs, a naı̈ve approach

is to convert RAM programs generically to circuits: a RAM program initialized

with N words of memory and running in time T can be converted to a circuit of

size O((N + T ) · T ) and depth T . Thus, the approach via naı̈ve RAM-to-circuit

conversion would incur a (N +T ) ·T multiplicative factor in the decryption time.

In this paper, we are interested in the common case when T is sublinear in N,

e.g., imagine that the RAM is initialized with a large database with N entries

and the RAM program models a binary search on the database. Goldwasser et

al. [77] gave the first feasibility result of ABE for RAM programs with sub-linear

decryption time based on the existence of extractable witness encryption and

succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge (SNARK). Recent works [69,

34, 24], however, have brought into question the veracity of the assumptions of

extractable witness encryption and SNARKs.

Since building ABE for RAMs on solid cryptographic foundations is an im-

portant problem, we ask the following natural question:

Is there an ABE for RAMs scheme with sublinear decryption overhead based on stan-

dard assumptions? More specifically, we would like the decryption overhead to be

o(N) · poly(T, λ) where λ is the security parameter.

Deniable encryption, introduced by Canetti et al. [43] at CRYPTO 1997, is an

intriguing primitive that allows Alice to privately communicate with Bob in a

2



way that resists not only eavesdropping attacks as required by semantic secu-

rity, but also stronger coercion attacks performed after the fact. An eavesdropper

Eve stages a cocercion attack by additionally approaching Alice (or Bob, or both)

after a ciphertext is transmitted and demanding to see all secret information: the

plaintext, the random coins used by Alice for encryption, and any private keys

held by Bob (or Alice) related to the ciphertext. In particular, Eve can use this

information to “fully unroll” the exact transcript of some deterministic decryp-

tion procedure purportedly computed by Bob, as well as verify that the exact

coins and decrypted plaintext in fact produce the coerced ciphertext. A secure

deniable encryption scheme should maintain privacy of the sensitive data orig-

inally communicated between Alice and Bob under the coerced ciphertext (in-

stead substituting a benign yet convincing plaintext in the view of Eve), even in

the face of such a revealing attack and even if Alice and Bob may not interact

during the coercion phase.

Historically, deniable encryption schemes have been challenging to con-

struct. Under standard assumptions, Canetti et al. [43] constructed a sender-

deniable1 PKE where the distinguishing advantage between real and fake open-

ings is an inverse polynomial depending on the public key size. But it was

not until 2011 that O’Neill, Peikert, and Waters [105] proposed the first con-

structions of bi-deniable PKE with negligible deniability distinguishing advan-

tage: from simulatable PKE generically, as well as from Learning with Errors

(LWE [112]) directly.

Concurrently, Bendlin et al. [25] showed an inherent limitation: any non-

interactive public-key encryption scheme may be receiver-deniable (resp. bi-

1We differentiate between sender-, receiver-, and bi-deniable schemes. A bi-deniable scheme
is both sender- and receiver-deniable.
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deniable) only with non-negligible Ω(1/size(pk)) distinguishing advantage in the

deniability experiment. Indeed, O’Neill et al. [105] bypass the impossibility re-

sult of [25] by working in the so-called flexible2 model of deniability. In the flex-

ible of deniability, private keys sk are distributed by a central key authority. In

the event that Bob is coerced to reveal a key sk that decrypts chosen ciphertext

CT∗, the key authority distributes a faking key fk to Bob, which Bob can use to

generate a fake key sk∗ (designed to behave identically to sk except on cipher-

text CT∗). If this step is allowed, then O’Neill et al. demonstrate that for their

constructions, Eve has at most negligible advantage in distinguishing whether

Bob revealed an honest sk or fake sk∗.

A major breakthrough in deniable encryption arrived with the work of Sa-

hai and Waters [116], who proposed the first sender-deniable PKE with neg-

ligible distinguishing advantage from indistinguishability obfuscation (iO) for

P/poly [66]. The concept of deniability has been demonstrated useful in the

contexts of leakage resilience [55], adaptive security for protocols, and as well

as deniable computation (or algorithms) [45, 54, 73]. In addition to coercion

resistance, a bi-deniable encryption scheme is a non-committing encryption

scheme [44], as well as a scheme secure under selective opening (SOA) at-

tacks [23], which are of independent theoretical interest.

Recently, De Caro, Iovino, and O’Neill [46] gave various constructions of

deniable functional encryption. First, they show a generic transformation of any

IND-secure FE scheme for circuits into a flexibly receiver-deniable FE for cir-

cuits. Second, they give a direct construction of receiver-deniable FE for Boolean

formulae from bilinear maps. Further, in the stronger multi-distributional model

2We borrow the name “flexible” from Boneh, Lewi, and Wu [32] as the original term “multi-
distributional” of O’Neill et al. [105] is used to define a slightly different security property in the
recent work by De Caro et al. [46] than we achieve here.
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of deniable functional encryption – where there are special “deniable” set-up

and encryption algorithms in addition to the plain ones, and where under coer-

cion, it may non-interactively be made to seem as only the normal algorithms

were used – De Caro et al. [46] construct receiver-deniable FE for circuits under

the additional (powerful) assumption of different-inputs obfuscation (diO).

De Caro et al. [46] also show (loosely speaking) that any receiver-deniable

FE implies SIM-secure FE for the same functionality. Following [46], we also

emphasize that deniability for functional encryption is a strictly stronger prop-

erty than SIM security, since fixed coerced ciphertexts must decrypt correctly

and benignly in the real world.

Despite the apparent theoretical utility in understanding the extent to which

cryptographic constructions are deniable, our current knowledge of construct-

ing such schemes from standard lattice assumptions is still limited. With the

powerful assumption of indistinguishability obfuscation (iO), we can obtain at

least fully secure sender-deniable PKE and computation [45, 54, 73], or as men-

tioned above, even a multi-distributional receiver-deniable FE for all circuits

from the even stronger assumption of diO The second question we ask is

Is there a deniable ABE from lattices that can support expressive functions?

1.2 Formal Verification

Formal methods, and in particular formal verification, have long been used for

building and checking mathematical claims of correctness or security for small

but possibly very complex to moderately large and complex systems. In con-
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trast to pen-and-paper counterparts, formally verified claims deliver higher as-

surance and independently verifiable proofs that can be replayed by third par-

ties. Over the last 20 years, formal methods have been applied successfully to

analyze the security of cryptographic protocols in the Dolev-Yao model [59], an

idealized model in which cryptographic constructions are treated algebraically.

By abstracting away from the probabilistic nature of cryptographic construc-

tions, the Dolev-Yao model has served as a suitable and practical foundation for

highly or fully automated tools [11, 28, 118]. These tools have subsequently been

used for analyzing numerous cryptographic protocols, including recently TLS

1.3. [53, 93]. Unfortunately, the Dolev-Yao model is focused on cryptographic

protocols and cannot be used for reasoning about cryptographic primitives. A

related approach is to use so-called refinement types (a.k.a. logical assertions)

for reasoning about implementations written in a functional programming lan-

guage [121]; this approach has also been used for analyzing TLS 1.3. [26, 56], but

is also primarily limited to cryptographic protocols.

An alternative approach is to develop symbolic methods that reason di-

rectly in the computational model. This approach applies both to primitives

and protocols, and instances of this approach have been instrumented in tools

such as CertiCrypt [20], CryptHOL [96] CryptoVerif [29], EasyCrypt [21, 18], and

FCF [111] (see also [88, 16] for further approaches not supported by tools). How-

ever, these tools require significant user interaction and expertise, in particular

when used for reasoning about cryptographic primitives.

A promising approach for analyzing cryptographic primitives in the com-

putational model is to combine computational logics and symbolic tools from

the Dolev-Yao model. Prior work has demonstrated that this approach works

6



well for padding-based (combining one-way trapdoor permutations and ran-

dom oracles) [15] and pairing-based cryptography [22]. Broadly speaking, com-

putational logics formalize game-playing security proofs; each step of the proof

corresponds to a hop, and symbolic side-conditions are used to ensure the va-

lidity of the hop. More specifically, computational logics, which can be seen

as specializations of [16], are used to capture computational security goals and

to drive security proofs whereas side-conditions use symbolic tools such as de-

ducibility and static equivalence to guarantee that the rules of the logic are ap-

plied correctly. In particular, a key idea of this approach is to use deducibility

for controlling the application of rules for performing reductions to hardness as-

sumptions, and for performing optimistic sampling, a particularly common and

useful transformation which simplifies probabilistic experiments by allowing to

replace, under suitable circumstances, sub-computations by uniform samplings.

The use of deducibility in side conditions, as opposed to arbitrary mathe-

matical conditions, is a necessary step for automating application of proof rules,

and more generally for automating complete proofs. However, the interest of

this approach is conditioned by the ability to check the validity of deducibility

problems. The problem of deciding deducibility has been studied extensively in

the context of symbolic verification in the Dolev-Yao model, where deducibility

formalizes the adversary knowledge [97, 101, 108, 92, 119, 114, 49, 115]. This line

of work has culminated in the design and implementations of decision proce-

dures for classes of theories that either have some kind of normal form or satisfy

a finite variant property. However, existing decidability results are primarily

targeted toward algebraic theories that arise in the study of cryptographic pro-

tocols. In contrast, deducibility problems for cryptographic constructions re-

quire to reason about mathematical theories that may not have a natural notion
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of normal form or satisfy the finite variant property.

Thus, a main challenge for computational logics based on deducibility prob-

lems is to provide precise and automated methods for checking the latter. There

are two possible approaches to address this challenge:

• heuristics: rather than deciding deducibility, one considers weaker condi-

tions that are easier for verification. As demonstrated with AutoG&P, such

an approach may work reasonably well in practice. However, it is not fully

satisfactory. First, the heuristics may be incomplete and fail to validate cor-

rect instances. Second, advanced proof rules that perform multiple steps

at once, and proof search procedures, which explores the space of valid

derivations, become unpredictable, even for expert users.

• (semi-)decision procedures based on computational mathematics: in this

approach, one provides reductions from deducibility problems to compu-

tational problems in the underlying mathematical setting. Then, one can

reuse (semi-)decision procedures for the computational problems to verify

deducibility problems. This approach offers some important advantages.

First, it eliminates a potential source of incompleteness, and in particular

the possibility that a proof step fails. Second, it is more predictable. Pre-

dictability is very important when a high level of automation is sought.

Indeed, automation is often achieved through advanced tactics. When

they involve multiple heuristics, the outcome of advanced tactics cannot

be anticipated, which is a major hurdle to the adoption of formal verifi-

cation tools. Third, it formalizes connections between known mathemati-

cal problems, which may have been extensively studied, and verification

problems that may arise for the first time. Lastly, it encourages reusing
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existing algorithms and implementations.

The idea using methods from computational mathematics to reason about de-

ducibility is natural. However, we are not aware of prior work that provide

answers to the following question:

Is there a connection between computational mathematics and the use of deducibility in

a computational logic?

1.3 Our Contributions

In this thesis, we answer the all the above questions affirmatively.

1.3.1 Attribute-Based Encryption for RAMs

We construct an ABE scheme for RAMs with sub-linear decryption overhead

from the Learning With Errors (LWE) assumption [112]. Henceforth we assume

that the scheme is parameterized with N and T which denote the size of the

database and the upper bound on the runtime of the RAM respectively, and a

security parameter denoted by λ. Our construction achieves the following:

• There is an initial setup phase that generates a global public parameter of

size poly(N,T, λ) and master secret key of size poly(T, λ).

• Anyone that has access to the public parameters can encrypt a message

µ to an attribute x of size λ — later x will serve as an input to a RAM
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program. The encryption time and ciphertext size is upper bounded by

poly(T, λ).

• An authority with master secret key can generate a decryption key SKP,D

given the description of a RAM program P (where the description will

include the RAM’s next instruction circuit) and a possibly long attribute

vector denoted by D of size N, and the size of the secret key SKP,D is upper

bounded poly(T,N, λ).

• Finally, given the ciphertext CTx that is associated with the attribute x, any-

one with the public parameters and the decryption key SKP,D can decrypt

the plaintext message µ if PD(x) = 0; and importantly decryption time

is poly(T, λ), i.e., independent of the RAM’s initial memory size N. For

security, we show that an adversary learns nothing about the encrypted

plaintext µ if he does not possess any SKP such that PD(x) = 0.

More formally, our main theorem is the following:

Theorem 1.3.1 (ABE for RAMs [7]). Assuming the hardness of the Learning With

Errors problem (with sub-exponential modulus)3, there exists an ABE scheme for RAMs

with poly(T, λ) decryption efficiency, i.e., independent of N.

Moreover, (i) the cost of generating public parameters is poly(T, λ), i.e., independent

of N, (ii) the cost of generating secret keys is poly(N,T, λ) and, (iii) the cost of generating

ciphertexts is poly(T, λ).

While the construction in the above theorem has decryption complexity pro-

portional to the worst case running time of the RAM programs, we can trans-

form this scheme into another scheme where the decryption complexity is input-
3All known lattice-based ABE for circuits [31] are based on the same assumption.
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specific. This is performed by running log T copies of the scheme by setting the

worst case runtime of the first scheme to be 2, second scheme to be 22, so on

and the runtime of the (log T )-th scheme is set to be T . This idea has been used

in prior works (for instance [77]). Note that this increases the size of the public

parameters, keys and ciphertexts by a multiplicative factor of log T .

Comparison with [77]. As mentioned earlier, [77] also achieves ABE for RAMs

with sub-linear decryption complexity from exotic assumptions. The only

drawback in our scheme in comparison with [77] is that the parameters in the

construction of [77], specifically the public parameters, ciphertext size and the

key sizes do not grow with the maximum time bound. On the other hand, our

parameters do grow with the maximum time bound T . There is evidence to

suggest that an ABE for RAMs scheme whose parameters do not grow with

the maximum time bound can only be based on strong cryptographic assump-

tions. In particular such a notion would imply succinct randomized encodings

for Turing machines [27, 8]4; a notion, despite numerous attempts, we don’t yet

know how to build from well-studied assumptions.

Comparison with Circuit-Based Schemes. We compare the parameters we

obtain in our scheme with the parameters obtained in the naive approach of

RAM-to-circuit conversion and then applying previously known ABE for cir-

cuits schemes. Refer to Figure 1.1.

We compare the parameters in our work with previous works. The lattice

dimension (n,m, q) is asymptotically the same in all three approaches. The Õ no-

4The works [27, 8] show implication of ABE for Turing machines (as defined in [8]) to succinct
randomized encodings (Appendix A.5 in [27]
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Schemes # of Zn×m
q # of Zm

q Size of Decryption
Public key Ciphertext Key of (P,D) complexity

of (x, µ)
Via ABE
for circuits [31] Õ(|x|) Õ(|x|) |P| + N +

(
Õ(1)

# of Zn×m
q

)
Õ((T + N)T )

Via ABE
for circuits [41] Õ(1) Õ(|x|) |P| + N +

(
Õ(1)

# of Zn×m
q

)
Õ((T + N)T )

Our Work for
RO-RAMs Õ(|x| + T ) Õ(|x| + T ) |P| +

(
Õ(T N)

# of Zn×m
q

)
Õ(T )

Our Work for
RAMs Õ(|x| + T ) Õ(|x| + T ) |P| +

(
Õ(T (N+T ))
# of Zn×m

q

)
Õ(T )

Figure 1.1: Comparison Table

tation suppresses poly-logarithmic factors (in N and T ). The encryptor takes

an auxiliary input x and the key generator takes as input a program P and

a database D of size N. The decryption complexity is calculated in terms of

vector-matrix multiplication over Zq. The attribute key is generated for a RAM

program P with worst case runtime to be T and it takes time t to compute on

D. In previous works, an attribute key for P is generated by first transforming

it into a circuit of size (T + N) and depth T and then generating an attribute key

for the resulting circuit.

While the key sizes in our scheme are larger than the ones obtained via cir-

cuit ABE schemes, our scheme has the following advantage: since the same

decryption keys, once generated, can be applied to (unbounded polynomially)

many ciphertexts, the cost of key generation and its size can be amortized over

multiple decryption queries. This is especially useful in scenarios, where a client

can perform a one-time cost of generating keys and sending it over to the server

during the offline phase and during the online phase, can verifiably delegate

multiple computations by suitably sending encryptions of its inputs; note that
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in this scenario, we are only interested in verifying whether the server has per-

formed the computation correctly and not hiding the computation itself.

Dual ABE for RAMs. We also consider an alternate notion of ABE for RAMs,

that we call dual ABE for RAMs. In this notion, the database is part of the

ciphertext and not the key. That is, the key generation procedure now only takes

as input the master secret key and the RAM program P while the encryption

procedure takes as input the database D, the auxiliary input x (in the technical

section, we consider x to be part of D) and the secret message µ. As before, we

require that it should be possible to recover µ if indeed PD(x) = 0.

We demonstrate a construction of dual ABE for RAMs, also based on the

learning with errors problem with the same decryption efficiency as stated in

Theorem 1.3.1.

1.3.2 Deniable ABE for Branching Program

To answer our second question, we further narrow this gap by investigating a

richer primitive – attribute-based encryption (ABE) [86, 31, 83] – without the use

of obfuscation as a black box primitive. We hope that the techniques developed

in this work can further shed light on deniability for even richer schemes such

as functional encryption [33, 66, 31, 81] under standard assumptions. Our main

contribution is the construction of a flexibly bi-deniable ABE for poly-sized

branching programs (which can compute NC1 via Barrington’s theorem [14])

from the standard Learning with Errors assumption [112].

Theorem 1.3.2 (Deniable ABE). Under the standard LWE assumption, there is a flex-
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ibly bi-deniable attribute-based encryption scheme for all poly-size branching programs.

Recall that in an attribute-based encryption (ABE) scheme for a family of

functions F : X → Y, every secret key sk f is associated with a predicate f ∈ F ,

and every ciphertext ctx is associated with an attribute x ∈ X. A ciphertext ctx

can be decrypted by a given secret key sk f to its payload message m only when

f (x) = 0 ∈ Y. Informally, the typical security notion for an ABE scheme is

collusion resistance, which means no collection of keys can provide information

on a ciphertext’s message, if the individual keys are not authorized to decrypt

the ciphertext in the first place. Intuitively, a bi-deniable ABE must provide both

collusion and coercion resistance.

Other contributions of this work can be summarized as:

• A new form of the Extended Learning with Errors (eLWE) assump-

tion [105, 5, 36], which is convenient in the context of Dual Regev type

ABE/FE schemes that apply the Leftover Hash Lemma [58] in their secu-

rity proofs.

• An explicit, tightened noise growth analysis for lattice-based ABE for

branching programs. Prior work used the loose l∞ norm to give a rough

upper bound, which is technically insufficient to achieve deniability using

our proof techniques. (We require matching upper and lower bounds on

post-evaluation noise sizes.)

The eLWE assumption above is roughly the standard LWE assumption, but

where the distinguisher also receives “hints” on the LWE sample’s noise vec-

tor e in the form of inner products, i.e., distributions
{
A, b = sTA + eT, z, 〈z, e〉

}
where (intuitively) z is a decryption key in the real system (which are denoted
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r elsewhere). Our contribution here is a new reduction from the standard LWE

assumption to our correlated variant of extended-LWE, eLWE+, where the ad-

versary requests arbitrary correlations (expressed as a matrix R) between the

hints, in the case of a prime poly-size modulus with noise-less hints. We show

this by extending the LWE to eLWE reduction of Alperin–Sheriff and Peikert [5]

to our setting.

1.3.3 Formal Verification

We propose symbolic methods for proving security of lattice-based crypto-

graphic constructions. These constructions constitute a prime target for formal

verification, due to their potential applications in post-quantum cryptography

and their importance in the ongoing NIST effort to standardize post-quantum

constructions; see e.g., [110] for a recent survey of the field.

We define a logic for proving computational security of lattice-based cryp-

tographic constructions. The logic follows the idea of combining compu-

tational proof rules with symbolic side-conditions, as in [15, 22]. One im-

portant feature of our logic is that the proof rule for assumptions supports

information-theoretic and computational assumptions that are stated using ad-

versaries with oracle accesses. This extension is critical to capture (advanced

cases of) the Leftover Hash Lemma [89]. The Leftover Hash Lemma is a pow-

erful information-theoretical tool which allows to replace, under suitable con-

ditions, a subcomputation by a sampling from a uniform distribution. The

Leftover Hash Lemma is widely used in cryptographic proofs, in particular

in the setting of lattice-based cryptography. We implement our logic in a tool
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called AutoLWE (https://github.com/autolwe/autolwe), and use the

tool for proving (indistinguishability-based) security for several cryptographic

constructions based on the Learning with Errors (LWE) assumption [112].

More specifically, our examples include: dual Regev PKE [75], MP-

PKE [100], ABB-(H)IBE [2] and IPE [3]. All of our mechanized proofs are re-

alistically efficient, running in at most three seconds (Fig. 5.13); efficiency in

this setting is usually not an issue, since cryptographic constructions typically

induce small instances of the deducibility problem. Recent progress on more

advanced cryptographic constructions based on lattices, like attribute-based en-

cryption [31] and predicate encryption [81], are closely related to both the struc-

ture of the schemes and strategy in the proofs in [75, 2, 3]. The MP-PKE [100]

inspires development in some lattice-based constructions, like homomorphic

encryption [6] and deniable attribute-based encryption [10].

1.4 Additional Related Work

We describe additional related work in this part.

1.4.1 Attribute-Based Encryption

The constructions of ABE systems have a rich literature. The seminal result

of Goyal, Pandey, Sahai and Waters [85] presented the first construction of

ABE for boolean formulas from bilinear DDH assumption. Since then, sev-

eral prominent works achieved stronger security guarantees [95], better effi-

ciency or design guarantees [128, 12, 1] and achieving stronger models of ABE
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for a restricted class of functions [91]. The breakthrough work of Gorbunov,

Vaikuntanathan and Wee [80] presented the first construction of ABE for all

polynomial-sized circuits assuming learning with errors. Following this, sev-

eral works [31, 41] improved this result in terms of efficiency and also consid-

ering stronger security models [80]. In addition to [77], there are a few works

that consider ABE in other models of computation. Waters [127] proposed a

construction of functional encryption for regular languages and subsequently

Agarwal and Singh [4] constructed reusable garbled finite automata from LWE.

Ananth and Sahai [9] construct functional encryption for Turing machines as-

suming sub-exponentially secure functional encryption for circuits. Deshpande

et al. [57] present an alternate construction of attribute based encryption for

Turing machines under the same assumptions. In work [124], the authors con-

structed the first decentralized ABE from lattices, where the secret keys can be

generated by several different authorities and decryption process takes in sev-

eral secret keys.

In [63], Fan and Tang proposed a new notion of distributed public key func-

tional encryption, in which the key generation procedure generates n different

shares {SK f
i }i∈[n] instead of a single functional decryption key SK f . The decryp-

tion of a ciphertext CT (an encryption of a message m) under a function f re-

quires first the decryption under the functional key shares si ← Dec(SK f
i ,CT)

for all i ∈ [n]. These shares {si}i∈[n] are then used to reconstruct f (m).
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1.4.2 Automated Security Proofs

Corin and den Hartog [51] show chosen plaintext security of ElGamal using

a variant of a general purpose probabilistic Hoare logic. In a related spirit,

Courant, Daubignard, Ene, Lafourcade and Lakhnech [52] propose a variant of

Hoare logic that is specialized for proving chosen plaintext security of padding-

based encryption, i.e., public-key encryption schemes based on one-way trap-

door permutations (such as RSA) and random oracles. Later, Gagné, Lafour-

cade, Lakhnech and Safavi-Naini [65, 64] adapt these methods to symmetric

encryption modes and message authentication codes.

Malozemoff, Katz and Green [98] and Hoang, Katz and Malozemoff [87] pur-

sue an alternative approach for proving security of modes of operations and au-

thenticated encryption schemes. Their approach relies on a simple but effective

type system that tracks whether values are uniform and fresh, or adversarially

controlled. By harnessing their type system into a synthesis framework, they

are able to generate thousands of constructions with their security proofs, in-

cluding constructions whose efficiency compete with state-of-the-art algorithms

that were discovered using conventional methods. Using SMT-based methods,

Tiwari, Gascón and Dutertre [123] introduce an alternative approach to syn-

thesize bitvector programs, padding-based encryption schemes and modes of

operation.

Our work is most closely related to CIL [16], ZooCrypt [15] and Au-

toG&P [22]. Computational Indistinguishability Logic (CIL) [16] is a formal logic

for reasoning about security experiments with oracle and adversary calls. CIL

is general, in that it does not prescribe a syntax for games, and side-conditions

are mathematical statements. CIL does not make any provision for mechaniza-
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tion, although, as any mathematical development, CIL can be formalized in a

proof assistant, see [50]. ZooCrypt [15] is a platform for synthesizing padding-

based encryption schemes; it has been used successfully to analyze more than

a million schemes, leading to the discovery of new and interesting schemes.

ZooCrypt harnesses two specialized computational logics for proving chosen-

plaintext and chosen-ciphertext security, and effective procedures for finding

attacks. The computational logics use deducibility to trigger proof steps that

apply reduction to one-wayness assumptions, and to compute the probability

of bad events using a notion of symbolic entropy. However, ZooCrypt is highly

specialized.

AutoG&P [22] introduce a computational logic and provide an implementa-

tion of their logic, called AutoG&P, for proving security of pairing-based cryp-

tographic constructions. Their logic uses deducibility for ensuring that proof

rules are correctly enforced. Their implementation achieves a high level of au-

tomation, thanks to a heuristics for checking deducibility, and a proof search

procedure, which decides which proof rule to apply and automatically selects

applications of computational assumptions. We build heavily on this work; in

particular, AutoLWE is implemented as an independent branch of AutoG&P. The

main differences are:

• AutoLWE supports oracle-relative assumptions and general forms of the Left-

over Hash Lemma, and (semi-)decision procedures for deducibility problems,

for the theories of Diffie-Hellman exponentiation, fields, non-commutative

rings and matrices. In contrast, AutoG&P only support more limited assump-

tions and implements heuristics for the theory of Diffie-Hellman exponentia-

tion;
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• AutoG&P supports automated generation of EasyCrypt proofs, which is not

supported by AutoLWE. Rather than supporting generation of proofs a poste-

riori, a more flexible alternative would be to integrate the features of AutoG&P

and AutoLWE in EasyCrypt.

Theodorakis and Mitchell [122] develop a category-theoretical framework

for game-based security proofs, and leverage their framework for transferring

such proofs from the group-based or pairing-based to the lattice-based setting.

Their results give an elegant proof-theoretical perspective on the relationship

between cryptographic proofs. However, they are not supported by an imple-

mentation. In contrast, we implement our computational logic. Furthermore,

proofs in AutoLWE have a first-class status, in the form of proof scripts. An

interesting direction for future work is to implement automated compilers that

transform proofs from the group- and pairing-based settings to the lattice-based

settings. Such proof compilers would offer a practical realization of [122] and

could also implement patches when they fail on a specific step.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES

Notations. Let λ denote the security parameter, and ppt denote probabilistic

polynomial time. Bold uppercase letters are used to denote matrices M, and

bold lowercase letters for vectors v (row vector). We use [n] to denote the set

{1, ..., n}. We say a function negl(·) : N → (0, 1) is negligible, if for every constant

c ∈ N, negl(n) < n−c for sufficiently large n. Let X and Y be two random variables

taking values in Ω. Define the statistical distance, denoted as ∆(X,Y) as

∆(X,Y) :=
1
2

∑
s∈Ω

|Pr[X = s] − Pr[Y = s]|

Let X(λ) and Y(λ) be distributions of random variables. We say that X and Y

are statistically close, denoted as X
s
≈ Y , if d(λ) := ∆(X(λ),Y(λ)) is a negligible

function of λ. We say two distributions X(λ) and Y(λ) are computationally in-

distinguishable, denoted as X
c
≈ Y if for any ppt distinguisher D, it holds that

|Pr[D(X(λ)) = 1] − Pr[D(Y(λ)) = 1]| = negl(λ).

2.1 Random Access Machines

We recall the definition of RAM program in [74]. A RAM computation consists

of a RAM program P and a database D. The representation size of P is indepen-

dent of the length of the database D. P has random access to the database D and

we represent this as PD. On input x, PD(x) outputs the answer y. In more detail,

the computation proceeds as follows.

The RAM program P is represented as a step-circuit C. It takes as input

internal state from the previous step, location to be read, value at that location
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and it outputs the new state, location to be written into, value to be written and

the next location to be read. More formally, for every τ ∈ T , where T is the upper

running time bound

(stτ, rdτ,wtτ,wbτ)← C(stτ−1, rdτ−1, bτ)

where we have the following:

• stτ−1 denotes the state from the (τ − 1)-th step and stτ denotes the state in

the τ-th step.

• rdτ−1 denotes the location to be read from, as output by the (τ − 1)-th step.

• bτ denotes the bit at the location rdτ−1.

• rdτ denotes the location to be read from, in the next step.

• wtτ denotes the location to be written into.

• wbτ denotes the value to be written at τ-th step at the location wtτ.

At the end of the computation, denote the final state to be stend. If the computa-

tion has been performed correctly, stend = y. In this work, we consider a simpler

case, where the RAM program P does not take additional input x and the output

of PD is in space {0, 1}.

2.2 Branching Program

We recall the definition of branching program in [39, 83]. A width-w branching

program BP of length L with input space {0, 1}` and s states (represented by [s])

is a sequence of L tuples of form (var(t), σt,0, σt,1), where
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• σt,0 and σt,1 are injective functions from [s] to itself.

• var : [L] → [`] is a function that associates the t-th tuple σt,0, σt,1 with the

input bit xvar(t).

The branching program BP on input x = (x1, ..., x`) computes its outputs as fol-

lows. At step t, we denote the state of the computation by ηt ∈ [s]. The initial

state is set to be η0 = 1. In general, ηt can be computed recursively as

ηt = σt,xvar(t)(ηt−1)

Finally, after L steps, the output of the computation BP(x) = 1 if ηL = 1 and

0 otherwise. As mentioned in [39], we represent states with bits rather than

numbers to bound the noise growth. In particular, we represent the state ηt ∈ [s]

by a unit vector vt ∈ {0, 1}s. The idea is that vt = 1 if and only if σt,xvar(t)(ηt−1) = i.

Note that we can also write the above expression as vt[i] = 1 if and only if either:

• vt−1[σ−1
t,0 (i)] = 1 and xvar(t) = 0.

• vt−1[σ−1
t,1 (i)] = 1 and xvar(t) = 1.

This later form will be useful since we can rewrite the above conditions in the

following formula. For t ∈ [L] and i ∈ [s],

vt[i] : = v[σ−1
t,0 (i)](1 − xvar(t)) + vt−1[σ−1

t,1 (i)] · xvar(t)

= vt−1[γt,i,0](1 − xvar(t)) + vt−1[γt,i,1] · xvar(t)

where we set γt,i,0 = σ−1
t,i (i) and γt,i,1 = σ−1

t,i (i), and γt,i,0, γt,i,1 can be pub-

licly computed from the description of the branching program. Hence,

{var(t), {γt,i,0, γt,i,1}i∈[s]} is also a valid representation of a branching program BP.
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For clarity of representation, we will deal with width-5 permutation branch-

ing program, which is shown to be equivalent to the circuit class NC1 [13].

Hence, we have s = w = 5, and the functions σ0, σ1 are permutations on [5].

2.3 Lattice Background

Learning With Errors The LWE problem was introduced by Regev [112], who

showed that solving it on average is as hard as (quantumly) solving several stan-

dard lattice problems in the worst case.

Definition 2.3.1 (LWE). For an integer q = q(n) ≥ 2, and an error distribution χ =

χ(n) over Zq, the Learning With Errors problem LWEn,q,χ is to distinguish between

the following pairs of distributions (e.g., as given by a sampling oracle O ∈ {Os,O$}):

{A, sA + x} and {A,u}

where A
$
← Zn×m

q , s
$
← Zn

q, u
$
← Zm

q , and x← χm.

In this work we only consider the case where the modulus q ≤ 2n. Recall that

GapSVPγ is the (promise) problem of distinguishing, given a basis for a lattice

and a parameter d, between the case where the lattice has a vector shorter than

d, and the case where the lattice does not have any vector shorter than γ · d.

There are known reductions between LWEn,q,χ and those problems, which

allows us to appropriately choose the LWE parameters for our scheme. We

summarize in the following corollary (which addresses the regime of sub-

exponential modulus-to-noise ratio).

Theorem 2.3.2 ([112, 109, 99, 100, 36]). For any function B = B(n) ≥ Õ(
√

n) there

exists a B-bounded distribution ensemble χ = χ(n) over the integers s.t. for all q = q(n),
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letting γ = Õ(
√

bq/B), it holds that LWEn,q,χ is at least as hard as the quantum hardness

of GapSVPγ. Classical hardness GapSVPγ follows if q(n) ≥ 2n/2 or for other values of

q for Ω̃(
√

n) dimensional lattices and approximation factor q/B · poly(ndlog qe).

Trapdoors and Discrete Gaussians Let n, q ∈ Z, and m = ndlog qe and g =

(1, 2, 4, . . . , 2dlog qe−1). The gadget matrix [100] G is defined as the diagonal concate-

nation of vector g n times. Formally, G = g⊗In ∈ Z
n×m
q . For any t ∈ Z, the function

G−1 : Zn×t
q → {0, 1}m×t expands each entry a ∈ Zq of the input matrix into a column

of size dlog qe consisting of the bit-representation of a. For any matrix A ∈ Zn×t
q ,

it holds that G ·G−1(A) = A mod q.

The (centered) discrete Gaussian distribution over Zm with parameter τ, de-

notedDZm,τ, is the distribution over Zm where for all x, Pr[x] ∝ e−π||x||
2/τ2 .

More frequently, we will use the generalized multi-dimensional (or m-

variate) Discrete Gaussian distribution DZm
1 ,Q, which denotes sampling a Z1-

valued m-vector with covariance matrix Q ∈ Zm×m
1 . In order to sample from the

distributionDZm
1 ,Q, proceed as follows:

- Sample t′ = (t′1, ..., t
′
m) ∈ Rm independently as t′i ← D1 for i ∈ [m].

- Find the Cholesky decomposition Q = LLT .

- Output the vector t := Lt′ as the sample t ← DZm
1 ,Q.

Recall that the Cholesky decomposition takes as input any positive-definite

matrix Q ∈ Rm×m and outputs a lower triangular matrix L so that Q = LLT . Fur-

ther, we recall the fact that the sum of two m-variate Gaussians with means µ1, µ2

and variances Q1,Q2 is an m-variate Gaussian with mean µ1 + µ2 and variance

Q1 + Q2.
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Next we show a useful lemma that we need for our construction.

Lemma 2.3.3. Let Im×m be the m-by-m identity matrix, R ∈ Rm×m, and Q def
= a2Im×m −

b2RT R for positive numbers a, b such that a > b||RT ||. Then Q is positive definite.

Proof. To show that Q is positive definite, we need to show that for any column

vector x of dimension m, we have xT ·Q · x > 0. We prove this by unfolding the

matrix Q:

xT ·Q · x = xT · (a2Im×m − b2RT R) · x

= a2xT Im×mx − b2xT RT Rx

= a2||xT ||2 − b2||xT RT ||2

> b2||xT ||2 · ||RT ||2 − b2||xT RT ||2.

Since ||xT || · ||RT || ≥ ||xT RT ||, we can conclude xT ·Q · x > 0. �

Definition 2.3.4 (Matrix norm). Let S m denote the set of vectors in Rm+1 whose length

is 1. Then the norm of a matrix R ∈ Rm×m is defined to be supx∈S m ||xT R||.

We note that throughout the paper, for vector-matrix multiplication, we al-

ways multiply the vector on the left-hand side of the matrix. Then we have the

following lemma, which bounds the norm for some specified distributions.

Lemma 2.3.5 ([2]). Regarding the norm defined above, we have the following bounds:

• Let R ∈ {−1, 1}m×m be sampled uniformly at random, then we have Pr[||R|| >

12
√

2m] < e−2m.

• Let R be sampled fromDZm×m,σ, then we have Pr[||R|| > σ
√

m] < e−2m.

The following lemmas have been established in a sequence of works.
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Lemma 2.3.6 (Trapdoor Generation [75, 100]). Let q, n,m be positive integers

with q ≥ 2 and sufficiently large m = Ω(n log q). There exists a ppt algorithm

TrapGen(1n, q,m) that with overwhelming probability outputs a pair (A ∈ Zn×m
q ,TA ∈

Zm×m) such that the distribution of A is statistically close to uniform distribution over

Zn×m
q and ||TA|| ≤ O(

√
n log q).

Lemma 2.3.7 ([75, 47, 2]). Given integers n ≥ 1, q ≥ 2 there exists some m = m(n, q) =

O(n log q) There are sampling algorithms as follows:

• There is a ppt algorithm SampleLeft(A,B,TA,u, s), that takes as input: (1) a

rank-n matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q , and any matrix B ∈ Zn×m1

q , (2) a “short” basis TA for lat-

tice Λ⊥q (A), a vector u ∈ Zn
q, (3) a Gaussian parameter s > ||T̃A||·ω(

√
log(m + m1));

then outputs a vector r ∈ Zm+m1 distributed statistically close to DΛu
q (F),s where

F := [A||B].

• There is a ppt algorithm SampleRight(A,B,R,TB,u, s), that takes as input: (1)

a matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q , and a rank-n matrix B ∈ Zn×m

q , a matrix R ∈ Zm×m
q , where

sR := ||R|| = supx:||x||=1 ||Rx||, (2) a “short” basis TB for lattice Λ⊥q (B), a vector

u ∈ Zn
q, (3) a Gaussian parameter s > ||T̃B|| · sR ·ω(

√
log m); then outputs a vector

r ∈ Z2m distributed statistically close toDΛu
q (F),s where F := [A||AR + B].

Based on the above sampling algorithms, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.3.8 ([82]). Given integers n ≥ 1, q ≥ 2 there exists some m = m(n, q) =

O(n log q), β = β(n, q) = O(n
√

log q) and s > ||T̃A|| · ω(
√

log(m)) such that for all

m ≥ m∗ and all k, we have the following two distributions are statistically close

(A,TA,B,U,V) ≈ (A,TA,B,U′,V′)

where (A,TA) ← TrapGen(q, n,m), (A′,B)
$
← Zn×m

q and U ← DZ2m×k ,V = A · U, V′
$
←

Zn×k
q and U′ ← SampleLeft(A,B,TA,V′, s).
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Lemma 2.3.9 (Noise Rerandomization [90]). Let q, `,m be positive integers and r a

positive real satisfying r > max{ηε(Zm), ηε(Z`)}. Let b ∈ Zm
q be arbitrary and x chosen

from DZm,r. Then for any V ∈ Zm×` and positive real σ > s1(V), there exists a PPT

algorithm ReRand(V, b + x, r, σ) that outputs b
′

= bV + x′ ∈ Z`q where the statistical

distance of the discrete Gaussian DZ`,2rσ and the distribution of x′ is within 8ε.

We conclude with a variant of Leftover Hash Lemma [2, 31]:

Lemma 2.3.10. Suppose that m > (n + 1) log q + ω(log n) and that q > 2 is prime.

Let S be an m × k matrix chosen uniformly in {0, 1}m×k where k = k(n) is polynomial in

n. Let A and B be matrices chosen uniformly in Zn×m
q and Zn×k

q respectively. Then, for

all vectors e in Zm
q , the distribution (A,AS, eS) is statistically close to the distribution

(A,B, eS).

Lattice Evolution The following is an abstraction of the evaluation procedure

in recent LWE based FHE and ABE schemes that developed in a long sequence

of works [2, 100, 76, 6, 31, 82]. We use a similar formalism as in [40, 35, 38].

Theorem 2.3.11. There exist efficient deterministic algorithms PubEval and CtEval

such that for all n, q, ` ∈ N, and for any sequence of matrices (D1, . . . ,D`) ∈ (Zn×ndlog qe
q )`,

for any depth-d Boolean circuit f : {0, 1}` → {0, 1} and for every x = (x1, . . . , x`) ∈

{0, 1}`, the following properties hold:

• PubEval( f , {Di ∈ Z
n×ndlog qe
q }i∈[`]): On input matrices {Di}i∈[d] and a function f ∈

F , the public evaluation algorithm outputs D f ∈ Z
n×ndlog qe
q as the result.

• TrapEval( f , x,A ∈ Zn×dlog qe
q , {Ri}i∈[`]): the trapdoor evaluation algorithm outputs

R f , such that

PubEval( f , {ARi + xiG}i∈[`]) = AR f + f (x)G
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Furthermore, we have ||R f || ≤ δ ·maxi∈[`] ||Ri||.

• CtEval( f , x, {ci}
`
i=1): On input vectors {ci}

`
i=1 ∈ Z

m
q , an attribute x and function f ,

the ciphertext evaluation algorithm outputs c f (x) ∈ Z
ndlog qe
q , such that

CtEval( f , x, {sT(Di + xiG) + ei}i∈[`]) = sT(D f + f (x)G) + e′

where x = (x1, . . . , x`) and D f = PubEval( f , {Di ∈ Z
n×ndlog qe
q }i∈[`]). Furthermore,

we require ||e′|| ≤ δ ·maxi∈[`] ||ei||.
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CHAPTER 3

DENIABLE ATTRIBUTE BASED ENCRYPTION FOR BRANCHING

PROGRAMS

3.1 New Definitions and Tools

In this section, we first describe our new notion of flexibly bi-deniable ABE,

which is a natural generalization of the flexibly bi-deniable PKE of [105]. Then

we define the notion of a flexibly attribute-based bi-translucent set (AB-BTS),

which generalizes the idea of bi-translucent set (BTS) in the work [105]. Using

a similar argument as in the work [105], we can show that an AB-BTS suffices

to construct bi-deniable ABE. In the last part of this section, we define a new

assumption called Extended LWE Plus, and show its hardness by giving a re-

duction from the standard LWE problem.

3.1.1 Flexibly Bi-Deniable ABE: Syntax and Deniability Defi-

nition

A flexibly bi-deniable key-policy attribute based encryption for a class of

Boolean circuits C : {0, 1}` → {0, 1} consists a tuple of ppt algorithms Π =

(Setup,Keygen,Enc,Dec,DenSetup,DenEnc,SendFake,RecFake). We describe

them in detail as follows:

Setup(1λ): On input the security parameter λ, the setup algorithm outputs pub-

lic parameters PP and master secret key MSK.
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Keygen(MSK, f ): On input the master secret key MSK and a function f ∈ C, it

outputs a secret key SK f .

Enc(PP, x, µ; rS ): On input the public parameter PP, an attribute/message pair

(x, µ) and randomness rS , it outputs a ciphertext cx.

Dec(SK f , cx): On input the secret key SK f and a ciphertext cx, it outputs the

corresponding plaintext µ if f (x) = 0; otherwise, it outputs ⊥.

DenSetup(1λ): On input the security parameter λ, the deniable setup algorithm

outputs pubic parameters PP, master secret key MSK and faking key fk.

DenEnc(PP, x, µ; rS ): On input the public parameter PP, an attribute/message

pair (x, µ) and randomness rS , it outputs a ciphertext cx.

SendFake(PP, rS , µ, µ
′): On input public parameters PP, original random coins

rS , message µ of DenEnc and desired message µ′, it outputs a faked random

coin r′S .

RecFake(PP, fk, cx, f , µ′): On input public parameters PP, faking key fk, a ci-

phertext cx, a function f ∈ C, and desired message µ′, the receiver faking

algorithm outputs a faked secret key SK′f .

Correctness. We say the flexibly bi-deniable ABE scheme described above is

correct, if for any (MSK,PP) ← S(1λ), where S ∈ {Setup,DenSetup}, any mes-

sage µ, function f ∈ C, and any attribute vector x where f (x) = 0, we have

Dec(SK f , cx) = µ, where SK f ← Keygen(MSK, f ) and cx ← E(PP, x, µ; rS ) where

E ∈ (Enc,DenEnc).

Bi-deniability Definition. Let µ, µ′ be two arbitrary messages, not necessar-

ily different. We propose the bi-deniability definition by describing real ex-
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periment ExptReal
A,µ,µ′(1

λ) and faking experiment ExptFake
A,µ,µ′(1

λ) regarding adversary

A = (A1,A2,A3) below:

1. (x∗, st1)← A1(λ)
2. (PP,MSK)← Setup(1λ)
3. c′x∗ ← Enc(PP, x∗, µ; rS )
4. ( f ∗, st2)← AKG(MSK,x∗,·)

2 (PP, st1, cx∗)
5. SK f ∗ ← Keygen(MSK, f ∗)
6. b← AKG(MSK,x∗,·)

3 (SK f ∗ , c, st2, rS )
7. Output b ∈ {0, 1}

(a) ExptReal
A

(1λ)

1. (x∗, st1)← A1(λ)
2. (PP,MSK, fk)← DenSetup(1λ)
3. c′x∗ ← DenEnc(PP, x∗, µ′; rS )
4. ( f ∗, st2)← AKG(MSK,x∗,·)

2 (PP, st1, c′x∗)
5. r′S ← SendFake(PP, µ, µ′, rS )
6. SK f ∗ ← RecFake(PP, fk, c′x, v∗, µ′)
7. b← AKG(MSK,x∗,·)

3 (SK f ∗ , c, st2, r′S )
8. Output b ∈ {0, 1}

(b) ExptFake
A

(1λ)

Figure 3.1: Security experiments for bi-deniable ABE

where KG(MSK,w∗, ·) returns a secret key SKv ← Keygen(MSK, v) if 〈v,w∗〉 , 0

and ⊥ otherwise.

Definition 3.1.1 (Flexibly Bi-Deniable ABE). An ABE scheme Π is bi-deniable if for

any two messages µ, µ′, any probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A where A =

(A1,A2,A3), there is a negligible function negl(λ) such that

AdvΠ
A,µ,µ′(1

λ) = |Pr[ExptReal
A,µ,µ′(1

λ) = 1] − Pr[ExptFake
A,µ,µ′(1

λ) = 1]| ≤ negl(λ)

3.1.2 Attribute Based Bitranslucent Set Scheme

In this section, we define the notion of a Attribute Based Bitranslucent Set (AB-

BTS), which is an extension of bitranslucent sets (BTS) as defined by O’Neill

et al. in [105]. Our new notion permits a more fine-grained degree of access

control, where pseudorandom samples and secret keys are associated with at-

tributes x, and the testing algorithm can successfully distinguish a pseudoran-

dom sample from a truly random one if and only if the attribute of the sample is
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accepted under a given secret key’s policy f – i.e., when f (x) = 0. This concept

is reminiscent of attribute-based encryption (ABE), and in fact, we will show in

the sequel how to construct a flexibly bi-deniable ABE from an AB-BTS. This is

analogous to the construction of a flexibly bi-deniable PKE from O’Neill et al.’s

BTS. We present the formal definition below.

Let F be some family of functions. An attribute based bitranslucent set (AB-

BTS) scheme for F consists of the following algorithms:

Setup(1λ): On input the security parameter, the normal setup algorithm out-

puts a public parameter PP and master secret key MSK.

DenSetup(1λ): On input the security parameter, the deniable setup algorithm

outputs a public parameter PP, master secret key MSK and faking key fk.

Keygen(MSK, f ): On input the master secret key MSK and a function f ∈ F, the

key generation algorithm outputs a secret key SK f .

P- and U-samplers SampleP(PP, x; rS ) and SampleU(PP, x; rS ) output some c.

TestP(SK f , cx): On input a secret key SK f and a ciphertext cx, the P-tester algo-

rithm outputs 1 (accepts) or 0 (rejects).

FakeSCoins(PP, rS ): On input a public parameters PP and randomness rS , the

sender-faker algorithm outputs randomness r∗S .

FakeRCoins(PP, fk, cx, f ): On input a public parameters PP, the faking key fk, a

ciphertext cx and a function f ∈ F, the receiver-faker algorithm outputs a

faked secret key SK′f .

Definition 3.1.2 (AB-BTS). We say a scheme Π = (Setup,DenSetup,Keygen,SampleP,

SampleU,TestP,FakeSCoins,FakeRCoins) is an AB-BTS scheme for a function fam-

ily F if it satisfies:
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1. (Correctness.) The following experiments accept or respectively reject with over-

whelming probability over the randomness.

• Let (PP,MSK) ← Setup(1λ), f ∈ F, SK f ← Keygen(MSK, f ). If f (x) =

0 and cx ← SampleP(PP, x; rS ), then TestP(SK f , cx) = 1; otherwise,

TestP(SK f , cx) = 0.

• Let (PP,MSK) ← Setup(1λ), f ∈ F, SK f ← Keygen(MSK, f ), c ←

SampleU(PP; rS ). Then TestP(SK f , c) = 0.

2. (Indistinguishable public parameters.) The public parameters PP generated by the

two setup algorithms (PP,MSK) ← Setup(1λ) and (PP,MSK, fk) ← DenSetup(1λ)

should be indistinguishable.

3. (Selective bi-deniability.) Let F be a family of functions. We define the following two

experiments: the real experiment ExptReal
A,F (1λ) and the faking experiment ExptFake

A,F (1λ)

regarding an adversaryA = (A1,A2,A3) below:

where KG(MSK, x∗, ·) returns a secret key SK f ← Keygen(MSK, f ) if f ∈ F and

(a) ( f ∗, x∗, st1)← A1(λ)
(b) (PP,MSK, fk)← DenSetup(1λ)
(c) c← SampleU(PP; rS )
(d) st2 ← A

KG(MSK,x∗,·)
2 (PP, st1, c)

(e) SK f ∗ ← Keygen(MSK, f ∗)
(f) b← AKG(MSK,x∗,·)

3 (SK f ∗ , c, st2, rS )
(g) Output b ∈ {0, 1}

(a) ExptReal
A

(1λ)

(a) ( f ∗, x∗, st1)← A1(λ)
(b) (PP,MSK, fk)← DenSetup(1λ)
(c) c← SampleP(PP, x∗; rS )
(d) st2 ← A

KG(MSK,x∗,·)
2 (PP, st1, c)

(e) r′S ← FakeSCoins(PP, rS )
(f) SK f ∗ ← FakeRCoins(PP, fk, c, f ∗)
(g) b← AKG(MSK,x∗,·)

3 (SK f ∗ , c, st2, r′S )
(h) Output b ∈ {0, 1}

(b) ExptFake
A

(1λ)

Figure 3.2: Security experiments for AB-BTS

f (x∗) , 0; it returns ⊥ otherwise. We also require that f ∗ ∈ F.

We say the scheme is selectively bi-deniable for F, if for any probabilistic polynomial-
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time adversariesA = (A1,A2,A3), there is a negligible function negl(λ) such that

AdvΠ
A(1λ) = |Pr[ExptReal

A,F (1λ) = 1] − Pr[ExptFake
A,F (1λ) = 1]| ≤ negl(λ)

Remark 3.1.3. Correctness for the faking algorithms is implied by the bi-deniability

property. In particular, with overwhelming probability over the overall randomness, the

following holds: let (PP,MSK, fk) ← DenSetup(1λ), f ∈ F, SK f ← Keygen(MSK, f ),

x be a string and cx ← SampleP(PP, x; rS ), then

• SampleU(PP; FakeSCoins(PP, rS )) = cx,

• TestP(FakeRCoins(PP, fk, cx, f ), cx) = 0

• For any other x′, let c′ ← SampleP(PP, x′; r′S ), then (with overwhelming proba-

bility) we have

TestP
(
FakeRCoins(PP, fk, cx, f ), c′

)
= TestP(SK f , c′).

It is not hard to see that if one of these does not hold, then one can easily distinguish the

real experiment from the faking experiment.

Remark 3.1.4. Canetti et al. [43] gave a simple encoding technique to construct a

sender-deniable encryption scheme from a translucent set. O’Neill, Peikert, and Wa-

ters [105] used a similar method to construct a flexibly bi-deniable encryption from a

bi-translucent set scheme. Here we further observe that the same method as well allows

us to construct a flexibly bi-deniable ABE scheme from bi-deniable AB-BTS. We present

the construction in Section 3.2.4.

3.1.3 Extended LWE and Our New Variant

O’Neill et al. [105] introduced the Extended LWE problem, which allows a

“hint” on the error vector x to leak in form of a noisy inner product. They ob-
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serve a trivial “blurring” argument shows that LWE reduces to eLWE when the

hint-noise βq is superpolynomially larger than the magnitude of samples from

χ, and also allows for unboundedly many independent hint vectors 〈z, xi〉 while

retaining LWE-hardness.

Definition 3.1.5 (Extended LWE). For an integer q = q(n) ≥ 2, and an error distri-

bution χ = χ(n) over Zq, the extended learning with errors problem eLWEn,m,q,χ,β is to

distinguish between the following pairs of distributions:

{A, b = AT s + e, z, 〈z, b − e〉 + e′} and {A,u, z, 〈z,u − x〉 + e′}

where A
$
← Zn×m

q , s
$
← Zn

q, u
$
← Zm

q , e, z
$
← χm and e′

$
← Dβq.

Further, Alperin-Sheriff and Peikert [5] show that LWE reduces to eLWE with

a polynomial modulus and no hint-noise (i.e., β = 0), even in the case of a

bounded number of independent hints.

We introduce the following new form of extended-LWE, called eLWE+,

which considers leaking a pair of correlated hints on the same noise vector. Our

security proof of the AB-BTS construction relies on this new assumption.

Definition 3.1.6 (Extended LWE Plus). For integer q = q(n) ≥ 2,m = m(n), an error

distribution χ = χ(n) over Zq, and a matrix R ∈ Zm×m
q , the extended learning with errors

problem eLWE+
n,m,q,χ,β,R is to distinguish between the following pairs of distributions:

{A, b = AT s + e, z0, z1, 〈z0, b − e〉 + e, 〈Rz1, b − e〉 + e′} and

{A,u, z0, z1, 〈z0,u − e〉 + e, 〈Rz1,u − e〉 + e′}

where A
$
← Zn×m

q , s
$
← Zn

q, u
$
← Zm

q , e, z0, z1
$
← χm and e, e′

$
← Dβq.
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Hardness of extended-LWE+. A simple observation, following prior work, is

that when χ is poly(n)-bounded and the hint noise βq (and thus, modulus q) is

superpolynomial in n, then LWEn,m,q,χ trivially reduces to eLWE+
n,m,q,χ,β,R for every

R ∈ Zm×m
q so that Rz1 has poly(n)-bounded norm. This is because, for any r =

ω(
√

log n), c ∈ Z, the statistical distance between DZ,r and c + DZ,r is at most

O(|c|/r).

However, our cryptosystem will require a polynomial-size modulus q. So,

we next consider the case of prime modulus q of poly(n) size and no noise on the

hints (i.e., β = 0). Following [5]1, it will be convenient to swap to the “knapsack”

form of LWE, which is: given H← Z(m−n)×m
q and c ∈ Zm−n

q , where either c = He for

e ← χm or c uniformly random and independent of H, determine which is the

case (with non-negligible advantage). The “extended-plus” form of the knap-

sack problem also reveals a pair of hints (z0, z1, 〈z0, e〉, 〈Rz1, e〉). Note the equiva-

lence between LWE and knapsack-LWE is proven in [99] for m ≥ n + ω(log n).

Theorem 3.1.7. For m ≥ n +ω(log n), for every prime q = poly(n), for every R ∈ Zm×m
q ,

and for every β ≥ 0, AdvLWEn,m,q,χ

BA
(1λ) ≥ (1/q2)Adv

eLWE+
n,m,q,χ,β,R

A
(1λ).

Proof. We construct an LWE to eLWE+ reduction B as follows. B receives a

knapsack-LWE instance H ∈ Z(m−n)×m
q , c ∈ Zm−n

q . It samples e′, z0, z1 ← χm and

uniform v0, v1 ← Z
m−n
q . It chooses any R ∈ Zm×m

q , then sets

H′ := H − v0 zT
0 − v1 (Rz1)T

∈ Z(m−n)×m
q ,

c′ := c − v0 · 〈z0, e′〉 − v1 · 〈Rz1, e′〉 ∈ Zm−n
q .

It sends (H′, c′, z0, z1, 〈z0, e′〉, 〈Rz1, e′〉) to the knapsack-eLWE+ adversary A, and

outputs whatA outputs.
1We note that a higher quality reduction from LWE to eLWE is given in [36] in the case of

binary secret keys. However for our cryptosystem, it will be more convenient to have secret key
coordinates in Zq, so we extend the reduction of [5] to eLWE+ instead.
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Notice that when H, c are independent and uniform, so are H′, c′, in which

case B’s simulation is perfect.

Now, consider the case when H, c are drawn from the knapsack-LWE distri-

bution, with c = Hx for e ← χm. In this case, H′ is uniformly random over the

choice of H, and we have

c′ = Hx − v0 · 〈z0, e′〉 − v1 · 〈Rz1, e′〉

=
(
H′ + v0 zT

0 + v1 (Rz1)T
)

e − v0 · 〈z0, e′〉 − v1 · 〈Rz1, e′〉

= H′e + v0 · 〈z0, e − e′〉 + v1 · 〈Rz1, e − e′〉.

Define the event E = [E0 ∧ E1] as

E0
def
=

[
〈z0, e〉 = 〈z0, e′〉

]
,

E1
def
=

[
〈Rz1, e〉 = 〈Rz1, e′〉

]
.

If event E occurs, then the reduction B perfectly simulates a pseudorandom

instance of knapsack-eLWE+ toA, as then v0 · 〈z0, e−e′〉+v1 · 〈Rz1, e−e′〉 vanishes,

leaving c′ = H′e for H′ ← Z(m−n)×m
q and e ← χm as required. Otherwise since q

is prime, the reduction B (incorrectly) simulates an independent and uniform

instance of knapsack-eLWE+ to A, as then either one of v0 · 〈z0, e − e′〉 or v1 ·

〈Rz1, e − e′〉 does not vanish, implying that c′ is uniform in Zm−n
q over the choice

of v0 (resp. v1) alone, independent of the choices of H′ and x.

It remains to analyze the probability that event E occurs. Because e and e′

are i.i.d., we may define the random variable Z0 that takes values 〈z0, e∗〉 ∈ Zq

and the random variable Z1 that takes values 〈Rz1, e∗〉 ∈ Zq jointly over choice

of e∗ ← χm, and analyze their collision probabilities independently. Since the

collision probability of any random variable Z is at least 1/|Supp(Z)|, we have
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that Pr[E] ≥ min CP[Z0]·min CP[Z1] = 1/q2 = 1/poly(n), and the theorem follows.

�

3.2 Flexibly Bi-Deniable Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) for

Branching Programs

In this section, we present our flexibly bi-deniable ABE for bounded-length

Branching Program. We organize our approach into the following three steps:

(1) first, we recall the encoding scheme proposed in the SIM-secure ABE-BP

of [83]; (2) Then, we present our flexibly bi-deniable attribute bi-translucent set

(AB-BTS) scheme, as was defined in Definition 3.1.2. Our AB-BTS construction

uses the ideas of Gorbunov and Vinayagamurthy [83], with essential modifica-

tions that allow us to tightly upper and lower bound evaluated noise terms. As

discussed in the Introduction, this tighter analysis plays a key role in proving

bi-deniability. (3) Finally, we show how to obtain the desired bi-deniable ABE

scheme from our AB-BTS. As pointed out by Canetti et al. [43] and O’Neill et

al. [105], a bitranslucent set scheme implies flexibly bi-deniable PKE. We observe

that the same idea generalizes to the case of an AB-BTS scheme and flexibly bi-

deniable ABE in a straightforward manner.

3.2.1 Encoding Schemes for Branching Programs

Basic Homomorphic Encoding. Before proceeding to the public key evalua-

tion algorithm, we first described basic homomorphic addition and multipli-

cation over public keys and encoded ciphertexts based on the techniques in
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[76, 6, 31].

Definition 3.2.1 (LWE Encoding). For any matrix A ← Zn×m
q , we define an LWE

encoding of a bit a ∈ {0, 1} with respect to a public key A and randomness s← Zn
q as

ψA,s,a = sT (A + a ·G) + e ∈ Zm
q

for error vector e← χm and the gadget matrix G ∈ Zn×m
q .

In our construction, all LWE encodings will be encoded using the same LWE

secret s, thus for simplicity, we will simply refer to such an encoding as ψA,a.

For homomorphic addition, the addition algorithm takes as input two en-

codings ψA,a, ψA′,a, and outputs the sum of them. Let A+ = A + A′ and a+ = a + a′

Add(ψA,a, ψA′,a′) = ψA,a + ψA′,a′ = ψA+,a+

For homomorphic multiplication, the multiplication algorithm takes as in-

put two encodings ψA,a, ψA′,a, and outputs an encoding ψA×,a× , where A× =

−AG−1(A′) and a× = aa′.

Mult(ψA,a, ψA′,a′) = −ψ ·G−1(A′) + a · ψ′ = ψA×,a×

Public Key Evaluation Algorithm. Following the notation in [83], we define a

public evaluation algorithm EvalPK. The algorithm takes as input a description

of the branching program BP, a collection of public keys {Ai}i∈[`] (one for each

attribute bit xi), a collection of public keys V0,i for initial state vector and an

auxiliary matrix Ac, and outputs an evaluated public key corresponding to the

branching program BP.

VBP ← EvalPK(BP, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac)
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where the auxiliary matrix Ac are used to encoded constant 1 for each input

wire. We also define matrix A′i = Ac−Ai as a public key used to encode 1− xi. By

the definition of branching programs, the output VBP ∈ Z
n×m
q is the homomor-

phically generated public key VL,1 at position 1 of the state vector for the L-th

step of the branching program evaluation.

Recall that in the definition of branching programs, BP is represented by

the tuple {var(t), {γt,i,0, γt,i,1}i∈[5]} for t ∈ [L], and the initial state vector is set to be

v0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0). Further, for t ∈ [L], the computation is performed as vt[i] =

vt−1[γt,i,0](1− xvar(t))+vt−1[γt,i,1] · xvar(t). It is important for the security proof (among

other reasons) that the evaluated state vector in each step is independent of the

attribute vector.

Encoding Evaluation Algorithm. We define an encoding evaluation algo-

rithm EvalCT that takes as input the description of a branching program BP, an

attribute vector x, a set of encodings for the attribute {Ai, ψi := ψAi,xi}i∈[`], encod-

ings of the initial state vector {V0,i, ψ0,i := ψV0,iv0[i]}i∈[5] and an encoding of a con-

stant 1, i.e., ψc := ψAc,1. The algorithm EvalCT outputs an encoding of the result

y := BP(x) with respect to the homomorphically derived public key VBP := VL,1

ψBP ← EvalCT(BP, x, {Ai, ψi}i∈[`], {V0,i, ψ0,i}i∈[5], {Ac, ψc})

As mentioned above, in branching program computation, for t ∈ [L], we

have for all i ∈ [5]

vt[i] = vt−1[γt,i,0](1 − xvar(t)) + vt−1[γt,i,1] · xvar(t)

The evaluation algorithm proceeds inductively to update the encoding of the

state vector for each step of the branching program. Next, we need to in-
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stantiate this inductive computation using the homomorphic operations de-

scribed above, i.e., Add,Mult. Following the notation used in [83], we define

ψ′i := ψA′i ,(1−xi) = sT (A′i + (1− xi)G) + e′i , where A′i = Ac −Ai, to denote the encoding

of 1 − xi. This encoding can be computed using Add(ψAc
i ,1,−ψAi,xi). Then assum-

ing at time t − 1 ∈ [L] we hold encodings of the state vector {ψVt−1,i,vt−1[i]}i∈[5]. For

i ∈ [5], we compute the encodings of new state values as

ψi,t = Add(Mult(ψ′var(t), ψt−1,γ0),Mult(ψvar(t), ψt−1,γ1))

where γ0 := γt,i,0 and γ1 := γt,i,1. We omit the correctness proof of the encoding

here, which is presented in [83].

Simulated Public Key Evaluation Algorithm. The simulation strategy was

first developed in [31], and then adapted by Gorbunov and Vinayagamurthy

[83] in branching program scenario. In particular, set Ai = AiRi − xiG for some

shared public key matrix A and low norm matrix Ri. Similarly, the state public

keys At,i = ARt,i − vt[i]G, and matrices Ac = ARc − G. The evaluation algorithm

EvalSim takes as input the description of branching program BP, the attribute

vector x, collections of low norm matrices {Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5],Rc corresponding to

input public key, initial state vector and complement matrices respectively, and

a shared matrix A. It outputs a homomorphically derived low norm matrix RBP:

RBP ← EvalSim(BP, x, {Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5],Rc,A)

In particular, let R′i = Rc
i −Ri for i ∈ [`]. We derive the low-norm matrices Rt,i for

i ∈ [5] as

1. Let γ0 := γt,i,0 and γ1 := γt,i,1.
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2. Compute

Rt,i = (−R′var(t)G
−1(Vt−1,γ0) + (1 − xvar(t)) · Rt−1,γ0)

+ (−Rvar(t)G−1(Vt−1,γ1) + xvar(t) · Rt−1,γ1)
(3.1)

We let RL,1 be the matrix obtained at L-th step corresponding to state value 1 by

the above algorithm. The correctness requires the norm of RBP remains small

and the matrix VBP output by EvalPK satisfies VBP = ARBP − BP(x)G. We refer to

the counterpart in [83] for the detailed correctness proof.

In order to achieve correctness and deniability, it is important for us to both

lower and upper bound the norm of ||RBP||. Here we apply the triangular in-

equality of the norm and obtain the following lemma:

Lemma 3.2.2. Let Ri, j’s be the matrices defined as above. Then for every t ∈ [`], i ∈ [5]

and every error vector e ∈ Zm
q , we have ||eT · Rt−1, j|| − Θ(m1.5) · ||e|| ≤ ||eT · Rt,i|| ≤

||e|| · ||Rt−1, j|| + Θ(m1.5) · ||e||, where j = γxvar(t) .

Proof. Recall the matrix Ri, j is computed as

Rt,i = (−R′var(t)G
−1(Vt−1,γ0) + (1 − xvar(t)) ·Rt−1,γ0) + (−Rvar(t)G−1(Vt−1,γ1) + xvar(t) ·Rt−1,γ1)

where xvar(t) ∈ {0, 1}. Without loss of generality, we assume xvar(t) = 1, thus we

obtain

Rt,i = −R′var(t)G
−1(Vt−1,γ0) + Rt−1,γ1 − Rvar(t)G−1(Vt−1,γ1)

Since G−1(Vt−1,γ1) ∈ {0, 1}
m×m, we know ||G−1(Vt−1,γ1)|| ≤ m. Since matrices

Rvar(t),R′var(t) were chosen uniformly at random in ∈ {−1, 1}m×m, we know that their

norm is bounded by Θ(
√

m) with high probability by Lemma 2.3.5. Therefore,

we can bound the norm of term ||R′var(t)G
−1(Vt−1,γ0) + Rvar(t)G−1(Vt−1,γ1)|| ≤ Θ(m1.5).
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By applying the triangular inequality, it holds for every t ∈ [`], i ∈ [5] and vector

e ∈ Zm
q ,

||eT · Rt−1, j|| − Θ(m1.5)||e|| ≤ ||eT · Rt,i|| ≤ ||e|| · ||Rt−1, j|| + Θ(m1.5)||e||

where j = γxvar(t) . �

By applying the above lemma inductively on the equation (3.1) of computing

matrix RBP for input length `, we can obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 3.2.3. Let BP be a length ` branching program, and RBP be the matrix as

defined above. Then we have ||eT ·R0, j||−2m1.5`||e|| ≤ ||eT RBP|| ≤ ||eT || · ||R0, j||+2m1.5`||e||

for some j ∈ [5].

Proof. Applying Lemma 3.2.2 inductively on input length `, we have

||eT RBP|| ≥ ||eT · R`−1, j|| − 2m1.5||e|| ≥ · · · ≥ ||eT · R0, j|| − 2m1.5`||e||

We can obtain the upper bound of ||eT RBP|| using similar computation. �

Lemma 3.2.4. Let R is an m × m be a matrix chosen at random from {−1, 1}m×m, and

u = (u1, ..., um) ∈ Rm be a vector chosen according to the m dimensional Gaussian with

width α. Then we have

Pr
[
||uT R||2 ∈ Θ(m2α2)

]
> 1 − negl(m).

Proof. We know with overwhelming probability over the choice of u, all of its

entries have absolute value less than B = αω(log m). Also, we know that with

overwhelming probability, we have ||u||2 = Θ(mα2). We call a sample typical if it

satisfies these two conditions. Note that it is without loss of generality to just

consider the typical samples, from a simple union bound argument.
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Then we consider a fixed typical choice of vector u = (u1, ..., um) ∈ Rm. We

write the inner product of uT · r where r = (r1, . . . , rm) is sampled uniformly from

{−1, 1}m. We observe that E
[
||uT · r||2

]
= E

[∑m
i=1 r2

i u2
i +

∑
i< j≤m rir juiu j

]
=

∑m
i=1 u2

i =

||u||2. This is because each ri, r j are independent and have mean 0.

Now, for such a fixed u we denote random variables X1, . . . , Xm be i.i.d. sam-

ples of rT u. It is not hard to see that

• ||uT R||2 = X2
1 + X2

2 + · · · + X2
m, (one can view Xi as the i-th entry of uT R),

• E
[
||uT R||2

]
= m||u||2.

Next we claim that for each i, X2
i ≤ mB2ω(log m) with overwhelming proba-

bility. By Hoeffding’s inequality, we have

Pr


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑j∈[m]

r ju j

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ > t

 < 2e−
2t2

m·4B2 .

This is because each r ju j ∈ [−B, B]. (Recall that we consider a fixed u for the

typical case). By setting t =
√

mBω(log m), we have Pr[|Xi| > t] < negl(m). Thus

X2
i ≤ mB2ω(log m) with overwhelming probability. So we can consider trun-

cated versions of X2
i ’s, where we cut out the large samples. This will only in-

duce a negligible statistical distance, and change the expectation by a negligible

amount. For simplicity of presentation, we still use the notation X2
i ’s in the fol-

lowing arguments, but the reader should keep in mind that they were truncated.

Next again we apply Hoeffding’s inequality to the X2
i ’s to obtain

Pr
[∣∣∣||uT R||2 − m||u||2

∣∣∣ > t′
]
< 2e

− 2t′2∑m
i=1(mB2ω(log m))2 = 2e−

2t′2

m3B4ω(log m) .

By taking t′ = m||u||2/2, we have

Pr
[∣∣∣||uT R||2 − m||u||2

∣∣∣ > t′
]
< 2e−

||u||4

2mB4ω(log m) .
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Since u is typical, we know that ||u||2 = Θ(mα2). Also recall that B = αω(log m).

So we have

Pr
[
||uT R||2 ∈ Θ(m2α2)

]
> 1 − 2e−

m
ω(log m) = 1 − negl(m).

This completes the proof. �

3.2.2 Construction of Flexibly Bi-Deniable ABE for Branching

Programs

In this part, we present our flexibly bi-deniable AB-BTS scheme for bounded-

length Branching Programs. We use a semantically-secure public key en-

cryption Π = (Gen′,Enc′,Dec′) with message space MΠ = Zm×m
q and

ciphertext space CΠ. For a family of branching programs of length

bounded by L and input space {0, 1}`, the description of BiDenAB-BTS =

(Setup,DenSetup,Keygen,SampleP,SampleU,TestP,FakeRCoins,

FakeSCoins) are as follows:

• Setup(1λ, 1L, 1`): On input the security parameter λ, the length of the branch-

ing program L and length of the attribute vector `,

1. Set the LWE dimension be n = n(λ), modulus q = q(n, L). Choose Gaussian

distribution parameter s = s(n). Let params = (n, q,m, s).

2. Sample one random matrix associated with its trapdoor as

(A,TA)← TrapGen(q, n,m)

3. Choose ` + 6 random matrices {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac from Zn×m
q .
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4. Choose a random vector u ∈ Zn
q.

5. Compute a public/secret key pair (PK′,SK′) for a semantically secure pub-

lic key encryption (PK′,SK′)← Gen′(1λ)

6. Output the public parameter PP and master secret key MSK as

PP = (params,A, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac,u,PK′), MSK = (TA,SK′)

• DenSetup(1λ, 1L, 1`): On input the security parameter λ, the length of branch-

ing program L and length of attribute vector `, the deniable setup algorithm

runs the same computation as setup algorithm, and outputs

PP = (params,A, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac,u,PK′), MSK = (TA,SK′) fk = (TA,SK′)

• Keygen(MSK,BP): On input the master secret key MSK and the description of

a branching program BP, BP = (v0, {var(t), {γt,i,0, γt,i,1}i∈[5]}t∈[L]).

1. Homomorphically compute a public matrix with respect to the branching

program BP: VBP ← EvalPK(BP, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac).

2. Sample a low norm vector rBP ∈ Z
2m
q , using

rBP ← SampleLeft(A,TA, (VBP + G),u, sq)

such that rT
BP · [A|VBP + G] = u.

3. Output the secret key SKBP for branching program as SKBP = (rBP,BP).

• SampleP(PP, x): On input public parameters PP and attribute x,

1. Choose an LWE secret s ∈ Zn
q uniformly at random.

2. Choose noise vector e← DZm
q ,α, and compute ψ0 = sT A + e.

3. Choose one random matrices Rc ← {−1, 1}m×m, and let ec = eT Rc. Compute

an encoding of constant 1: ψc = sT (Ac + G) + ec.
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4. Encode each bit i ∈ [`] of the attribute vector:

(a) Choose a random matrix Ri ← {−1, 1}m×m, and let ei = eT Ri.

(b) Compute ψi = sT (Ai + xiG) + ei.

5. Encode the initial state vector v0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0), for i ∈ [5]

(a) Choose a random matrix R′0,i ← {−1, 1}m×m, and let R0,i = ηR′0,i, e0,i =

eT R0,i, where the noise scaling parameter η is set in Section 3.2.3.

(b) Compute ψ0,i = sT (Ai + v0[i]G) + e0,i.

6. Compute c = sT u + e, where e← DZq,s

7. Use PKE to encrypt randomly chosen matrices Rc, {Ri}i∈[`] and {R0,i}i∈[5]:

Ti ← Enc′(PK′,Ri),Tc ← Enc′(PK′,Rc),T0,i ← Enc′(PK′,R0,i)

8. Output the ciphertext

CTx = (x, ψ0, {ψi}i∈[`], ψ
c, {ψ0,i}i∈[5], c, {Ti}i∈[`],Tc, {T0,i}i∈[5])

• SampleU(PP, x): Output a uniformly random vector CT ∈ Zm
q ×Z

`m
q ×Z

`m
q ×Z

5m
q ×

Zq × C
`
Π
× CΠ × C

5
Π

.

• TestP(SKBP,CTx): On input the secret key SKBP for a branching program BP

and a ciphertext associated with attribute x, if BP(x) = 0, output ⊥, otherwise,

1. Homomorphically compute the evaluated ciphertext of result BP(x)

ψBP ← EvalCT(BP, x, {Ai, ψi}i∈[`], {V0,i, ψ0,i}i∈[5], {Ac
i , ψ

c
i }i∈[`])

2. Then compute φ = [ψ0|ψBP]T · rBP. Accept CTx as a P-sample if |c−φ| < 1/4,

otherwise reject.

• FakeSCoins(rS ): Simply output the P-sample c as the randomness r∗S that

would cause SampleU to output cx.
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• FakeRCoins(PP, fk,CTx,BP): On input the public parameters PP, the faking

key fk, a ciphertext CTx and description of a branching program BP

1. If BP(x) , 0, then output SK f ← Keygen(fk,BP).

2. Otherwise, parse ciphertext CTx as

CTx = (x, ψ0, {ψi}i∈[`], ψ
c, {ψ0,i}i∈[5], c, {Ti}i∈[`],Tc, {T0,i}i∈[5])

Compute e ← Invert(A,TA, ψ0). Then decrypt ({Ti}i∈[`],Tc, {T0,i}i∈[5]) respec-

tively using Dec(SK′, ·) to obtain {Ri}i∈[`],Rc, {R0,i}i∈[5]. Compute evaluated

error

eBP ← EvalCT(BP, x, {Ai, eT Ri}i∈[`], {V0,i, eT R0,i}i∈[5], {Ac, eT Rc})

such that eBP = eT RBP.

3. Homomorphically compute a public matrix with respect to the branching

program BP: VBP ← EvalPK(BP, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5], {Ac
i }i∈[`]). Then sample a

properly distributed secret key rBP ∈ Z
2m
q , using

rBP ← SampleLeft(A,TA, (VBP + G),u, s)

4. Sample correlation vector y0 ← DZm
q ,β

2q2Im×m . Then sample correlation coeffi-

cient µ← Dγ, and set vector y1 = (µeBP +DZm,Q)q, where

Q = β2Im×m − γ
2α2RT

BPRBP (3.2)

5. Let y = (y0|y1), then sample and output the faked secret key SK∗BP = r∗BP

as r∗BP ← y +D
Λ+rBP−y,

√
s2−β2 , using SampleD(ExtBasis(A,TA,VBP + G), rBP −

y,
√

s2 − β2), where Λ = Λ⊥([A|VBP + G]).

The SampleP algorithm is similar to the ABE ciphertexts in the work [83],

except that we add another scaling factor η to the rotation matrices R0,i’s. This
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allows us to both upper and lower bound the noise growth, which is essential to

achieve bi-deniability. As we discussed in the introduction, the FakeRCoins em-

beds the evaluated noise into the secret key, so that it will change the decrypted

value of the targeted ciphertext, but not others. Next we present the theorem

we achieve and a high level ideas of the proof. We describe the intuition of our

proof as follows.

Overview of Our Security Proof. At a high level, our security proof begins at

the Fake experiment (cf. Definition 3.1.1 for a formal description), where first a

ciphertext CT∗ and its associated noise terms e∗ are sampled, then a fake key r∗

is generated that “artificially” fails to decrypt any ciphertext with noise vector

(oriented close to) e∗. In the end, we will arrive at the Real experiment, where an

honest key r is generated that “genuinely” fails to decrypt the honestly gener-

ated, coerced ciphertext CT∗. (Multi-CT coercion security follows by a standard

hybrid argument that repeatedly modifies respective r∗ to r for each coerced CT∗

in order.) In order to transition from Fake to Real, we move through a sequence

of computationally- or statistically-indistinguishable hybrid experiments.

The first set of intermediate experiments (represented by Hyb1 and Hyb2 in

our formal proof) embeds the attribute x of the challenge ciphertext CT∗ in the

public parameters, in a similar fashion to the beginning of every SIM-secure

proof of lattice-based ABE. Indistinguishability follows via the Leftover Hash

Lemma [58]. (Note that the additional hybrid in our proof is used to ensure

that the random rotation matrices R employed by the LHL for public key em-

bedding of x are the exact same matrices R as used to generate the noise terms

of the coerced CT∗, and uses the security of any semantically-secure PKE for

computational indistinguishability.)
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The next set of intermediate experiments (given by Hyb3,Hyb4, and Hyb5 in

our formal proof) perform the “main, new work” of our security proof. Specifi-

cally, they “swap the order” of the generation of the PK matrices {A}, the public

coset u (in the public parameters and in the coerced ciphertext), and the error

vector(s) e in the coerced ciphertext components. (An additional hybrid is used

to toggle the order of a “correlation vector” y – a random, planted vector used to

allow for a more modular analysis of these steps.) In each case, we give a statis-

tical argument that the adversary’s view in adjacent hybrids is indistinguishable

or identical, using elementary properties of multi-dimensional Gaussians.

In the next step (given by Hyb6), we apply the eLWE+ assumption to

(roughly) change every component of the coerced ciphertext CT∗ to uniform

– except for the final c∗ component used to blind the message µ.

In the final step (given by Hyb7), we transition to the Real experiment by

changing the c∗ component to uniform (in the presence of Dual Regev decryp-

tion under honest z), using our sharper noise analysis as described above to

show statistical indistinguishability of the final decryption output of z on CT∗.

Theorem 3.2.5. Assuming the hardness of extended-LWEq,β′ , the above algorithms

form a secure attribute-based bitranslucent set schemem, as in Definition 3.1.2.

Lemma 3.2.6. For parameters set in Section 3.2.3, the AB-BTS defined above satisfies

the correctness property in Definition 3.1.2.

Proof. As we mentioned in Remark 3.1.3, the correctness of faking algorithms

is implied by the bi-deniability property. Therefore, we only need to prove the

correctness of normal decryption algorithm. For branching program BP and
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input x, such that BP(x) = 1, we compute ψt,i for t ∈ [`] as

ψt,i = Add(Mult(ψ′var(t), ψt−1,γ0),Mult(ψvar(t), ψt−1,γ1))

= Add
(
[sT (−A′var(t)G

−1(Vt−1,γ0) + (vt[γ0] · (1 − xvar(t))) ·G) + e1],

([sT (−A′var(t)G
−1(Vt−1,γ1) + (vt[γ1] · xvar(t)) ·G) + e2]

)
= sT

[ (
− A′var(t)G

−1(Vt−1,γ0) − A′var(t)G
−1(Vt−1,γ1)

)︸                                                  ︷︷                                                  ︸
Vt,i

+
(
vt[γ0] · (1 − xvar(t)) + vt[γ1] · xvar(t)

)︸                                        ︷︷                                        ︸
vt[i]

·G
]

+ et,i

At the end of the ciphertext evaluation, since BP(x) = 1, we can obtain ψBP =

sT (VBP+G)+eBP, where eBP = eT RBP. Recall that the secret key SK = rBP satisfying

[A|VBP + G] · rBP = u. Then for c − [ψ0|ψBP] · rBP, it holds that

c − [ψ0|ψBP]T · rBP = e − eT RBP · rBP

Now we need to compute a bound for the final noise term. By applying Theo-

rem 3.2.3, we obtain that

||eT || · ||RBP|| + 2m1.5`||e|| ≤ (2m1.5` + η
√

m)||e|| ≤ α
√

m(2m1.5` + η
√

m) · sq
√

m ≤
1
4

So by setting the parameters appropriately, as in Section 3.2.3, we have that

|c − [ψ0|ψBP]T · rBP| ≤ 1/4

and the lemma follows. �

Lemma 3.2.7. Assuming the hardness of extended-LWEq,β′ , the AB-BTS scheme de-

scribed above is bi-deniable as defined in Definition 3.1.2.

Proof. First, we notice that because SampleU simply outputs its random coins as

a uniformly random CT, we can use CT itself as the coins.
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We prove the bi-deniability property by a sequence of hybrids Hybi with

details as follows:

Hybrid Hyb0: Hybrid Hyb0 is the same as the view of adversaryA in the right-

hand faking experiment in the definition of bi-deniability. We use the fact that

algorithm Invert successfully recovers e from CT with overwhelming probabil-

ity over all randomness in the experiment.

Hybrid Hyb1: In hybrid Hyb2, we switch the encryptions of matrices

({Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5],Rc) in the ciphertext to encryptions of zero.

Recall that in hybrid Hyb0, we encrypt the randomness matrices ({Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5],Rc)

using semantically secure PKE Π, i.e.,

Ti ← Enc′(PK′,Ri), Tc ← Enc′(PK′,Rc), T0,i ← Enc′(PK′,R0,i)

In hybrid Hyb1, we just set

Ti ← Enc′(PK′, 0), Tc ← Enc′(PK′, 0), T0,i ← Enc′(PK′, 0)

to be encryptions of 0 ∈ Zm×m to replace encryptions of matrices

({Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5],Rc).

Hybrid Hyb2: In hybrid Hyb2, we embed random matrices ({Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5],Rc)

and challenge attribute x∗ in the public parameters PP.

Recall that in hybrid Hyb1 the matrices ({Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac) are sampled at ran-

dom. In hybrid Hyb2, we slightly change how these matrices are generated. Let

x∗ = (x∗1, ..., x
∗
`) be the challenge attribute that the adversaryA intends to attack.

We sample matrices ({Ri}i∈[`], {R′0,i}i∈[5],Rc) uniformly random from {−1, 1}m×m

and set R0,i = ηR′0,i, which would be used both in the generation of public

parameters and challenge ciphertext. We set ({Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac) respectively
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as

Ai = ARi − x∗i G, V0,i = AR0,i − v0[i]G, Ac = ARc −G

where v0 = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0]. The rest of the hybrid remains unchanged.

Hybrid Hyb3: In hybrid Hyb3, we change the generation of matrix A and vector

u in public parameters PP.

Let A be a random matrix in Zn×m
q . The construction of matrices

({Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac) remains the same, as in hybrid Hyb2. Sample error vec-

tors e that would be used in algorithm SampleP later. Then compute the error

vector

eBP∗ ← EvalCT(BP, x, {Ai, eT Ri}i∈[`], {V0,i, eT R0,i}i∈[5], {Ac, eT Rc})

and choose a correlation coefficient µ← Dγ, and set vector y1 = (µeBP∗+DZm,Q)q,

where

Q = β2Im×m − γ
2α2RT

BP∗RBP∗

Then let y = (y0|y1), where y0 ← DZm
q ,β

2q2Im×m . Sample vector rBP∗ ← y +

DZ2m−y,(s2−β2)q2I2m×2m , and compute matrix

VBP∗ ← EvalPK(BP, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5],Ac)

Set vector u in public parameters PP as u = [A|VBP∗] · rBP∗ . Since A is a random

matrix without trapdoor TA to answer key queries, we will use trapdoor TG to

answer queries as follows. Consider a secret key query for branching program

BP such that BP(x∗) = 0. To respond, we do the following computations:

1. First, we compute

RBP ← EvalSim(BP, x, {Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5],Rc,A)

to obtain a low-norm matrix RBP ∈ Z
m×m
q satisfying ARBP − BP(x∗)G = VBP.
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2. Then, we sample rBP using

rBP ← SampleRight(A,G,RBP,TG,u, sq)

such that

rT
BP · [A|VBP + G] = u

By Lemma 2.3.7, vector rBP is distributed as required.

The computation of answering P-sampler query, SampleP is the same as hybrid

Hyb1 with error vectors e, For faking receiver coins, FakeRCoins, simply output

the vector rBP∗ pre-sampled in the generation of vector u before.

Hybrid Hyb4: In hybrid Hyb4, we change the generation order of vector y and

error vector e.

First sample vector y = (y0|y1) ← DZ2m,β2q2I2m×2m and compute rBP∗ from y as in

previous hybrid. Next, we compute error term e as e = νyT
1 RBP∗/q + DZm,Q′ ,

where ν← Dτ, τ = γα2/β2, andDZm,Q′ is sampled as L′DZm
1 ,Im×m for

Q′ = L′L′T = α2I − τ2β2RT
BP∗RBP∗ (3.3)

Additionally, we modify the challenge ciphertext to be

ψ∗0 = sT A/q + e, ψ∗i = ψ∗T0 Ri/q, ψ∗0,i = ψ∗T0 R0,i/q, ψ∗c = ψ∗T0 Rc/q

and c∗ = sT u +DZm,αIm×m .

Hybrid Hyb5: In hybrid Hyb5, we change the generation order of secret key rBP∗

and vector y.

We first sample matrix rBP∗ from discrete Gaussian distribution DZ2m,s2q2I2m×2m ,

and set vector u in public parameters PP to be u = [A|VBP∗] · rBP∗ , where

VBP∗ ← EvalPK(BP, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5], {Ac
i }i∈[`])
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Then set y = (y0|y1) = rBP∗/2 + DZ2m,(β2−s2/4)q2I2m×2m . The remainder of the hybrid

remains roughly the same. In particular, the challenge ciphertext CT∗ is gener-

ated in the same manner as Hybrid Hyb4. We break the noise term e into two

terms e = e(1)
0 + e(2)

0 + νyT
1 RBP∗/q, where e(1)

0 ← DZm,β′Im×m , e
(2)
0 ← DZm,Q′−β′2Im×m and

β′ = α/2.

Hybrid Hyb6: In hybrid Hyb6, we change how the challenge ciphertext is gen-

erated by using the Extended-LWE+ instance.

First sample uniformly random vector b ∈ Zm and set the challenge ciphertext

as

ψ∗0 = b/q + e(2)
0 , ψ∗i = ψ∗T0 Ri/q, ψ∗0,i = ψ∗T0 R0,i/q, ψ∗c = ψ∗T0 Rc/q

and c∗ = rT
BP∗[Im×m|RBP∗](b/q − e(1)

0 ) +DZm,αIm×m .

Hybrid Hyb7: In hybrid Hyb7, we change the challenge ciphertext to be uni-

formly random.

In algorithm SampleP, sample uniformly random vectors CT ∈ Zm
q × Z

`m
q × Z

m
q ×

Z5m
q × Zq and outputs CT.

Claim 3.2.8. Assuming the semantic security of PKE Π = (Gen′,Enc′,Dec′), hybrid

Hyb0 and Hyb1 are computationally indistinguishable.

Proof. Observe there is only one difference between hybrids Hyb0 and Hyb1 oc-

curs in the challenge ciphertext, i.e., the encryption (under PKE Π) of the ran-

dom matrices Si are replaced by encryption of 0. If a ppt adversary A distin-

guishes between the Hyb0-encryptions of ({Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5], {Rc}) and the Hyb1-

encryptions of 0 with non-negligible probability, then we can construct an ef-

ficient reduction B that uses A to break the semantic security of PKE Π with

similar probability. �
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Claim 3.2.9. Hybrids Hyb1 and Hyb2 are statistically indistinguishable.

Proof. Observe the only difference between hybrids Hyb1 and Hyb2 is the gener-

ation of matrices

({Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5], {Ac
i }i∈[`])

The random matrices ({Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5], {Rc
i }i∈[`]) are used in the generation of

public parameters PP:

Ai = ARi − x∗i G, V0,i = AR0,i − v0[i]G, Ac = ARc −G

and the construction of errors in challenge ciphertext

ei = eT Ri, ec = eT Rc, e0,i = eT R0,i

Then by Leftover Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the following two distributions are statis-

tically indistinguishable

(A, {ARi}i∈[`], {AR0,i}i∈[5], {ARc}, ẽ) ≈ (A, {Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5], {Ac}, ẽ)

where ẽ = ({ei}i∈[`], {e0,i}i∈[5], {ec}). Hence, hybrid Hyb0 and Hyb1 are statistically

indistinguishable. �

Claim 3.2.10. Hybrids Hyb2 and Hyb3 are statistically indistinguishable.

Proof. Observe there are three differences between hybrid Hyb2 and Hyb3: The

generation of matrix A and vector u in PP, challenge secret key SKBP∗ and the

computation methods to answer secret key queries. By the property of algo-

rithm TrapGen(q, n,m) in Lemma 2.3.6, the distribution of matrix A in hybrid

Hyb2 is statistically close to uniform distribution, from which matrix A in hy-

brid Hyb3 is sampled.
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For secret key queries regarding branching program BP, in hybrid Hyb2, we

sample vector rBP, using

rBP ← SampleLeft(A,TA, (VBP + G),u, s)

While in hybrid Hyb3, we sample vector rBP, using

rBP ← SampleRight(A,G,RBP,TG,u, sq)

By setting the parameters appropriately as specified in Section 3.2.3, and the

properties of algorithms SampleLeft and SampleRight in Lemma 2.3.7, the an-

swers to secret key queries are statistically close.

By Leftover Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the distribution ([A|VBP∗], [A|VBP∗] · rBP∗) and

([A|VBP∗],u) are statistically close. Hence, hybrid Hyb2 and Hyb3 are statistically

indistinguishable. �

Claim 3.2.11. Hybrids Hyb3 and Hyb4 are statistically indistinguishable.

Proof. The only difference between the two experiments is in the choice of y and

e, specifically, the choice of the y1 component of y = (y0|y1). We will show that

the joint distribution of (e, y1) is identically distributed in these two hybrids:

In hybrid Hyb3, y1 is set as y1 = (µeBP∗ + DZm,Q)q, where Q = β2Im×m −

γ2α2RT
BP∗RBP∗ with e← DZm,α2Im×m and

eBP∗ ← EvalCT(BP, x, {Ai, eT Ri}i∈[`], {V0,i, eT R0,i}i∈[5], {Ac, eT Rc})

Therefore, in hybrid Hyb3, we may write the joint distribution of (e, y1) as T1 ·

DZ2m,I2m×2m , where T1
def
=

 αIm×m 0m×m

γαqRT
BP∗ qL

 for Q = LLT ∈ Zm×m via the Cholesky

decomposition due to Lemma 2.3.3.
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In hybrid Hyb4, vector y = (y0|y1) is sampled as y = (y0|y1) ← DZ2m,β2q2I2m×2m .

Then e is computed as e = νyT
1 RBP∗/q + DZm,Q′ , where ν ← Dτ, τ = γα2/β2, and

Q′ = α2I−τ2β2RT
BP∗RBP∗ . Then in hybrid Hyb4, we may write the joint distribution

of (e, y1) as T2 · DZ2m,I2m×2m , where T2
def
=

 L′ τβRBP∗

0m×m βqIm×m

 for Q′ = L′L′T ∈ Zm×m via

the Cholesky decomposition due to Lemma 2.3.3.

We claim equality of the following systems of equations:

T1TT
1 =

 α2Im×m γα2qRBP∗

γα2qRT
BP∗ γ2α2q2RT

BP∗RBP∗ + q2LLT


=

 L′L′T + τ2β2RBP∗RT
BP∗ τβ2qRBP∗

τβ2qRT
BP∗ β2q2Im×m

 = T2TT
2 .

This fact may be seen quadrant-wise by our choice of τ = γα2/β2 and the

settings of Q = LLT and Q′ = L′L′T in Equations (3.2) and (3.3). It then follows

that (T−1
2 T1)(T−1

2 T1)T = I2m×2m, implying T1 = T2Q∗ for some orthogonal matrix

Q∗. Because the spherical Gaussian DZ2m,I2m×2m is invariant under rigid transfor-

mations, we have T1 · DZ2m,I2m×2m = T2Q∗ · DZ2m,I2m×2m = T2 · DZ2m,I2m×2m , and the claim

follows. �

Claim 3.2.12. Hybrids Hyb4 and Hyb5 are statistically indistinguishable.

Proof. Observe the main difference between hybrids Hyb4 and Hyb5 is the order

of generation of vectors y and rBP∗ : In hybrid Hyb4, we first sample y = (y0|y1)←

DZ2m,β2q2I2m×2m and set rBP∗ ← y +DZ2m−y,q2(s2−β2)I2m×2m , while in hybrid Hyb5, we first

sample rBP∗ ← DZ2m,s2q2I2m×2m and set y = (y0|y1) ← rBP∗/2 + DZ2m,(β2−s2/4)q2I2m×2m . By

setting parameters appropriately as in Section 3.2.3, these two distributions are

statistically close. �
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Claim 3.2.13. Assuming the hardness of extended-LWE+
n,m,q,DZm ,β′ ,R for any adversar-

ially chosen distribution over matrices R ∈ Zm×m
q , then hybrids Hyb5 and Hyb6 are

computationally indistinguishable.

Proof. Suppose A has non-negligible advantage in distinguishing hybrid Hyb5

and Hyb6, then we useA to construct an extended-LWE+ algorithmB as follows:

Invocation. B invokes adversary A to commit to a challenge attribute vector

x∗ = (x∗1, ..., x
∗
`) and challenge branching program BP∗. Then B generates RBP∗

by first sampling ({Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5], {Rc}) as in the hybrid, and computes

RBP ← EvalSim(BP, x, {Ri}i∈[`], {R0,i}i∈[5], {Rc},A)

Then it receives an extended-LWE+ instance for the matrix R = RBP∗ as follows:

{A, b = sT A + e, z0, z1, 〈z0, b − e〉 + e, 〈zT
1 R, b − e〉 + e′}

where A
$
← Zn×m

q , s
$
← Zn

q, u
$
← Zm

q , e, z0, z1
$
← χn and e, e′

$
← χ. Algorithm B aims

to leverage adversaryA’s output to solve the extended-LWE+ assumption.

Setup. B generates matrices ({Ai}i∈[`], {V0,i}i∈[5], {Ac}) as specified in hybrid Hyb1.

Then, B sets challenge secret key SKBP∗ = rBP∗ = (r∗0|r
∗
1) = (z0|z1) from extended-

LWE+ instance and computes vector u as in hybrid Hyb5.

Secret key queries. B answers adversary A’s secret key queries as in hybrid

Hyb2.

Challenge ciphertext. B answers adversaryA’s P-sample query by setting

ψ∗0 = b/q + e(2)
0 + νyT

1 RBP∗/q, ψ∗i = ψ∗T0 Ri/q, ψ∗0,i = ψ∗T0 R0,i/q, ψ∗c = ψ∗T0 Rc/q

and c∗ = rT
BP∗[Im×m|RBP∗](b/q − e(1)) +DZm,αIm×m .
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Faking receiver coin query. B answers adversary A’s faking receiver coin

query by outputting the extended-LWE instance’s vector SKBP∗ = rBP∗ .

Output. B outputs whateverA outputs.

We can rewrite the expression of c∗
′ to be

c∗
′

= ([A∗|A∗RBP∗]
( z0

z1

)
)T s/q +DZ1,α

= ((z0|z1)
( A∗T

RT
BP∗A

∗T
)
)s/q + DZ1,α = z0A∗T s/q + z1RT

BP∗A
∗T s/q +DZ1,α

= 〈z0, b/q − e(1)〉 + 〈zT
1 RBP∗ , b/q − e(1)〉 +DZ1,α

We can see that if the eLWE+ instance’s vector b is pseudorandom, then the

distribution simulated by B is exactly the same as H5. If b is truly random and

independent, then the distribution simulated by B is exactly the same as H6.

Therefore, ifA can distinguish H5 from H6 with non-negligible probability, then

B can break the eLWE+
n,m,q,D(α/2)q,α′,S f ∗

problem for some α′ ≥ 0 with non-negligible

probability. �

Claim 3.2.14. Hybrids Hyb6 and Hyb7 are statistically indistinguishable.

Proof. Recall the only difference between hybrids Hyb6 and Hyb7 is the gener-

ation of challenge ciphertext. In hybrid Hyb7, we observe if ψ∗0 is chosen from

uniform distribution, then by Leftover Hash Lemma 5.2.2, it holds

ψ∗i = ψ∗T0 Ri/q, ψ∗0,i = ψ∗T0 R0,i/q, ψ∗c = ψ∗T0 Rc/q

is also uniformly random (in their marginal distribution). Therefore, it remains

to show that c∗ is still uniformly random even conditioned on fixed samples of

(ψ∗0, {ψ
∗
i }i, {ψ

∗
0,i}i, {ψ

c}).

As calculated above, we can unfold the expression of c∗ as

c∗ = 〈z0, b/q − x(1)〉 + 〈zT
1 RBP∗ , b/q − x(1)〉 +DZ1,α
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We note that b/q − x(1) = ψ∗0 − x(1) − x(2) − νRBP∗ y1/q, thus if we show that

〈RBP∗ z1, νRBP∗ y1/q〉

is close to uniform distribution (modulo 1), then c∗ will also be close to the uni-

form distribution (modulo 1), as c∗ is masked by this uniformly random number.

Recall in hybrids, we set y1 = z1/2 + (shift), so it is sufficient to analyze

〈RBP∗ z1, νRBP∗ y1/q〉 = ν〈RBP∗ z1,RBP∗ z1/q〉 = ν||R∗BP∗ z1||
2/q

By applying Lemma 3.2.2 inductively on matrix RBP∗ , we can obtain that

||R∗BP∗ z1||
2/q ≥

(||R0, j z1|| − Θ(m1.5)`||z1||)2

q

where R0, j ∈ {−1, 1}m×m. Since vector z1 is sampled from Gaussian with width

sq, so its two-norm is at least
√

m(sq) with overwhelming probability. Then by

Lemma 3.2.4, the distribution ν||R∗BP∗ z1||
2/q is a Gaussian distribution with width

at least

d = τ
(ηsqm − Θ(m2`)sq)2

q
=
γα2(ηsqm − Θ(m2`)sq)2

β2q

We recall again that ν was sampled from a Gaussian with parameter τ = γα2/β2.

By our setting of parameters, we have d/ω(log(n)) ≥ 1. A Gaussian with such

width is statistically close to uniform in the domain Z1. This completes the

proof. �

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.7. Further, Theorem 3.2.5 follows

from Lemmas 3.2.6 and 3.2.7. A (flexibly) bi-deniable ABE from LWE then fol-

lows. �
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3.2.3 Parameter Setting

The parameters in Table 3.1 are selected in order to satisfy the following con-

straints:

Parameters Description Setting
n,m lattice dimension n = λ,m = n2 log n
` length of input to branching program ` = n
q modulus (resp. bit-precision) prime ≥ n1.5m2.5ω(log n)
α sampling error terms e, e 1

n2.5 log3 n

β sampling correlation vector y α/2
γ sampling correlation coefficient µ 1

n log1.5 n

s sampling secret key r 3β/2
η scaling parameter for R0, j Θ(m`)

Table 3.1: Parameter Description and Simple Example Setting

• To ensure correctness in Lemma 3.2.6, we have αsqm(η
√

m + 2m1.5`) ≤ 1/4 .

• To ensure deniability in Hybrid Hyb7, we have d/ω(log(n)) > γα2(ηsqm−Θ(m2`sq))2

β2qω(log(n)) >

1.

• To ensure large enough LWE noise, we need α ≥ (
√

n log1+δ n)/q.

• To apply the leftover hash lemma, we need m ≥ 2n log(q).

• To ensure that the matrix Q in FakeRCoins is positive definite, we have β ≥

αγ

√
η
√

m + 2m1.5`; To ensure that the matrix Q′ in the security proof is positive

definite, we have α ≥ τβ
√
η
√

m + 2m1.5`. This constraint will also imply that in

the security proof, both Q′ and Q′−β′Im×m are positive definite (note β′ = α/2).

• To ensure hybrids Hyb3 and Hyb5 are well-defined, we have s > β and β > s/2.

Let s := (3/2)β.

Regev [112] showed that for q >
√

m/β′, an efficient algorithm for LWEn,m,q,χ

for χ = Dβ′q
(
and β′q ≥

√
nω(log(n))

)
implies an efficient quantum algorithm
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for approximating the SIVP and GapSVP problems, to within Õ(n/β′) approx-

imation factors in the worst case. Our example parameter setting yields a bi-

deniable AB-BTS based on the (quantum) hardness of solving SIVPÕ(n9.5), re-

spectively GapSVPÕ(n9.5). (We write this term to additionally absorb the (1/q2)

loss from our LWE to eLWE+ reduction.) We leave further optimizing the lattice

problem approximation factor to future work.

3.2.4 From AB-BTS to Flexible Bi-Deniable ABE

We present the instantiation of a flexible bi-deniable ABE using our AB-BTS

scheme described above. We let Σ′ = (Setup′,DenSetup′,Keygen′,SampleP′,SampleU′,

TestP′,FakeRCoins′,FakeSCoins′) be an AB-BTS scheme. Then the flexible bi-

deniable ABE Σ = (Setup,DenSetup,Keygen,Enc,DenEnc,Dec,SendFake,

RecFake) is:

• Setup(1λ): Run algorithm (PP′,MSK′) ← Setup′(1λ) in AB-BTS and set PP =

PP′,MSK = MSK′.

• DenSetup(1λ): Run algorithm (PP′,MSK′, fk′) ← DenSetup′(1λ) in AB-BTS and

set PP = PP′,MSK = MSK′, fk = (fk′,MSK′).

• Keygen(MSK, f ): Run algorithm SK′f ← Keygen′(MSK, f ) in AB-BTS and set

SK f = SK′f .

• Enc(PP, x, µ; (r(1)
S , r(2)

S )): On input the message µ ∈ {0, 1}, if µ = 0, then

run ci ← SampleU′(PP, x; r(i)
S ) for i = 1, 2, otherwise, µ = 1, run c1 ←

SampleU′(PP, x; r(1)
S ) and c2 ← SampleP′(PP, x; r(2)

S ). Output CTx = (c1, c2).

• DenEnc(PP, x, µ; (r(1)
S , r(2)

S )): On input the message µ ∈ {0, 1}, then run ci ←
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SampleP′(PP, x; r(i)
S ) for i = 1, 2, otherwise, µ = 1, run c1 ← SampleU′(PP, x; r(1)

S )

and c2 ← SampleP′(PP, x; r(2)
S ). Output CTx = (c1, c2).

• Dec(CTx,SK f ): If f (x) , 0, then output ⊥. Otherwise, parse CTx = (c1, c2) and

run bi ← TestP′(SK f , ci) for i = 1, 2. Output 0 if the b1 = b2 and 1 if b1 , b2.

• SendFake(PP, rS , µ, µ
′): If µ = µ′, return rS . If (µ, µ′) = (0, 1), then run r∗(2)

S ←

FakeSCoins′(PP, r(2)
S ) and return (r(1)

S , r∗(2)
S ). Else if (µ, µ′) = (1, 0), run r∗(1)

S ←

FakeSCoins′(PP, r(1)
S ) and return (r∗(1)

S , r(2)
S ).

• RecFake(PP, fk,CTx, f , µ′): Parse CTx = (c1, c2) and use fk to decrypt the ci-

phertext CTx then obtain the plaintext µ. If µ = µ′, then run the honest key

generation of the BTS scheme, i.e., SK′f ← Keygen′(MSK′, f ). Otherwise, run

SK′f ← FakeRCoins′(PP, fk, cµ+1, f ). Return SK′f .

Similar to the work by Canetti et al. [43] and O’Neil et al. [105], the following,

desired theorem can be proven in a straightforward manner.

Theorem 3.2.15. Assume that Σ′ is a flexible bi-deniable AB-BTS, as in Defini-

tion 3.1.2. Then Σ is a flexibly bi-deniable ABE, as in Definition 3.1.1.
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CHAPTER 4

ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION FOR RAMS

4.1 Technical Overview

We give an overview of the techniques employed in our main construction. We

later reuse some of the techniques used in our main construction to obtain a

construction in the dual setting as well.

Starting Point: Garbled RAMs. A natural idea to build ABE for RAMs is to

use garbled RAMs [74, 71, 72]. A garbled RAM allows for separately encoding

a RAM program1-database pair (P,D) and encoding an input x such that the

encodings only leak the output PD(x); compute both the encodings requires a

private key not revealed to the adversary. Notice that a garbled RAM scheme

implies a one-time, secret key ABE for RAM scheme; meaning that the adversary

only gets to make a single ciphertext query and a single attribute key query.

Indeed, it is unclear how to remove the one-time restriction while simultane-

ously achieve a public-key ABE for RAMs scheme by generically using garbled

RAMs. Hence, we circumvent this conundrum by diving into the innards of the

existing garbled RAMs schemes. The hope would be to adopt some of the tech-

niques used in constructing garbled RAMs to build an ABE for RAMs scheme.

Most of the current known constructions of garbled RAMs have the follow-

ing blueprint: to garble a RAM program P (associated with a step circuit C),

database D, generate T garbled circuits, where T is an upper bound on the run-

ning time of P. The ith garbled circuit performs the execution of the ith time step
1The formal definition of a RAM program can be found in the preliminaries.
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of P. Also, every entry of the database D is suitably encoded using an appro-

priate encoding scheme (for instance, in [74], an IBE (identity-based encryption)

key is associated with every entry of the database). The garbling of P consists

of all the T garbled circuits and the encoding of the database D. The encoding

of input x consists of wire labels of the first garbled circuit corresponding to the

input x.

To evaluate a garbling of P on an encoded database D and wire labels of x,

perform the following operations for i = 1, . . . ,T − 1:

• If i = 1, evaluate the first garbled circuit on wire labels of x.

• If i > 1, evaluate the ith garbled circuit to obtain output encodings of the ith

step of execution of PD on x.

• Next, we compute the recoding step that converts the output encodings

of the ith step into the input encodings of the (i + 1)th step. These input

encodings will be fed to the (i + 1)th garbled circuit.

The output of the T th garbled circuit determines the output of execution of PD(x).

From Garbled RAMs to ABE for RAMs: Challenges Toward realizing our

hope of using garbled RAMs techniques to build an ABE for RAMs scheme, we

encounter the following fundamental issues:

• The garbling and encoding operations in a garbled RAM scheme are inher-

ently secret-key operations; they require a shared secret-key to compute

garbled program and database encodings respectively. Since our goal is
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to construct public-key ABE for RAMs, the encryptor can perform neither

the garbling nor the encoding procedures.

• Garbling schemes typically do not offer any reusability property2; they are

useful only when a single computation needs to be hidden. It is unclear

how to use garbled circuits, an integral part of current garbled RAM con-

structions, in the ABE setting, where multiple attribute keys need to be

issued.

• Tied to the issue of using garbled circuits is also the issue of implement-

ing the recoding step. We need to implement a recoding step that can be

reused across different computations.

Our Solution in a Nutshell. The main technical contribution of this paper is

to identify a template to solve this problem and instantiate this template using

a novel combination of existing lattice-based techniques.

We describe our template of ABE for RAMs. This will be an over-

simplifcation of our actual scheme and is intended to help the reader toward

understanding our final construction. For now, focus on the setting when the

keys are only associated with read-only RAMs (i.e., they only read from the

memory and never write back to the memory). This template can be easily

adapted to the setting where the program can also write to the memory.

• A key for a program P and a database D will consist of two parts: the first

part, denoted by skD, is associated with the database and the second part,

2An exception is the reusable garbling scheme of Goldwasser et al. [78], however their
scheme only offers one-sided reusability: that is, their scheme only allows the adversary to get
a single garbled circuit which can be reused across multiple input encodings. This is not useful
in our setting since the adversary gets to query multiple keys. Moreover, just like any garbling
scheme, even reusable garbled circuits require secret-key to perform the encoding operations.
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denoted by (StepKey1, . . . ,StepKeyT ), consists of T sets of recoding keys

with T being the maximum running time of PD(·).

• A ciphertext for an input x and a secret message µ consists of two parts

(CT(1)
x ,CT(2)

x ) and an encryption of µ, namely CTµ (we will soon see that we

will not be able to use any encryption scheme but rather a scheme that

satisfies some specific properties): the first part CT(1)
x serves as encoding of

the initial input to the step circuit of the RAM program. We describe the

role of the second part CT(2)
x when we describe the decryption operation

below.

• The decryption of a ciphertext of (x, µ) using a key of (P,D) proceeds in the

following steps:

– Translation Step: First, using the second part of the ciphertext, i.e., us-

ing CT(2)
x , and using the key associated with the database skD in the at-

tribute key, obtain a probabilistic encoding of D.

– The following operations are executed for time steps t = 1, . . . ,T :

∗ Evaluation Step: Homomorphically evaluate on the input encodings

of the tth step to obtain the output encodings of the tth step. This is

akin to the evaluation of the tth garbled circuit in the garbled RAM

constructions.

∗ Recoding Step: Recode the output encodings of the tth step to obtain

the input encodings of the (t + 1)th step. This is akin to the recoding

step of the garbled RAM constructions.

The tth evaluation and the recoding steps are performed using the key

StepKeyt. Moreover, they interact with the probabilistic encoding of D

produced in the translation step.
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If the output of the final T th step is an encoding of 0 then this is used to

decrypt the encryption of µ, given as part of the ciphertext, to obtain the

result µ.

We now show how to implement the above template using lattice-based tech-

niques. The starting point to our construction is the work of [31].

Implementation of Our Template: Read-only RAMs. We implement our

template using lattice-based techniques; as before, we first consider the read-

only setting. We first start with the high level description of the encryption pro-

cedure: let (CT(1)
x ,CT(2)

x ,CTµ) be the ciphertext associated with the input x and

secret message µ. The first part CT(1)
x consists of lattice-based encodings of x,

initial state, initial read address and the initial read value of the RAM program.

A lattice-based encoding of a bit b is computed using s · (A + b · G) + e, where

s
$
←− Z1×n

q ,A
$
←− Zn×m

q and e ∈ Z1×m
q is drawn from a suitable error distribution; such

lattice-based encodings has been studied by many works in the past [80, 31]. We

generate CTµ to be 〈s,u〉+µdq/2e+e∗, where u, s
$
←− Z1×n

q and e∗ ∈ Zq is drawn from

a suitable error distribution.

We will postpone the discussion on the generation of CT(2)
x and the attribute

keys. Instead, we first mention the main ideas incorporated in the translation,

evaluation and the recoding steps; this will then guide us toward identifying

the attribute keys and also CT(2)
x that will let us execute these steps.

• Implementing the translation step: The goal of this step is to obtain

a lattice-based encoding of the database D; in particular, this encoding

should be computed with respect to the same secret s used in the ci-
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phertext. To do this, we generate CT(2)
x and skD (belonging to the at-

tribute key) such that evaluating skD on CT(2) yields encodings of the form

({s · (A∗i + D[i]G)ei}) (see footnote 3). In more detail, CT(2)
x contains auxiliary

encodings of many 0/1 matrices such that given any matrix, using these

auxiliary encodings, we can compute an encoding of this specific matrix.

That is, CT(2)
x will consist of encodings of the form s · (B jk` +2`M jk)+e jk` and

s · B′jk` + e′jk`, where s
$
←− Z1×n

q ,B jk`
$
←− Zn×m

q for j ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], ` ∈ [log(q)] and

(e jk`, e′jk`) ∈ Z
1×m
q is drawn from a suitable error distribution. Here, M jk is a

matrix with 1 in the ( j, k)th entry and zeroes everywhere else. Now, observe

that using the additive homomorphic properties, we can compute an en-

coding that is approximately s ·


∑
jk`

a jk`B jk` + (1 − a jk`)B′jk` + A′i)︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
A∗i

+D[i] ·G


,

where a jk` denotes the `th bit in the bit decomposition of the ( j, k)th entry

in the matrix A′i + D[i] · G, with A′i + D[i] · G being part of skD. Finally, we

note that CT(2)
x is independent of the size of the database D; this is neces-

sary since we require that the ciphertext should be of size independent of

the database length. We note that this technique of transforming encod-

ings of bit decomposition of matrices into encodings of matrices have been

studied in the past albeit for different reasons (see [38] for example).

An astute reader would notice that the translation step takes time pro-

portional to the database size and thus, would violate the sub-linear de-

cryption property! We avoid this problem by only translating only those

database entries that are going to read during the evaluation of PD(x); note

that P,D and x are public and hence, the entries that are going to be read

can be correctly identified.

3A∗i + D[i]G will be denoted by Ei in the technical sections.
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• Implementing the evaluation step: This step would be a direct adap-

tation of the lattice-based evaluation procedure of [31]. Given approx-

imate encodings ({s · (Ai + biG)}), for bits b1, . . . , bn, and for any circuit

C with a single-bit output, the evaluation procedure of [31] (we will

use the notation later for this procedure as CtEval) allows for obtaining

({s · (AC + C(b1, . . . , bn)G)ei}). The matrix AC is obtained by homomorphi-

cally evaluating the matrices (A1, . . . ,An) using the circuit C (later, we will

refer to this procedure as PubEval). We use the procedure of [31] to homo-

morphically evaluate the step circuit.

• Implementing the recoding step: We use lattice trapdoors [75] to convert

output encodings of one time step into input encodings of the next time

step. To give a flavor of how the lattice trapdoors are generated, we will

take a simple case: suppose we need to translate an encoding of the read

address i ∈ [N] output by the τth evaluation step, we first sample a matrix

Aval,τ and then generate Trd,τ
i such that the following holds:

[
Ard,τ + iG||A∗i + D[i] ·G

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + D[i] ·G (4.1)

where Ard,τ is the matrix computed during the τth evaluation step. Recall

that A∗i + Di · G is output by Moreover, Aval,τ + bG will serve as the matrix

that is used to encode the read value for the (τ+1)th step. (Later we will see

that in order to make the security proof work, we also additionally need

an anchor matrix A and this will be taken into account when we generate

the trapdoor matrices; see the technical sections for more details). All the

lattice trapdoors generated during the tth step will be part of StepKeyt.
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Implementation of Our Template: Handling Write Operations. To handle

RAM programs that also write to the memory, we do the following: first, we

view the database as an append-only data structure, with initial size to be N.

That is, every time the program wishes to write to some memory location i, it

instead appends this value to the end of the database, say at the (N+τ)th location.

However, this procedure introduces an additional issue. Before we describe the

issue, we point out that the current lattice-based techniques disallow us from

rewriting to the same location twice4 and thus, our only other option is to use

the append-only data structure.

Suppose the ith location is written during the τth step. This means that the

(N + τ)th location would now encode the latest value corresponding to the ith

location. If at a later point in time, i.e., in time step� τ, the ith location needs to

be read, there is no mechanism in place that prevents an adversarial evaluator to

use the old encoding of the ith memory location to perform an illegal evaluation.

To solve this problem, we introduce an auxiliary circuit Cup which keeps

track of all the writes done so far and thus, for any given location i, can correctly

identify the latest encoding to be used. In particular, the evaluation step from

the read-only setting needs to be revised to also take into account the circuit Cup.

That is, first the step circuit is homomorphically evaluated to obtain the location

i to be read next and then the circuit Cup is executed to correctly identify the

(N + τ)th encoding that contains the value associated with location i, where τ is

the time step where the ith memory location was last written to. The translation

and the recoding steps will be defined along the same lines as that of the read-

only setting; we defer the details to the technical sections.

4This would tantamount to obtaining two approximate encodings of the form s(Ai + bi · G)
and s(Ai + b′i · G), where bi is the old value and b′i is the newly written value; assuming b′i , bi,
having these two encodings is sufficient to break LWE.
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Careful readers may notice that the run-time of circuit Cup is O(T ), which

implies the decryption time depends quadratically on T . However, we can re-

solve this issue by first compiling a RAM into a last-write-aware RAM. Given

a RAM P, we can compile it into another machine denoted RAM P′ where the

next-instruction circuit is replaced with a “next-instruction RAM” that not only

emits the next address to access, but also when the next address was last writ-

ten. We show such a compilation algorithm that incurs only logarithmic over-

head. The idea is to maintain a balanced search tree (e.g., a 2-3 tree) that records

for each logical address, when the last write was. Moreover, in this balanced

search tree, each parent also keeps track of the last written times of its children.

Now, when the next-instruction circuit of RAM P decides to access some logi-

cal address addr, P′ would search for addr in this search tree to find out when

addr was last written. Note that every search-tree operation touches constant

number of tree-paths, and since the parent knows the last-written times of the

children, during the search-tree operation, every memory access always knows

its last-written time.

The construction for the dual setting, where the database is part of the ciphertext

as against the attribute key, is obtained by a simple modification of the above

template. In particular, the translation step is not necessary for the dual setting

and hence, will be removed. The other steps, evaluation and recoding steps,

will be defined along the same lines as the above template.
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4.2 ABE for RAMs: Definitions

We state the syntax and security definition of (key-policy) public-key attribute-

based encryption (ABE) for RAMs. It consists of a tuple of ppt algorithms Π =

(Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Dec) with details as follows:

• Setup, Setup(1λ, 1T ): On input security parameter λ and upper time bound

T , setup algorithm outputs public parameters PP and master secret key

MSK.

• Key Generation, KeyGen(MSK, P,D): On input a master secret key MSK, a

RAM program P and database D, it outputs a secret key SKP,D.

• Encryption, Enc(PP, x, µ): On input public parameters PP, an input x and

a message µ, it outputs a ciphertext CTx.

• Decryption, Dec(SKP,D,CTx): This is modeled as a RAM program. In par-

ticular, this algorithm will have random access to the binary representa-

tions of the key SKP,D and the ciphertext CTx. It outputs the corresponding

plaintext µ if PD(x) = 0; otherwise, it outputs ⊥.

We define the correctness, efficiency and security properties below.

Correctness.

Definition 4.2.1 (Correctness). We say that the ABE for RAMs scheme described

above is correct, if for any message µ, any RAM program P, any database D and

any input x where PD(x) = 0, we have Dec(SKP,D,CTx) = µ, where (MSK,PP) ←

Setup(1λ, 1T ), SKP,D ← KeyGen(MSK, P,D) and CTx ← Enc(PP, x, µ).
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Efficiency. We define two efficiency properties associated with a ABE for

RAMs scheme: namely sub-linear decryption and input-specific runtime prop-

erty. The latter property implies the former.

SUB-LINEAR DECRYPTION: This property states that the complexity of decryp-

tion is p(λ,T ) for some fixed polynomial p, where T is the maximum runtime

bound specified as part of the setup. We call this sub-linear decryption for the

following reason: suppose T is sufficiently sublinear in |D| (for instance, poly-

logarithmic in |D|) then the decryption time is sub-linear in |D|. More specifi-

cally, suppose p(λ,T ) = λc′ ·T c and if T << |D|
1
c , for some constants c′, c ∈ N, then

the decryption complexity is sub-linear in |D|.

Definition 4.2.2 (Sublinear Decryption). An ABE for RAMs scheme ABE is said

to satisfy sublinear decryption property if the following holds: for any database D,

message µ, program P, input x, (i) (MSK,PP) ← Setup(1λ, 1T ), (ii) SKP,D ←

KeyGen(MSK, P,D), (iii) CTx ← Enc(PP, x, µ) and, (iv) the decryption Dec of the

functional key SKP,D on input the ciphertext CTx takes time poly(T, λ), where T is the

running time of PD(x).

INPUT-SPECIFIC RUNTIME: This property states that the time to decrypt a ci-

phertext CT of (D, µ) using an attribute key of SKP is p(λ, t) for some fixed poly-

nomial p, where t is the execution time of P on input database D. Note that t

could be much smaller than T , where T is the maximum bound on the running

time of the P.

Definition 4.2.3 (Input-specific Runtime). An ABE for RAMs scheme ABE is said

to satisfy input-specific runtime property if the following holds: for any database

D, message µ, program P, input x, (i) (MSK,PP) ← Setup(1λ, 1T ), (ii) SKP,D ←
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KeyGen(MSK, P,D), (iii) CTx ← Enc(PP, x) and, (iv) the decryption Dec of the func-

tional key SKP,D on input the ciphertext CTx takes time poly(t, λ), where t is the running

time of PD(x).

Remark 4.2.4. While the above properties focus on the decryption complexity, we can

also correspondingly define efficiency measures for setup, key generation and encryp-

tion. Since the focus of this work is on decryption complexity, we postpone the discus-

sion of these properties to future works.

Security. Our definition of security for ABE for RAMs will be simulation-

based and in the selective setting; along the same lines as that of ABE for cir-

cuits. Informally speaking, the adversary is allowed to make multiple RAM

program and database queries and submit an input query x∗ such that for ever

program/database (P,D) queried, we have PD(x∗) , 0. The adversary is also

allowed to submit the challenge message µ. We require that the adversary can-

not distinguish the two worlds: (i) when the attribute keys and ciphertext are

computed as per the scheme, (ii) when the attribute keys and ciphertext can be

simulated even without given µ.

Definition 4.2.5. An ABE scheme Π for RAMs is simulation-based selectively secure

if there exists ppt simulator S = (S1,S2,S3) such that for any ppt admissible adversary

A = (A1,A2), the two distributions {Exptreal
A (1λ)}λ∈N

c
≈ {Exptideal

S
(1λ)}λ∈N are computa-

tionally indistinguishable
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1. x∗ ← A1(1λ)
2. (PP,MSK)← Setup(1λ, 1T )
3. µ← AKeyGen(MSK,·,·)

2 (PP)
4. CTx∗ ← Enc(PP, x∗, µ)
5. α← AKeyGen(MSK,·,·)

2 (PP,CTx∗)
6. Output (PP, µ, α)

(a) Exptreal
A

(1λ)

1. x∗ ← A1(1λ)
2. PP← S1(1λ, 1T , x∗)
3. µ← AS3(x∗,·,·)

2 (PP)
4. CTx∗ ← S2(PP, x∗, 1|µ|)
5. α← AS3(x∗,·,·)

2 (PP,CTx∗)
6. Output (PP, µ, α)

(b) Exptideal
S

(1λ)

We call adversary A = (A1,A2) admissible, if the query (Pi,Di) made by A2 satisfies

PDi
i (x∗) , 0. In the ideal experiment Exptideal

S
(1λ): S1 is used to generate simulated

public paramters, S2 generates challenge ciphertext, and S3 answers secret key

queries.

Dual Setting. We also consider the dual setting of the syntax described above,

where the database is associated with ciphertext. We term this notion as dual

ABE for RAMs. As in the above definition, the dual scheme consists of algo-

rithms (Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Dec). The algorithms Setup and Dec are defined the

same way as above. We define KeyGen and Enc as follows.

• KeyGen(MSK, P): On input a master secret key MSK, a RAM program P, it

outputs a secret key SKP.

• Enc(PP,D, x, µ): On input public parameters PP, a database D, an input x

and a message µ, it outputs a ciphertext CTD,x.

We omit the descriptions of the correctness, efficiency and security proper-

ties of dual ABE for RAMs as they are defined analogously.
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4.3 ABE for RAMs: Read-Only Case

In this part, we describe our ABE construction for read-only RAMs. A RAM

program P, with random access to database D and input x, is said to be read-

only if it only reads from D and never writes to it. The step circuit for read-only

RAM will be defined as follows:

(stτ, rdτ)← C(stτ−1, rdτ−1, bτ)

where stτ denotes the state information at τ-th step, rdτ denotes the read address

at τ-th step and bτ is the read value.

Parameters of the Scheme. In the description below, the parameters we use

are specified in Table 4.1.
Parameters Description Setting

N maximum database length poly(λ)
T maximum running time poly(λ)
Lst state bit-length poly(λ)
Lrd address bit-length log N

Table 4.1: Read-only ABE Parameters

We use notation {rdτi }i∈[Lrd] to denote the bit representation of read address rdτ ∈

[N].

4.3.1 Subroutines TranslatePK, StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT

Before proceeding to our ABE construction, we first describe the syntax of three

following subroutines that are used in the construction:
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• ListMxDB← TranslatePK (MxPKaux, D): On input auxiliary encoding public

key MxPKaux and database D = {Di}i∈[N], the translation algorithm outputs

encoding matrices ListMxDB for the database.

• (StepKeyτ, ListMxPKτ) ← StepEvalPK (C, τ, ListMxPKτ−1,MSK,D): On input

the step circuit C, step index τ, matrices ListMxPKτ−1 for the (τ − 1)-th step

and master secret key MSK, the key evaluation outputs the τ-th step key

StepKeyτ and encoding matrices ListMxPKτ for the τ-th step.

• ListVecCTτ ← StepEvalCT
(
C, τ, ListVecCTτ−1, StepKeyτ,D

)
: On input the

step circuit C, step index τ, ciphertext ListVecCTτ−1 of the (τ − 1)-th step,

τ-th attribute key and databae D, the ciphertext evaluation outputs the

ciphertext ListVecCTτ of the τ-th step.

In the following description, we set function f : {0, 1}Lst → Z to be f
(
{xi}

Lst
i=1

)
=∑

xi · 2i. The construction of StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT with respect to step

circuit C are as follows:

TranslatePK (MxPKaux,D): the translation algorithm does the following:

• Parse MxPKaux as
{
B jk`,B′jk`

}
j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe

.

• Sample N random matrices {A′i}i∈[N] from uniform distribution over Zn×m
q .

• For i ∈ [N], set Ai = A′i + D[i]G.

• For i ∈ [N], compute the encoding of i-th entry Ei as

Ei =
∑
j,k,`

(
a jk`

(
B jk` + 2`M j,k

)
+ ā jk`B′jk`

)
= Ai +

∑
j,k,`

(
a jk`B jk` + ā jk`B′jk`

)
where M j,k ∈ {0, 1}n×m is matrix with 1 on the ( j, k)-th element and 0 else-

where, d jk` is `-th bit of the bit-decomposition of ( j, k)-th element a jk in
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matrix Ai, and ā jk` is its complement. For ease of notation, we set Bi =∑
j,k,`

(
a jk`B jk` + ā jk`B′jk`

)
.

Output matrices ListMxDB =
{(

A′i ,Bi,Ei

)}
i∈[N]

.

StepEvalPK (C, τ, ListMxPKτ−1,MSK = TA,D): the key evaluation algorithm does

the following:

• Parse the encoding matrices ListMxPKτ−1 as(
A, ListMxPK,

{
Ast,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,τ−1
)

• Compute
({

Ast,τ
i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
= PubEval (ListMxPKτ−1,C), where algorithm

PubEval is defined in Theorem 2.3.11.

• Sample Aval,τ $
← Zn×m

q . For i ∈ [N], compute Trd,τ
i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleLeft(A,TA,Ard,τ + iG,Aval,τ − A′i − Bi, s)

where Ard,τ = PubEval
(

f ,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
, and ListMxPK = {A′i ,Bi,Ei}i∈[N] is com-

puted from algorithm TranslatePK (MxPKaux, D). We hvae that

[
A||Ard,τ + iG||A′i + Bi + D[i]G

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + D[i]G

• Set StepKeyτ =
{
Trd,τ

i

}
i∈[N]

and

ListMxPKτ =

(
A, ListMxPK,

{
Ast,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,τ
)

Output
(
StepKeyτ, ListMxPKτ

)
.
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StepEvalCT
(
C, τ, ListVecCTτ−1, StepKeyτ,D

)
: the ciphertext evaluation algorithm

does the following:

• Parse the ciphertext ListVecCTτ−1 as(
{CTi jk,CT′i jk}i∈[n], j∈[m],

k∈[log q]
,
{
CTst,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,τ−1
)

along with its associated value ListSTτ−1 =
(
{stτ−1}i∈[Lst], {rd

τ−1
}i∈[Lrd], valτ−1

)
.

• Ciphertext evaluation: Compute({
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
= CtEval (ListMxPKτ−1, ListSTτ−1,C), where algo-

rithm CtEval is defined in Theorem 2.3.11.

• Ciphertext translation and recoding steps: Compute

CTval,τ =
(
ĈT,CTrd,τ,CTrdτ

) T
rd,τ
rdτ

I


where CTrd,τ = CtEval

({
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, {rdτi }i∈[Lrd], f
)

and

CTrdτ =
∑
j,k,`

(
a jk`CT jk` + ā jk`CT′jk`

)
a jk` is `-th bit of the bit-decomposition of ( j, k)-th element a jk in matrix Ardτ =

A′rdτ + D[rdτ]G.

Output ListVecCTτ =

(
{CTi jk,CT′i jk}i∈[n], j∈[m],

k∈[log q]
,
{
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,τ
)
.

We note that StepEvalCT incorporates the translation, evaluation and the recoding

steps described in the technical overview.
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4.3.2 Our Construction

In our construction below, we assume the initial states are all 1, the initial read

address is always the first index of database. We also assume that if the first bit

of state is 0, then the RAM program terminates.

Our read-only ABE for RAMs construction Π = (Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Dec)

can be described as follows:

Setup, Setup(1λ,T ): On input security parameter λ and time bound T , the setup

algorithm computes:

• (A,TA)← TrapGen(1n, 1q,m), the anchor matrix and its associated trapdoor.

• ∀i ∈ [Lst], sample Ast,0
i

$
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the initial state.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd], sample Ard,0
i

$
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the initial read address.

• ∀ j ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], ` ∈ dlog qe, sample
(
B jk`,B′jk`

) $
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the

database.

• For i ∈ [λ], sample Aval,0
i

$
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the initial read value.

• Sample u
$
← Zn

q, encoding vector for the plaintext.

Set MxPKaux =
{(

B jk`,B′jk`
)}

j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe
. Output MSK = (PP,TA) and

PP =

(
A,MxPKaux,

{
Ast,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Aval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]

,u
)

Key Generation, KeyGen(MSK, P,D): On input master secret key MSK, RAM

program P with step circuit C and database D, it does the following:
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• First compute the translation algorithm

ListMxDB← TranslatePK (MxPKaux, D)

where ListMxDB =
{(

A′i ,Bi,Ei

)}
i∈[N]

. Set

ListMxPK0 =

(
A, ListMxDB,

{
Ast,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Aval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]

)
• For τ ∈ [T ], compute

(ListMxPKτ,StepKeyτ)← StepEvalPK (C, τ, ListMxPKτ−1,TA,D)

• Compute tst,T as

tst,T ← SampleLeft(A,TA,Ast,T
1 ,u, s)

such that [
A||Ast,T

1

]
· tst,T = u

Output SKP,D =
(
P,D, ListMxDB, {StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ], tst,T

)
.

Encryption, Enc(PP, x, µ): On input public parameters PP, input x ∈ {0, 1}λ, mes-

sage µ, the encryption algorithm does the following:

• Sample vector s
$
← Zn

q and error vectors ê, e∗ from Gaussian distributionDZm .

• ∀i ∈ [Lst], compute CTst,0
i = s

(
Ast,0

i + G
)

+ êRst,0
i , encoding of the initial state,

where Rst,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd], compute CTrd,0
i = s

(
Ard,0

i + rd0
i G

)
+ êRrd,0

i , encoding of the initial read

address, where Rrd,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m and {rd0

i }i∈[Lrd] is the bit representation of 1.

• For i ∈ [λ], compute CTval,0
i = s

(
Aval,0

i + x[i]G
)

+ êRval,0
i , encoding of the initial

read value, where Rval,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.
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• ∀ j ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], ` ∈ dlog qe, compute

CT jk` = s
(
B jk` + 2`M j,k

)
+ êR jkl, CT′jk` = sB′jk` + êR′jkl

auxiliary encodings, where R jk`,R′jk` ← {0, 1}
m×m.

• Compute ĈT = sA + ê and CT∗ = suT + µdq/2e + e∗.

• Set

ListVecCT0 =

({
CTst,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
CTval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]
{CTi jk,CT′i jk}i∈[n], j∈[m],

k∈[log q]

)

Output ciphertext CTx =
(
ĈT, CT∗, ListVecCT0, x

)
.

Decryption, Dec(SKP,D,CTx): On input secret key SKP,D, ciphertext CTx, the de-

cryption algorithm does the following:

• Output ⊥ if PD(x) , 0.

• For τ ∈ [T ], compute,

ListVecCTτ ← StepEvalCT
(
C, τ, ListVecCTτ−1,StepKeyτ,D

)
Check if

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣([ĈT||CTst,T
1 ] · (tst,T )T

)
− CT∗

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞
< q/4 and if so, output 0, otherwise out-

put 1.

4.3.3 Analysis of Correctness, Efficiency and Parameters

In this part, we show that the ABE construction described above is correct (c.f.

Definition 4.2.1), then analysis decryption time and set lattice parameters after-

wards.
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Lemma 4.3.1. The ABE construction for read-only RAMs satisfies correctness as de-

fined in Definition 4.2.1.

Proof. Let the ciphertext be CTx and secret key be SKP,D, such that PD(x) = 0.

At the τ-th step, by evaluating the ciphertext using algorithm StepEvalCT with

respect to the step circuit, we have
{
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

are encryption of

state and read address at the τ-th step respectively. Unfolding ciphertext CTval,τ

(ignoring the error terms), we obtain

CTval,τ =
(
ĈT,CTrd,τ,CTrdτ

) T
rd,τ
k

I


≈ s

[
A||Ard,τ + rdτG||Erdτ

] T
rd,τ
i

I


≈ Aval,τ + D[rdτ]G

Thus, ciphertext CTval,τ encodes the read value of database at rdτ index, which

can be used in the next step evaluation.

Suppose at step t, where t ≤ T , we have PD = 0, then CTst,t
1 encrypts state

value 0. Thus,(
[ĈT||CTst,t

1 ] · tst,t
)
− CT∗ = s

[
A||Ast,τ

1

]
· (tst,t)T + et − CT∗

= et − µdq/2e − e∗

By setting parameters appropriately as below, our ABE scheme is correct. �

Parameters Setting. If the step circuit being evaluated has length d, then the

noise in ciphertext grows in the worst case by a factor of O(md). Thus, to support

a RAM program with maximum running time T (the unit of time corresponds

to one step), we set (n,m, q) as
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• Lattice dimension n is an integer such that n ≥ (Td log n)1/ε , for some fixed

0 < ε < 1/2.

• Modulus q is set to be q = 2nε , since the noise in the ciphertexts grows by

a factor of O(mTd). Hence, we need q to be on the order of Ω(BmTd), where

B = O(n) is the maximum magnitude of noise (from discrete Gaussian dis-

tribution) added during encryption. To ensure correctness of decryption

and hardness of LWE, we set q = 2nε .

• Lattice column parameter m is set to be m = Θ(n log q) to make the leftover

hash lemma hold.

The parameter s used in algorithms SampleLeft and SampleRight are set as s >√
n log q · ω(

√
log m), as required by Lemma 2.3.7.

For security we rely on the hardness of the LWE problem, which requires that

the ratio q/B is not too large, where B = O(n) is the maximum magnitude of noise

(from discrete Gaussian distribution) added during encryption. In particular,

the underlying problem is believed to be hard even when q/B is 2nε .

Efficiency Analysis. The (space/time) complexity of our construction can be

analyzed by the following aspects. The polynomial n(·, ·) denotes the lattice

dimension.

• The public parameters contain (Lst + Lrd + nmT ) random n × m matrices in

Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · n2T 2) in bit complexity. The master secret key is

one m × m matrix.

• The secret key for program and database pair (P,D) contains T (N +1) small

m × m matrices, which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · NT ) in bit complexity.
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• The ciphertext for input x contains (Lst +Lrd +nmT +λ) dimension-m vectors

in Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T ) · λn2T 2) in bit complexity.

• Decryption involves matrix-vector multiplication. The time complexity of

decryption is Õ(T ).

Next, we would like to show the following: if a program PD on input x takes

time at most T then correspondingly, the decryption of secret key for PD on

input an encryption of message µ associated with attribute input x takes time

p(λ,T ), for a fixed polynomial p.

We analyze the time to decrypt an encryption of database x associated with

message µ using a key of RAM program/database with runtime bounded by

T . The essential algorithm StepEvalCT, which may be computed T times, in

decryption algorithm can be divided into two steps, as analyzed below

• Step circuit: The runtime of CtEval with respect to step circuit C is a poly-

nomial in (λ, Lst, Lrd). Observe that Lst is the length of the state, which is

independent of the input length, and Lrd = log N. Thus, the runtime of

CtEval is upper bounded by a polynomial in (λ, Lst).

• Recoding part: In this step, we compute CtEval with respect to the gadget

circuit f , then the translation part, and last multiplication. This part is

upper bounded by a polynomial in (λ, Lrd).

From the above observations, it follows that the runtime of the decryption al-

gorithm is a polynomial in (λ,T ), where the polynomial is independent of the

length of the database. In particular, notice that if T is polylogarithmic in the

input length then the decryption time is sub-linear in the input length.
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4.3.4 Security Proof

In this part, we show the security of our ABE for read-only RAM construc-

tion, assuming the hardness of LWE assumption. We first describe algorithms

(Sim.Setup,Sim.Enc,Sim.StepEvalPK) in the following:

• Sim.Setup produces “programmed” public parameters. That is, every pu-

bic matrix produced as part of algorithm Sim.Setup has hardwired in it, a

bit of the challenge ciphertext, initial state, read address, etc.

• Sim.Enc produces a simulated encryption of the message.

• Sim.StepEvalPK takes as input the (τ − 1)-th layer of simulated public

keys Sim.ListMxPKτ−1 and produces the τ-th layer of simulated public keys

Sim.ListMxPKτ and τ-th layer of step keys Sim.StepKeyτ.

These simulated algorithms can be constructed as follows:

Sim.Setup(1λ, x∗): On input the challenge input x∗, the simulated setup algo-

rithm does:

• Compute (A,TA)← TrapGen(1n, 1q,m) and sample u
$
← Zn

q.

• ∀i ∈ [Lst], set Ast,0
i = ARst,0

i −G, where Rst,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd], set Ard,0
i = ARrd,0

i −G, where Rrd,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.

• ∀ j ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], ` ∈ dlog qe, set

B jk` = AR jk` − 2`M j,k, B′jk` = AR′jk`

where (R jk`,R′jk`)← {0, 1}
m×m.
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• ∀i ∈ [λ], set Aval,0 = ARval,0
i − x∗[i]G, where Rval,0

i ← {0, 1}m×m.

Let Sim.MxPKaux =
(
B jk`,B′jk`

)
j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe

, and denote trapdoor matrix for ini-

tial step as

ListMxTD0 =

({
Rst,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Rrd,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Rval,0
)

Output MSK = (PP,TA) and

Sim.PP =

(
A,Sim.MxPKaux,

{
Ast,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Aval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]

,u
)

Sim.Enc(Sim.PP, x∗, 1|µ|, (A,u), (b, b′)): On input simulated public parameters

Sim.PP, challenge input x∗ and message length |µ| and LWE instance

((A,u), (b, b′)), the simulated encryption algorithm does

• ∀i ∈ [Lst,0], compute CTst,0
i = bRst,0

i , where Rst,0
i is generated in Sim.Setup.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd,0], compute CTrd,0
i = bRrd,0

i , where Rrd,0
i is generated in Sim.Setup.

• ∀i ∈ [λ], compute CTval,0
i = bRval,0

i , where Rval,0
i is generated in Sim.Setup.

• ∀ j ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], ` ∈ dlog qe, compute CT jk` = bR jk`, CT′jk` = bR′jk` where(
R jk`,R′jk`

)
is generated in Sim.Setup.

• Set ĈT = b and CT∗ = b′.

• Define ListVecCT0 in the same way as the real scheme.

Output challenge ciphertext CTx∗ =
(
ĈT, CT∗, ListVecCT0, x∗

)
.

Sim.StepEvalPK(C, τ,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP,D): On input the step circuit C of

program P satisfying PD(x∗) = 1, step index τ, simulated (τ − 1)-th layer of sim-

ulated public keys Sim.ListMxPKτ−1, simulated public parameters Sim.PP and
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database query D, if τ = 1, compute the translation algorithm

ListMxDB← TranslatePK (MxPKaux, D)

where ListMxDB =
{(

A′i ,Bi,Ei

)}
i∈[N]

. Set

ListMxPK0 =

(
A, ListMxDB,

{
Ast,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Aval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]

)

Otherwise, it does:

• Compute
({

Ast,τ
i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
= PubEval (Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,C), and then

Ard,τ = PubEval
(

f ,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
, where Ard,τ encodes the actual read address rdτ

of PD(x∗) at τ-th step.

• Sample Trd,τ
rdτ =

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0,T
rd,τ
rdτ,1

)
← DZm×m and set Aval,τ = A

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0 + Rrd,τTrd,τ
rdτ,1

+ Ri

)
,

where Rrd,τ = TrapEval ( f ◦C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1, ListMxTDτ−1) and Ri =∑
jk`

(
d jk`R jk` + d̄ jk`R′jk`

)
and algorithm TrapEval is defined in Theorem 2.3.11.

• For i ∈ [N] − {rdτ}, compute Trd,τ
i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleRight

(
A, (i − rdτ)G,Rrd,τ,TG,Aval,τ − A′i − Bi, s

)
such that [

A||ARrd,τ + (i − rdτ)G||Ei

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + D[i]G

where {A′i ,Bi,Ei} is computed by algorithm TranslatePK.

• As PD(x∗) = 1, so Ast,T
1 is the encoding of 1, i.e., Ast,T

1 = ARst,T
1 − G. Compute

tst,T as

tst,T ← SampleRight(A,G,Rst,T
1 ,TG,u, s)

such that [
A||ARst,T

1 −G
]
· tst,T = u
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Set Sim.StepKeyτ =
{
Trd,τ

i

}
i∈[N]

. Output
(
Sim.StepKeyτ,Sim.ListMxPKτ

)
.

Theorem 4.3.2. Assuming the hardness of LWE assumption (with parameters as spec-

ified above), our ABE construction is secure (c.f. Definition 4.2.5).

Proof. Let Q be the number of key queries made by the adversary. We first de-

scribe a sequence of hybrids in the following:

Hybrid Hyb1: This corresponds to the real experiment:

• A specifies challenge attribute input x∗ and message µ.

• Challenger computes Setup(1λ) to obtain the public parameters PP and

secret key MSK. Then challenger generates the challenge ciphertext CT∗ ←

Enc(PP, x∗, µ). It sends CT∗ and PP toA.

• For γ ∈ [Q], adversary A specifies the programs/database (Pγ,Dγ) such

that PDγ

γ (x∗) = 1. Challenger generates the attribute keys for (Pγ,Dγ), for

γ ∈ [Q], SKPγ,Dγ
← KeyGen(MSK, Pγ,Dγ).

• Let b be the output of adversary. Output b.

Hybrid Hyb2: Hyb2 is the same as Hyb1 except that it uses Sim.Setup(1λ, x∗) to

generate Sim.PP.

Hybrid {Hyb3,i, j}i∈[Q], j∈[T ]: Simply put, in hybrid Hyb3,i, j, for γ < i, the secret key

for query (Pγ,Dγ) is simulated. For query (Pi,Di), upto the j-th step, the step

keys are simulated. For τ > j, the step keys are normally generated. For query

(Pγ,Dγ), where γ > i, the secret key is normally generated. We describe it in

details below:

• Adversary specifies challenge attribute input x∗ and message µ.
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• Challenger computes Sim.Setup(1λ) to obtain the public parameters PP

and secret key MSK. Then challenger generates the challenge ciphertext

CT∗ ← Enc(PP, x∗, µ). It sends CT∗ and PP toA.

• For γ ∈ [Q], adversary A specifies the program/database (Pγ,Dγ) such

that PDγ

γ (x∗) = 1. Challenger generates the secret key SKPγ,Dγ
as

SKPγ,Dγ
= (Pγ,Dγ, {StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ], tst,T )

– For γ < i, answer secret key query Pγ as

1. For every τ ∈ [T ], compute

(Sim.ListMxPKτ,Sim.StepKeyτ)

← Sim.StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)

2. Set SKγ = ({Sim.StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ]).

– For γ = i, answer secret key query (Pi,Di) as

1. For τ < j, generate

(Sim.ListMxPKτ,Sim.StepKeyτ)

← Sim.StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)

2. For τ ≥ j, generate

(ListMxPKτ,StepKeyτ)← StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)

Set SKi =
(
{Sim.StepKeyτ}τ<i, {StepKeyτ}τ≥i

)
.

– For γ > i, answer secret key query (Pγ,Dγ) as

1. For every τ ∈ [T ], generate

(ListMxPKτ,StepKeyτ)← StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)
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2. Set SKγ = ({StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ]).

Hybrid Hyb4: Hyb4 is the same as Hyb3,Q,T except that the anchor public key A

is sampled randomly from Zn×m
q . In Hyb3,Q,T the secret keys for all queries are

simulated without using MSK = TA.

Hybrid Hyb5: Hyb5 is the same as Hyb4 except that it uses algorithm Sim.Enc to

generate the challenge ciphertext.

Indistinguishability of Hybrids.

Lemma 4.3.3. By Leftover Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the output distributions of hybrids Hyb1

and Hyb2 are statistically close.

Proof. The only difference between hybrid Hyb1 and Hyb2 is in hybrid Hyb2, the

public parameters are generated using Sim.Setup(1λ, x∗), where they are set like

this: ARi − val ·G for Ri
$
← {0, 1}m×m and val ∈ {0, 1}. We point out that one has to

be careful when applying Leftover Hash Lemma here, as the anchor matrix A is

only statistically close to uniform, and it is generated together with TA. How-

ever, by Markov chain property, we can first sample A, and then sample TA and

ARi independently from the marginals. Therefore, since (A,ARi) is statistically

close to uniform when A is uniform, it also holds true when A is only statisti-

cally close to uniform and when TA is known as well. Thus we have that the

output distributions of hybrids Hyb1 and Hyb2 are statistically close. �

Lemma 4.3.4. The output distributions of hybrids Hyb2 and Hyb3,1,0 are identical.

Proof. As described above, hybrid Hyb3,1,0 is obtained by using Sim.Setup to

simulate public parameters, containing Sim.ListMxPK0, and generating all se-
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cret keys normally. Therefore, we have that the output distributions of hybrids

Hyb2 and Hyb3,1,0 are identical. �

Lemma 4.3.5. By properties of sampling algorithms (Lemma 2.3.7 and 2.3.8) and Left-

over Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the output distributions of hybrids Hyb3,i, j and Hyb3,i, j+1 are

statistically close.

Proof. The main difference between hybrid Hyb3,i, j and Hyb3,i, j+1 is the generation

of temporary matrices ListMxPK j+1 and StepKey j, which is in the SKi. In Hyb3,i, j+1,

we use algorithm Sim.StepEvalPK to generate Sim.ListMxPK j+1,Sim.StepKey j.

In Sim.StepKey j, matrices {Trd,τ
i }i∈[N] are generated either using algorithm

SampleRight or sampling from Gaussian distribution D. By Lemma 2.3.7, we

obtain that the distribution of Sim.StepKey j is statistically close to StepKey j.

Next, we discuss the temporary public matrices. The only difference be-

tween ListMxPK j+1 and Sim.ListMxPK j+1 is the generation of Aval, j. Instead of sam-

pling Aval,τ from random, in Sim.ListMxPK j+1, we set Aval, j = A
(
Trd, j

rdτ,0
+ Rrd, j + Ri

)
,

where Trd, j
rdτ,0

,Rrd, j,Ri comes from discrete Gaussian distribution. Thus by

lemma 2.3.8, we have that the distribution of Sim.ListMxPK j+1 is statistically

close to ListMxPK j+1.

Combing the two components, we conclude that output distributions of hy-

brids Hyb3,i, j and Hyb3,i, j+1 are statistically close. �

Lemma 4.3.6. The output distributions of hybrids Hyb3,i,T and Hyb3,i+1,1 are identical.

Proof. As described above, the only difference between hybrid Hyb3,i,T and

Hyb3,i+1,1 is that in Hyb3,i+1,1 the public matrices for initial step, Sim.ListMxPK0,
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is simulated. As Sim.ListMxPK0 does not exist in SKi+1, we have the output dis-

tributions of hybrids Hyb3,i,T and Hyb3,i+1,1 are identical. �

Lemma 4.3.7. By Lemma 2.3.6, the output distributions of hybrids Hyb3,Q,T and Hyb4

are statistically close.

Proof. The only difference between hybrid Hyb3,Q,T and Hyb4 is that in Hyb4, the

anchor public matrix A is sampled from uniform distribution over Zn×m
q instead

of using algorithm TrapGen. By Lemma 2.3.6, since TrapGen sampled A which

is statistically close to uniform distribution, we conclude that the output distri-

butions of hybrids Hyb3,Q,T and Hyb4 are statistically close. �

Lemma 4.3.8. Assuming the hardness of LWE assumption, the output distributions of

hybrids Hyb4 and Hyb5 are computationally close.

Proof. The only difference between hybrid Hyb4 and Hyb5 is the generation of

challenge ciphertext. In Hyb5, the challenge ciphertext is generated using algo-

rithm Sim.Enc. The simulated ciphertext is simulated using LWE instance. By

unfolding one component of ciphertext,

CTst,0,
i = bRst,0

i = (sA + e)Rst,0
i

which is of the same form of normally generated ciphertext. By the hardnss

of LWE assumption, we have that the distribution of(ĈT,CT∗) in simulated ci-

phertext is computationally close to it normally generated counterpart. Also by

Leftover Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the distribution of
(
PP,CTD∗

− {ĈT,CT∗}
)

is statisti-

cally close to
(
Sim.PP,Sim.CTD∗ − {ĈT,CT∗}

)
.

There we conclude that the output distributions of hybrids Hyb4 and Hyb5

are computationally close. �
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Combining the hybrids and lemmas proved above, we prove that our ABE

construction for read-only RAMs is secure, as defined in Definition 4.2.5. �

4.4 ABE for RAMs: Handling Write Operations

In this part, we show how to construct ABE for a full-fledged RAM. The step

circuit C here is defined as

(sti, addrwt
i , b

wt
i , addrrd

i )← C(sti−1, addrrd
i−1, b

rd
i−1)

One additional parameter we use here, Lwt = log N for write address bit-length.

Then we define an array for write operations upto step τ as traceτ = {(i,wti)}τ−1
i=1 ,

namely it records all the write operations from the first step to the (τ−1)-th step.

We also define an auxiliary circuit Cup(τ, traceτ, rdτ) as

• Cup(τ, traceτ, rdτ): On input the step index τ, the write trace traceτ and read

address rdτ ∈ [N], the update circuit outputs the correct address r̂d
τ
∈ [N +

τ − 1] to read.

The intuition of handling write operations is: The database here is an append-

only data structure. Instead of updating the database after each write, we

write the newly computed value to a new location. For instance, at the τ-th

step, the value is writed at the end of the append-only data structure, i.e., the

(N + τ)-th location. For each read operation, we first compute the update circuit

Cup(τ, traceτ, rdτ) to obtain the correct address to read.

Description of StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT. The translation process in the

write case is the same as read-only one. We revise the construction of algo-
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rithms StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT as follows:

StepEvalPK (C, τ, ListMxPKτ−1,TA,D): The key evaluation algorithm does:

• Parse the encoding matrices ListMxPKτ−1 as(
A, ListMxDB,

{
Ast,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,τ−1
)

• Compute the step circuit as({
Ast,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Awt,τ

i

}
i∈[Lwt]

,Awb,τ
)

= PubEval (ListMxPKτ−1,C)

Set A′N+τ + BN+τ = Awb,τ, where (A′N+τ,Bn+τ) are newly initiated in ListMxDB.

• Compute the update circuit as

Ard,τ = PubEval
(
{i,Awt,i}τ−1

i=1 , {A
rd,τ
i }i∈[Lrd],Cup

)
• Sample Aval,τ $

← Zn×m
q . For i ∈ [N + τ − 1], compute Trd,τ

i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleLeft(A,TA,Ard,τ + iG,Aval,τ − A′i − Bi, s)

where Ard,τ = PubEval
(

f ,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
, such that

[
A||Ard,τ + iG||A′i + Bi + bG

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + bG

where matrices (A′i ,Bi) (in ListMxDB) are computed by algorithm TranslatePK

as before.

Set StepKeyτ =
{
Trd,τ

i

}N+τ−1

i=1
. Output

(
StepKeyτ, ListMxPKτ

)
.

StepEvalCT
(
C, τ, ListVecCTτ−1, StepKeyτ,D

)
: the ciphertext evaluation algorithm

does the following:
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• Parse the ciphertext ListVecCTτ−1 as(
{CTi jk,CT′i jk}i∈[n], j∈[m],

k∈[log q]
,
{
CTst,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,τ−1
)

along with its associated value ListSTτ−1 =
(
{stτ−1}i∈[Lst], {rd

τ−1
}i∈[Lrd], valτ−1

)
.

• Compute({
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
CTwt,τ

i

}
i∈[Lwt]

,CTwb,τ
)

= CtEval (ListMxPKτ−1, ListSTτ−1,C)

• Compute

CTrd,τ = CtEval
(
{i,CTwt,i

}τ−1
i=0 ,

{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,Cup
)

along with the actual read address rdτ ∈ [N + τ − 1].

• Choose the corresponding Trd,τ
rdτ and compute

CTval,τ =
(
ĈT,CTrd,τ,CTrdτ

) T
rd,τ
rdτ

I


where CTrd,τ = CtEval

({
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
rdτi

}
i∈[Lrd] , f

)
and

CTrdτ =
∑
j,k,`

(
d jk`CT jk` + d̄ jk`CT′jk`

)
, if rdτ ∈ [N]

d jk` is `-th bit of the bit-decomposition of ( j, k)-th element d jk in matrix Ardτ , or

(rdτ ∈ [N + 1,N + τ − 1]) CTrdτ is from previous write operations.

Output ListVecCTτ =

(
{CTi jk,CT′i jk}i∈[n], j∈[m],

k∈[log q]
,
{
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,τ
)
.

Construction, Efficiency Analysis and Security Proof. The construction of

ABE for full-fledged RAMs based on StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT is similar to

the counterpart of read-only RAMs. We sketch the construction below:
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• Setup(1λ,T ): On input security parameter λ and time bound T , the setup

algorithm generates
(
A,

{
Ast,0

i

}
,
{
Ard,0

i

}
, {
(
B jk`,B′jk`

)
},
{
Aval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]

,u
)

in the same

way as the read-only case. Additionally, it also samples random matrix

Awt,0 $
← Zn×m

q , the encoding matrix for initial write address. Let MxPKaux ={(
B jk`,B′jk`

)}
j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe

. Output MSK = (PP,TA) and

PP =

(
A, ListMxDB,Awt,0,

{
Ast,0

i

}
,
{
Ard,0

i

}
,
{
Aval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]

,u
)

• KeyGen(MSK, P,D): The key generation algorithm is the same as the read-only

construction.

• Enc(PP, x, µ): On input public parameters PP, input x, message µ, the encryp-

tion algorithm generates
(
{CTst,0

i }, {CTrd,0
i }, {CTval,0

i }, {CTi jk,CT′i jk}i∈[n], j∈[m],
k∈[log q]

, ĈT,CT∗
)

in the same way as the read-only construction. Additionally, it also com-

putes CTwt,0 = sAwt,0 + êRwt,0, encoding of the initial write address, where

Rwt,0 ← {0, 1}m×m.

Let ListVecCT0 =

(
{CTi jk,CT′i jk}i∈[n], j∈[m],

k∈[log q]
,
{
CTst,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
CTval,0

i

}
i∈[λ]

)
.

Output ciphertext

CTx =
(
ĈT, CT∗, CTwt,0, ListVecCT0, x

)
• Dec(SKP,D,CTx): The decryption algorithm is the same as the read-only con-

struction.

The correctness proof and parameters setting are similar to the counterpart of

the read-only construction, thus we omit the details here.

Efficiency Analysis. The (space/time) complexity of our construction can be

analyzed by the following aspects. The polynomial n(·, ·) denotes the lattice

dimension.
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• The public parameters contain (Lst + Lrd + nmT + 1) random n ×m matrices

in Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · n2T 2) in bit complexity. The master secret key is

one m × m matrix.

• The secret key for RAM program P and database D contains T (N +T ) small

m × m matrices, which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · T (N + T )) in bit complexity.

• The ciphertext for input x contains (Lst +Lrd +nmT +λ) dimension-m vectors

in Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T ) · λn2T 2) in bit complexity.

• Decryption involves matrix-vector multiplication. The time complexity of

decryption is Õ(T ).

Next, we show the decryption time in our ABE for full-fledged RAMs is inde-

pendent of the length of database. Similarly, the essential algorithm StepEvalCT,

which may be computed T times, in decryption algorithm can be divided into

two steps, as analyzed below

• Step circuit: The runtime of CtEval with respect to step circuit C is a poly-

nomial in (λ, Lst, Lrd). Observe that Lst is the length of the state, which is

independent of the input length, and Lrd = log N. Thus, the runtime of

CtEval is upper bounded by a polynomial in (λ, Lst).

• Recoding part: In this step, we first compute CtEval with respect to the

update circuit Cup and then do the recoding multiplication. This part is

upper bounded by a polynomial in (λ,T, Lrd).

From the above observation, it follows that that the runtime of the decryption

algorithm is a polynomial in (λ,T ), where the polynomial is independent of the

length of the database.
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Security Proof. The strategy of proving the security of this construction

closely follows the proof of the prior one, i.e., using a sequence of hybrids:

• Hybrid Hyb1: This corresponds to the real experiment.

• Hybrid Hyb2: Hyb2 is the same as Hyb1 except that it uses Sim.Setup(1λ, x∗)

to generate Sim.PP.

• Hybrid Hyb3,i, j, for γ < i, the secret key for query (Pγ,Dγ) is simulated. For

query (Pi,Di), upto the j-th step, the step keys are simulated. For τ > j,

the step keys are normally generated. For query (Pγ,Dγ), where γ > i, the

secret key is normally generated.

• Hybrid Hyb4: Hyb4 is the same as Hyb3,Q,T except that the anchor public

key A is sampled randomly from Zn×m
q . In Hyb3,Q,T the secret keys for all

queries are simulated without using MSK = TA.

• Hybrid Hyb5: Hyb5 is the same as Hyb4 except that it uses algorithm

Sim.Enc to generate the challenge ciphertext.

However, the algorithms (Sim.Setup,Sim.Enc,Sim.StepEvalPK) slightly dif-

fers from those used in the read-only setting. In the following, we mainly dis-

cuss the difference in these algorithms:

Sim.Setup(1λ, x∗): The simulated setup algorithm generates(
A,

(
B jk`,B′jk`

)
j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe

,Sim.ListMxPK0,u
)

in the same way as the read-only case. Additionally, it sets Awt,0 = ARwt,0, where

Rwt,0 ← {0, 1}m×m. Output MSK = (PP,TA) and

Sim.PP =

(
A,

(
B jk`,B′jk`

)
j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe

,Sim.ListMxPK0,u,Awt,0
)
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Sim.Enc(Sim.PP, x∗, 1|µ|, (A,u), (b, b′)): The simulated encryption algorithm gen-

erates (
ĈT, CT∗, ListVecCT0,

{
(CT jk`,CT′jk`)

}
j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe

, x∗
)

in the same way as the read-only case. Additionally, it computes CTwt,0 = bRwt,0,

where Rwt,0 is generated in Sim.Setup. Output challenge ciphertext

CTx∗ =

(
ĈT, CT∗,CTwt,0 ListVecCT0,

{
(CT jk`,CT′jk`)

}
j∈[n],k∈[m],`∈dlog qe

, x∗
)

Sim.StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP): The simulated algorithm does the

following:

• Compute the step circuit as({
Ast,τ

i

}
i∈[L‘st]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Awt,τ

i

}
i∈[Lwt]

,Awb,τ
)

= PubEval (Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,C)

Let A′N+τ + BN+τ = Awb,τ.

• Compute the update circuit as

Ard,τ = PubEval
(
{i,Awt,i}τ−1

i=1 , {A
rd,τ
i }i∈[Lrd],Cup

)
where Ard,τ encodes the actual read address rdτ of execution PD(x∗) at the τ-th

step.

• Sample Trd,τ
rdτ =

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0,T
rd,τ
rdτ,1

)
← DZm×m and set Aval,τ = A

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0 + Rrd,τTrd,τ
rdτ,1

+ Ri

)
,

where Rrd,τ = TrapEval ( f ◦C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1, ListMxTDτ−1)

• For i ∈ [N + τ − 1] − {rdτ}, compute Trd,τ
i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleRight

(
A, (i − rdτ)G,Rrd,τ,TG,Aval,τ − A′i − Bi, s

)
such that

[
A||ARrd,τ + (i − rdτ)G||A′i + Bi + bG

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + bG
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Set Sim.StepKeyτ =
{
Trd,τ

i

}N+τ−1

i=1
. Output

(
Sim.StepKeyτ,Sim.ListMxPKτ

)
.

The indistinguiability proofs between two adjacent hybrids are the same as

those in the read-only setting, thus we omit the proofs.

4.5 Our Construction for the Dual Setting

For completeness, we first state the syntax of (key-policy) public-key attribute-

based encryption for RAMs in the dual setting. It consists of a tuple of ppt algo-

rithms Π = (Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Dec) with details as follows:

• Setup, Setup(1λ, 1T ): On input security parameter λ and upper time bound

T , setup algorithm outputs public parameters PP and master secret key

MSK.

• Key Generation, KeyGen(MSK, P): On input a master secret key MSK and

a RAM program P, it outputs a secret key SKP.

• Encryption, Enc(PP,D, µ): On input public parameters PP, a database D

and a message µ, it outputs a ciphertext CTD.

• Decryption, Dec(SKP,CTD): This is modeled as a RAM program. In partic-

ular, this algorithm will have random access to the binary representations

of the key SKP and the ciphertext CTD. It outputs the corresponding plain-

text µ if the decryption is successful; otherwise, it outputs ⊥.

The correctness and security properties can be defined similarly as before, so

we omit the definitions. Before presenting our construciton, we first provide a
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detailed compasison with previous approaches addressing the dual setting ABE

for RAMs.

4.5.1 Read-Only Case

In this part, we describe our ABE construction for read-only RAMs. The de-

scription below follows the same paradigm. The step circuit for read-only RAM

is defined as

(stτ, rdτ)← C(stτ−1, rdτ−1, bτ)

where stτ denotes the state information at τ-th step, rdτ denotes the read address

at τ-th step and bτ is the read value.

4.5.2 Description of StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT

Before proceeding to our ABE construction, we first describe the syntax of two

following subroutines that are used in the construction. We use similar notation

in the description below.

• (StepKeyτ, ListMxPKτ) ← StepEvalPK
(
C, ListMxPKτ−1,MSK, {Ai}i∈[N],u

)
: On

input the step circuit C, encoding matrices ListMxPKτ−1 for the (τ − 1)-th

state, read address, read value, master secret key and the encoding matri-

ces for the database {Ai}i∈[N], the key evaluation outputs the τ-th step key

StepKeyτ and encoding matrices ListMxPKτ for the τ-th step.

• ListVecCTτ ← StepEvalCT
(
C, ListVecCTτ−1, {CTi}i∈[N], StepKeyτ

)
: On input

the step circuit C, encoding ListVecCTτ−1 of the (τ−1)-th state, read address,
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read value, database and the τ-th attribute key, the ciphertext evaluation

outputs the encoding ListVecCTτ of the τ-th state, read address and read

value.

In the following description, we set function f : {0, 1}Lst → Z to be f
(
{xi}

Lst
i=1

)
=∑

xi · 2i. The construction of StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT with respect to step

circuit C are as follows:

StepEvalPK
(
C, ListMxPKτ−1,A,TA, {Ai}i∈[N],u

)
: the key evaluation algorithm does

the following:

• Parse the encoding matrices ListMxPKτ−1 as({
Ast,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,τ−1
)

• Compute
({

Ast,τ
i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
= PubEval (ListMxPKτ−1,C).

• Sample Aval,τ $
← Zn×m

q . For i ∈ [N], compute Trd,τ
i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleLeft(A,TA,Ard,τ + iG,Aval,τ − Ai, s)

where Ard,τ = PubEval
(

f ,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
, such that

[
A||Ard,τ + iG||Ai + bG

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + bG

• Compute tst,τ as

tst,τ ← SampleLeft(A,TA,Ast,τ
1 ,u, s)

such that [
A||Ast,τ

1

]
· tst,τ = u
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Set StepKeyτ =

({
Trd,τ

i

}
i∈[N]

, tst,τ
)
. Output

(
StepKeyτ, ListMxPKτ

)
.

StepEvalCT
(
C, ListVecCTτ−1, {CTi}i∈[N], StepKeyτ

)
: the ciphertext evaluation al-

gorithm does the following:

• Parse the ciphertext ListVecCTτ−1 as({
CTst,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,τ−1
)

along with its associated value ListSTτ−1 =
(
{stτ−1}i∈[Lst], {rd

τ−1
}i∈[Lrd], valτ−1

)
.

• Compute
({

CTst,τ
i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
= CtEval (ListMxPKτ−1, ListSTτ−1,C).

• If stτi = 0, then terminate the StepEvalCT execution. Otherwise, compute

CTval,τ =
(
ĈT,CTrd,τ,CTrdτ

) T
rd,τ
rdτ

I


where CTrd,τ = CtEval

({
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
rdτi

}
i∈[Lrd] , f

)
.

Output ListVecCTτ = (CTst,τ,CTrd,τ,CTval,τ).

Construction. In our construction below, we assume the initial states are all

1, the initial read address is always the first index of database and initial read

value is 1. We also assume that if the first bit of state is 0, then the RAM program

terminates.

Our read-only ABE for RAMs construction Π = (Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Dec)

can be described as follows:
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Setup, Setup(1λ, 1N ,T ): On input security parameter λ, database maximum

length N and time bound T , the setup algorithm computes:

• (A,TA)← TrapGen(1n, 1q,m), the anchor matrix and its associated trapdoor.

• ∀i ∈ [Lst], sample Ast,0
i

$
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the initial state.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd], sample Ard,0
i

$
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the initial read address.

• ∀i ∈ [N], sample Ai
$
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the database.

• Sample Aval,0 $
← Zn×m

q , encoding matrix for the initial read value.

• Sample u
$
← Zn

q, encoding vector for the plaintext.

Let ListMxPK0 =

({
Ast,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,0
)
, denoted as the public keys for

the initial step. Output PP =
(
A, {Ai}i∈[N], ListMxPK0,u

)
and MSK = (PP,TA).

Key Generation, KeyGen(MSK, P): On input master secret key MSK and RAM

program P with step circuit C. For τ ∈ [T ], do the following

• Compute StepEvalPK for the τ-th step,({
Ast,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst,τ]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd,τ]

,Aval,τ,
{
Trd,τ

i

}
i∈[N]

, tst,τ
)

← StepEvalPK
(
C, ListMxPKτ−1, {Ai}i∈[N],A,TA,u

)
• Set ListMxPKτ and StepKeyτ as

ListMxPKτ =

({
Ast,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst,τ]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd,τ]

, Aval,τ
)
, StepKeyτ =

({
Trd,τ

i

}
i∈[N]

, tst,τ
)

Output SKP =
(
P, {StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ]

)
.
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Encryption, Enc(PP,D, µ): On input public parameters PP, database D = {Di}
N
i=1,

message µ, the encryption algorithm does the following:

• Sample vector s
$
← Zn

q and error vectors ê, e∗ from Gaussian distributionDZm .

• ∀i ∈ [Lst], compute CTst,0
i = s

(
Ast,0

i + G
)

+ êRst,0
i , encoding of the initial state,

where Rst,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd], compute CTrd,0
i = s

(
Ard,0

i + rd0
i G

)
+ êRrd,0

i , encoding of the initial read

address, where Rrd,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m and {rd0

i }i∈[Lrd] is the bit representation of 1.

• Compute CTval,0 = s
(
Aval,0 + G

)
+ êRval,0

i , encoding of the initial read value,

where Rval,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.

• ∀i ∈ [N], compute CTi = s(Ai + DiG) + êRi, encoding of the database, where

Ri ← {0, 1}m×m.

• Compute ĈT = sA + ê and CT∗ = suT + µdq/2e + e∗.

Let ListVecCT0 =

({
CTst,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,0
)
. Output ciphertext

CTD =
(
ĈT, CT∗, ListVecCT0, {CTi}i∈[N] ,D

)
Decryption, Dec(SKP,CTD): On input secret key SKP =

(
P, {StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ]

)
, ci-

phertext CTD, the decryption algorithm outputs ⊥ if PD , 0. Otherwise, let C

denote the step circuit associated with P and do the following: for τ ∈ [t], where

t is the input-specific running time of PD.

• Compute StepEvalCT for the τth step,( {
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
CTval,τ

} )
← StepEvalCT

(
C, ListVecCTτ−1, {CTi}i∈[N], StepKeyτ

)
If ∀i ∈ [Lst], sti = 0, then terminate the execution.
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• Set ListVecCTτ =

({
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst,τ]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd,τ]

, CTval,τ
)
.

Check if
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣([ĈT||CTst,t

1 ] · (tst,t)T
)
− CT∗

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞
< q/4 and if so, output 0, else output 1.

4.5.3 Analysis of Correctness, Efficiency and Parameters

In this part, we show that the ABE construction described above is correct (c.f.

Definition 4.2.1), then analysis decryption time and set lattice parameters after-

wards.

Lemma 4.5.1. The ABE construction for read-only RAMs satisfies correctness as de-

fined in Definition 4.2.1 (with appropriate modification).

Proof. Let the ciphertext be CTD and secret key be SKP, such that PD = 0. At the

τ-th step, by evaluating the ciphertext using algorithm StepEvalCT with respect

to the step circuit, we have
{
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

are encryption of state and

read address at the τ-th step respectively. Unfolding ciphertext CTval,τ (ignoring

the error terms), we obtain

CTval,τ =
(
ĈT,CTrd,τ,CTk

) T
rd,τ
k

I


≈ s

[
A||Ard,τ + iG||Ai + bG

] T
rd,τ
i

I


≈ Aval,τ + bG

Thus, ciphertext CTval,τ encodes the read value of database at rdτ index, which

can be used in the next step evaluation.
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Suppose at step t, where t ≤ T , we have PD = 0, then CTst,t
1 encrypts state

value 0. Thus,(
[ĈT||CTst,t

1 ] · tst,t
)
− CT∗ = s

[
A||Ast,τ

1

]
· (tst,t)T + et − CT∗

= et − µdq/2e − e∗

By setting parameters appropriately as follows, our ABE construction is correct.

�

Parameters Setting. If the step circuit being evaluated has length d, then the

noise in ciphertext grows in the worst case by a factor of O(md). Thus, to support

a RAM program with maximum running time T (the unit of time corresponds

to one step), we set (n,m, q) as

• Lattice dimension n is an integer such that n ≥ (Td log n)1/ε , for some fixed

0 < ε < 1/2.

• Modulus q is set to be q = 2nε , since the noise in the ciphertexts grows by

a factor of O(mTd). Hence, we need q to be on the order of Ω(BmTd), where

B = O(n) is the maximum magnitude of noise (from discrete Gaussian dis-

tribution) added during encryption. To ensure correctness of decryption

and hardness of LWE, we set q = 2nε .

• Lattice column parameter m is set to be m = Θ(n log q) to make the leftover

hash lemma hold.

The parameter s used in algorithms SampleLeft and SampleRight are set as s >√
n log q · ω(

√
log m), as required by Lemma 2.3.7.

For security we rely on the hardness of the LWE problem, which requires that

the ratio q/B is not too large, where B = O(n) is the maximum magnitude of noise
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(from discrete Gaussian distribution) added during encryption. In particular,

the underlying problem is believed to be hard even when q/B is 2nε .

Efficiency Analysis. The (space/time) complexity of our construction can be

analyzed by the following aspects. The polynomial n(·, ·) denotes the lattice

dimension.

• The public parameters contain (Lst + Lrd + N + 2) random n ×m matrices in

Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · N) in bit complexity. The master secret key is one

m × m matrix.

• The secret key for RAM program P contains T (N + 1) small m×m matrices,

which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · NT ) in bit complexity.

• The ciphertext for database with length N contains (Lst + Lrd + N + 2)

dimension-m vectors in Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T ) · N) in bit complexity.

• Suppose the running time of PD is t, and decryption involves matrix-vector

multiplication. The time complexity of decryption is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · t).

Next, we would like to show the following: if a program P on input database

D takes time at most T then correspondingly, the decryption of secret key for P

on input an encryption of message x associated with attribute database D takes

time p(λ,T ), for a fixed polynomial p.

We analyze the time to decrypt an encryption of database D associated with

message µ using a key of RAM program with runtime bounded by T . The es-

sential algorithm StepEvalCT, which may be computed T times, in decryption

algorithm can be divided into two steps, as analyzed below
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• Step circuit: The runtime of CtEval with respect to step circuit C is a poly-

nomial in (λ, Lst, Lrd). Observe that Lst is the length of the state, which is

independent of the input length, and Lrd = log N. Thus, the runtime of

CtEval is upper bounded by a polynomial in (λ, Lst).

• Recoding part: In this step, we compute CtEval with respect to the gadget

circuit f and then the recoding multiplication. This part is upper bounded

by a polynomial in (λ, Lrd).

From the above observations, it follows that the runtime of the decryption al-

gorithm is a polynomial in (λ,T ), where the polynomial is independent of the

length of the database. In particular, notice that if T is polylogarithmic in the

input length then the decryption time is sub-linear in the input length.

4.5.4 Security Proof

In this part, we show the security of our ABE for read-only RAM construc-

tion, assuming the hardness of LWE assumption. We first describe algorithms

(Sim.Setup,Sim.Enc,Sim.StepEvalPK) in the following:

• Sim.Setup produces “programmed” public parameters. That is, every pu-

bic matrix produced as part of algorithm Sim.Setup has hardwired in it, a

bit of the challenge ciphertext, initial state, read address, etc.

• Sim.Enc produces a simulated encryption of the message.

• Sim.StepEvalPK takes as input the (τ − 1)-th layer of simulated public

keys Sim.ListMxPKτ−1 and produces the τ-th layer of simulated public keys

Sim.ListMxPKτ and τ-th layer of step keys Sim.StepKeyτ.
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These simulated algorithms can be constructed as follows:

Sim.Setup(1λ,D∗): On input the challenge database D∗, the simulated setup al-

gorithm does:

• Computes (A,TA)← TrapGen(1n, 1q,m) and sample u
$
← Zn

q.

• ∀i ∈ [Lst], set Ast,0
i = ARst,0

i −G, where Rst,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd], set Ard,0
i = ARrd,0

i −G, where Rrd,0
i ← {0, 1}m×m.

• ∀i ∈ [N], set Ai = ARi − D∗[i] ·G, where Ri ← {0, 1}m×m.

• Set Aval,0 = ARval,0 −G, where Rval,0 ← {0, 1}m×m.

Let Sim.ListMxPK0 =

({
Ast,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,0
)
, denoted as the public

keys for the initial step, and ListMxTD0 =

({
Rst,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Rrd,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Rval,0
)
,

denoted as the trapdoor matrix for initial step. Output Sim.PP =(
A, {Ai}i∈[N],Sim.ListMxPK0,u

)
and MSK = (PP,TA).

Sim.Enc(Sim.PP,D∗, 1|µ|, (A,u), (b, b′)): On input simulated public parameters

Sim.PP, challenge database D∗ and message length |µ| and LWE instance

((A,u), (b, b′)), the simulated encryption algorithm does

• ∀i ∈ [Lst,0], compute CTst,0
i = bRst,0

i , where Rst,0
i is generated in Sim.Setup.

• ∀i ∈ [Lrd,0], compute CTrd,0
i = bRrd,0

i , where Rrd,0
i is generated in Sim.Setup.

• Compute CTval,0 = bRval,0
i , where Rval,0

i is generated in Sim.Setup.

• ∀i ∈ [N], compute CTi = bRi, where Ri is generated in Sim.Setup.

• Set ĈT = b and CT∗ = b′.
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Output challenge ciphertext CTD∗ =
(
ĈT, CT∗, ListVecCT0, {CTi}i∈[N] ,D∗

)
.

Sim.StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP): On input the step circuit C of pro-

gram P satisfying PD∗ = 1, simulated (τ − 1)-th layer of simulated public keys

Sim.ListMxPKτ−1 and simulated public parameters Sim.PP, it does

• Compute
({

Ast,τ
i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
= PubEval (Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,C), and then

Ard,τ = PubEval
(

f ,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
, where Ard,τ encodes the actual read address rdτ

of PD∗ at step τ.

• Sample Trd,τ
rdτ =

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0,T
rd,τ
rdτ,1

)
← DZm×m and set Aval,τ = A

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0 + Rrd,τ + Ri

)
,

where Rrd,τ = TrapEval ( f ◦C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1, ListMxTDτ−1)

• For i ∈ [N] − {rdτ}, compute Trd,τ
i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleRight

(
A, (i − rdτ)G,Rrd,τ,TG,Aval,τ − Ai, s

)
such that [

A||ARrd,τ + (i − rdτ)G||Ai + bG
] T

rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + bG

• As PD∗ = 1, so Ast,τ
1 is the encoding of 1, i.e., Ast,τ

1 = ARst,τ
1 −G. Compute tst,τ as

tst,τ ← SampleRight(A,G,Rst,τ
1 ,TG,u, s)

such that [
A||ARst,τ

1 −G
]
· tst,τ = u

Set Sim.StepKeyτ =
(
{Trd,τ

i }i∈[N], tst,τ
)
. Output

(
Sim.StepKeyτ,Sim.ListMxPKτ

)
.

Theorem 4.5.2. Assuming the hardness of LWE assumption (with parameters as spec-

ified above), our ABE construction is secure (c.f. Definition 4.2.5).
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Proof. Let Q be the number of key queries made by the adversary. We first de-

scribe a sequence of hybrids in the following:

Hybrid Hyb1: This corresponds to the real experiment:

• A specifies challenge attribute database D∗ and message µ.

• Challenger computes Setup(1λ) to obtain the public parameters PP and

secret key MSK. Then challenger generates the challenge ciphertext CT∗ ←

Enc(PP,D∗, µ). It sends CT∗ and PP toA.

• For γ ∈ [Q], adversary A specifies the programs Pγ such that PD∗
γ = 1.

Challenger generates the attribute keys for Pi, for γ ∈ [Q], SKPγ ←

KeyGen(MSK, Pγ).

• Let b be the output of adversary. Output b.

Hybrid Hyb2: Hyb2 is the same as Hyb1 except that it uses Sim.Setup(1λ,D∗) to

generate Sim.PP.

Hybrid {Hyb3,i, j}i∈[Q], j∈[T ]: Simply put, in hybrid Hyb3,i, j, for γ < i, the secret key

for query Pγ is simulated. For query Pi, upto the j-th step, the step keys are

simulated. For τ > j, the step keys are normally generated. For query Pγ,

where γ > i, the secret key is normally generated. We describe it in details

below:

• Adversary specifies challenge attribute database D∗ and message µ.

• Challenger computes Setup(1λ) to obtain the public parameters PP and

secret key MSK. Then challenger generates the challenge ciphertext CT∗ ←

Enc(PP,D∗, µ). It sends CT∗ and PP toA.
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• For γ ∈ [Q], adversary A specifies the programs Pγ such that PD∗
γ = 1.

Challenger generates the secret key SKPγ = (Pγ, {StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ]) for Pγ as

follows:

– For γ < i, answer secret key query Pγ as

1. For every τ ∈ [T ], compute

(Sim.ListMxPKτ,Sim.StepKeyτ)←Sim.StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)

2. Set SKγ = ({Sim.StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ]).

– For γ = i, answer secret key query Pi as

1. For τ < j, generate

(Sim.ListMxPKτ,Sim.StepKeyτ)←Sim.StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)

2. For τ ≥ j, generate

(ListMxPKτ,StepKeyτ)← StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)

Set SKi =
(
{Sim.StepKeyτ}τ<i, {StepKeyτ}τ≥i

)
.

– For γ > i, answer secret key query Pγ as

1. For every τ ∈ [T ], generate

(ListMxPKτ,StepKeyτ)← StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP)

2. Set SKγ = ({StepKeyτ}τ∈[T ]).

Hybrid Hyb4: Hyb4 is the same as Hyb3,Q,T except that the anchor public key A

is sampled randomly from Zn×m
q . In Hyb3,Q,T the secret keys for all queries are

simulated without using MSK = TA.

Hybrid Hyb5: Hyb5 is the same as Hyb4 except that it uses algorithm Sim.Enc to

generate the challenge ciphertext.
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Lemma 4.5.3. By Leftover Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the output distributions of hybrids Hyb1

and Hyb2 are statistically close.

Proof. The only difference between hybrid Hyb1 and Hyb2 is in hybrid Hyb2, the

public parameters are generated using Sim.Setup(1λ,D∗), where they are set like

this: ARi − val ·G for Ri
$
← {0, 1}m×m and val ∈ {0, 1}. We point out that one has to

be careful when applying Leftover Hash Lemma here, as the anchor matrix A is

only statistically close to uniform, and it is generated together with TA. How-

ever, by Markov chain property, we can first sample A, and then sample TA and

ARi independently from the marginals. Therefore, since (A,ARi) is statistically

close to uniform when A is uniform, it also holds true when A is only statisti-

cally close to uniform and when TA is known as well. Thus we have that the

output distributions of hybrids Hyb1 and Hyb2 are statistically close. �

Lemma 4.5.4. The output distributions of hybrids Hyb2 and Hyb3,1,0 are identical.

Proof. As described above, hybrid Hyb3,1,0 is obtained by using Sim.Setup to

simulate public parameters, containing Sim.ListMxPK0, and generating all se-

cret keys normally. Therefore, we have that the output distributions of hybrids

Hyb2 and Hyb3,1,0 are identical. �

Lemma 4.5.5. By properties of sampling algorithms (Lemma 2.3.7 and 2.3.8) and Left-

over Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the output distributions of hybrids Hyb3,i, j and Hyb3,i, j+1 are

statistically close.

Proof. The main difference between hybrid Hyb3,i, j and Hyb3,i, j+1 is the generation

of temporary matrices ListMxPK j+1 and StepKey j, which is in the SKi. In Hyb3,i, j+1,

we use algorithm Sim.StepEvalPK to generate Sim.ListMxPK j+1,Sim.StepKey j.
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In Sim.StepKey j, matrices {Trd,τ
i }i∈[N] are generated either using algorithm

SampleRight or sampling from Gaussian distribution D. By Lemma 2.3.7, we

obtain that the distribution of Sim.StepKey j is statistically close to StepKey j.

Next, we discuss the temporary public matrices. The only difference be-

tween ListMxPK j+1 and Sim.ListMxPK j+1 is the generation of Aval, j. Instead of sam-

pling Aval,τ from random, in Sim.ListMxPK j+1, we set Aval, j = A
(
Trd, j

rdτ,0
+ Rrd, j + Ri

)
,

where Trd, j
rdτ,0

,Rrd, j,Ri comes from discrete Gaussian distribution. Thus by

lemma 2.3.8, we have that the distribution of Sim.ListMxPK j+1 is statistically

close to ListMxPK j+1.

Combing the two components, we conclude that output distributions of hy-

brids Hyb3,i, j and Hyb3,i, j+1 are statistically close. �

Lemma 4.5.6. The output distributions of hybrids Hyb3,i,T and Hyb3,i+1,1 are identical.

Proof. As described above, the only difference between hybrid Hyb3,i,T and

Hyb3,i+1,1 is that in Hyb3,i+1,1 the public matrices for initial step, Sim.ListMxPK0,

is simulated. As Sim.ListMxPK0 does not exist in SKi+1, we have the output dis-

tributions of hybrids Hyb3,i,T and Hyb3,i+1,1 are identical. �

Lemma 4.5.7. By Lemma 2.3.6, the output distributions of hybrids Hyb3,Q,T and Hyb4

are statistically close.

Proof. The only difference between hybrid Hyb3,Q,T and Hyb4 is that in Hyb4, the

anchor public matrix A is sampled from uniform distribution over Zn×m
q instead

of using algorithm TrapGen. By Lemma 2.3.6, since TrapGen sampled A which

is statistically close to uniform distribution, we conclude that the output distri-

butions of hybrids Hyb3,Q,T and Hyb4 are statistically close. �
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Lemma 4.5.8. Assuming the hardness of LWE assumption, the output distributions of

hybrids Hyb4 and Hyb5 are computationally close.

Proof. The only difference between hybrid Hyb4 and Hyb5 is the generation of

challenge ciphertext. In Hyb5, the challenge ciphertext is generated using algo-

rithm Sim.Enc. The simulated ciphertext is simulated using LWE instance. By

unfolding one component of ciphertext,

CTst,0,
i = bRst,0

i = (sA + e)Rst,0
i

which is of the same form of normally generated ciphertext. By the hardnss

of LWE assumption, we have that the distribution of(ĈT,CT∗) in simulated ci-

phertext is computationally close to it normally generated counterpart. Also by

Leftover Hash Lemma 5.2.2, the distribution of
(
PP,CTD∗

− {ĈT,CT∗}
)

is statisti-

cally close to
(
Sim.PP,Sim.CTD∗ − {ĈT,CT∗}

)
.

There we conclude that the output distributions of hybrids Hyb4 and Hyb5

are computationally close. �

Combining the hybrids and lemmas proved above, we prove that our ABE

construction for read-only RAMs is secure, as defined in Definition 4.2.5. �

4.5.5 Handling Write Operations

In this part, we show how to construct ABE for a full-fledged RAM. The step

circuit C here is defined as

(sti, addrwt
i , b

wt
i , addrrd

i )← C(sti−1, addrrd
i−1, b

rd
i−1)
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One additional parameter we use here, Lwt = log N for write address bit-length.

Then we define an array for write operations upto step τ as traceτ = {(i,wti)}τ−1
i=1 ,

namely it records all the write operations from the first step to the (τ−1)-th step.

We also define an auxiliary circuit Cup(τ, traceτ, rdτ) as

• Cup(τ, traceτ, rdτ): On input the step index τ, the write trace traceτ and read

address rdτ ∈ [N], the update circuit outputs the correct address r̂d
τ
∈ [N +

τ − 1] to read.

The intuition of handling write operations is: The database here is an append-

only data structure. Instead of updating the database after each write, we

write the newly computed value to a new location. For instance, at the τ-th

step, the value is writed at the end of the append-only data structure, i.e., the

(N + τ)-th location. For each read operation, we first compute the update circuit

Cup(τ, traceτ, rdτ) to obtain the correct address to read.

Description of StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT. We revise the construction of al-

gorithms StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT as follows:

StepEvalPK
(
C, ListMxPKτ−1,A,TA, {Ai}i∈[N],u

)
: The key evaluation algorithm

does:

• Parse the encoding matrices ListMxPKτ−1 as({
Ast,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,τ−1
)

• Compute the step circuit as({
Ast,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Awt,τ

i

}
i∈[Lwt]

,Awb,τ
)

= PubEval (ListMxPKτ−1,C)

Let AN+τ = Awb,τ.
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• Compute the update circuit as

Ard,τ = PubEval
(
{i,Awt,i}τ−1

i=1 , {A
rd,τ
i }i∈[Lrd],Cup

)
• Sample Aval,τ $

← Zn×m
q . For i ∈ [N + τ − 1], compute Trd,τ

i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleLeft(A,TA,Ard,τ + iG,Aval,τ − Ai, s)

where Ard,τ = PubEval
(

f ,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

)
, such that

[
A||Ard,τ + iG||Ai + bG

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + bG

• Compute Tst,τ as

Tst,τ ← SampleLeft(A,TA,Ast,τ
1 ,u, s)

such that [
A||Ast,τ

1

]
· tst,τ = u

Set StepKeyτ =
(
{Trd,τ

i }
N+τ−1
i=1 , tst,τ

)
. Output

(
StepKeyτ, ListMxPKτ

)
.

StepEvalCT
(
C, ListVecCTτ−1, {CTi}i∈[N+τ−1], StepKeyτ

)
: the ciphertext evaluation

algorithm does the following:

• Parse the ciphertext ListVecCTτ−1 as({
CTst,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ−1

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,τ−1
)

along with its associated value ListSTτ−1 =
(
{stτ−1}i∈[Lst], {rd

τ−1
}i∈[Lrd], valτ−1

)
.

• Compute({
CTst,τ

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
CTwt,τ

i

}
i∈[Lwt]

,CTwb,τ
)

= CtEval (ListMxPKτ−1, ListSTτ−1,C)
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• If stτi = 0, then terminate the StepEvalCT execution. Otherwise, compute

CTrd,τ = CtEval({i,CTwt,i
}τ−1
i=0 ,

{
CTrd,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,Cup)

along with the actual read address rdτ ∈ [N + τ − 1].

• Choose the corresponding Trd,τ
rdτ and compute

CTval,τ =
(
ĈT,CTrd,τ,CTrdτ

) T
rd,τ
rdτ

I


Output ListVecCTτ = (CTst,τ,CTrd,τ,CTval,τ).

Construction, Efficiency Analysis and Security Proof. The construction of

ABE for full-fledged RAMs based on StepEvalPK and StepEvalCT is similar to

the counterpart of read-only RAMs. We sketch the construction below:

• Setup(1λ, 1N ,T ): On input security parameter λ, maximum database size N

and time bound T , the setup algorithm generates
(
A,

{
Ast,0

i

}
,
{
Ard,0

i

}
, {Ai},Aval,0,u

)
in the same way as the read-only case. Additionally, it also samples ran-

dom matrix Awt,0 $
← Zn×m

q , the encoding matrix for initial write address.

Let ListMxPK0 =

({
Ast,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
Ard,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, Aval,0
)
, denoted as the public keys

for the initial step. Output PP =
(
A, {Ai}i∈[N],Awt,0, ListMxPK0,u

)
and MSK =

(PP,TA).

• KeyGen(MSK, P): The key generation algorithm is the same as the read-

only construction.

• Enc(PP,D, µ): On input public parameters PP, database D = {Di}
N
i=1, mes-

sage µ, the encryption algorithm generates
(
{CTst,0

i }, {CTrd,0
i }, {CTval,0

}, {CTi}, ĈT,CT∗
)
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in the same way as the read-only construction. Additionally, it also com-

putes CTwt,0 = s
(
Awt,0 + G

)
+ êRwt,0, encoding of the initial write address,

where Rwt,0 ← {0, 1}m×m.

Let ListVecCT0 =

({
CTst,0

i

}
i∈[Lst]

,
{
CTrd,0

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

, CTval,0
)
. Output ciphertext

CTD =
(
ĈT, CT∗, CTwt,0, ListVecCT0, {CTi}i∈[N] ,D

)
.

• Dec(SKP,CTD): The decryption algorithm is the same as the read-only con-

struction.

The correctness proof and parameters setting are similar to the counterpart of

the read-only construction, thus we omit the details here.

Efficiency Analysis. The (space/time) complexity of our construction can be

analyzed by the following aspects. The polynomial n(·, ·) denotes the lattice

dimension.

• The public parameters contain (Lst + Lrd + N + 3) random n ×m matrices in

Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · N) in bit complexity. The master secret key is one

m × m matrix.

• The secret key for RAM program P contains T (N +T ) small m×m matrices,

which is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · T (N + T )) in bit complexity.

• The ciphertext for database with length N contains (Lst + Lrd + N + 3)

dimension-m vectors in Zq, which is Õ(n(λ,T ) · N) in bit complexity.

• Suppose the running time of PD is t, and decryption involves matrix-vector

multiplication. The time complexity of decryption is Õ(n(λ,T )2 · t).

Next, we show the decryption time in our ABE for full-fledged RAMs is inde-

pendent of the length of database. Similarly, the essential algorithm StepEvalCT,
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which may be computed T times, in decryption algorithm can be divided into

two steps, as analyzed below

• Step circuit: The runtime of CtEval with respect to step circuit C is a poly-

nomial in (λ, Lst, Lrd). Observe that Lst is the length of the state, which is

independent of the input length, and Lrd = log N. Thus, the runtime of

CtEval is upper bounded by a polynomial in (λ, Lst).

• Recoding part: In this step, we first compute CtEval with respect to the

update circuit Cup and then do the recoding multiplication. This part is

upper bounded by a polynomial in (λ,T, Lrd).

From the above observation, it follows that that the runtime of the decryption

algorithm is a polynomial in (λ,T ), where the polynomial is independent of the

length of the database.

Security Proof. The strategy of proving the security of this construction

closely follows the proof of the prior one, i.e., using a sequence of hybrids:

• Hybrid Hyb1: This corresponds to the real experiment.

• Hybrid Hyb2: Hyb2 is the same as Hyb1 except that it uses Sim.Setup(1λ,D∗)

to generate Sim.PP.

• Hybrid Hyb3,i, j, for γ < i, the secret key for query Pγ is simulated. For

query Pi, upto the j-th step, the step keys are simulated. For τ > j, the step

keys are normally generated. For query Pγ, where γ > i, the secret key is

normally generated.
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• Hybrid Hyb4: Hyb4 is the same as Hyb3,Q,T except that the anchor public

key A is sampled randomly from Zn×m
q . In Hyb3,Q,T the secret keys for all

queries are simulated without using MSK = TA.

• Hybrid Hyb5: Hyb5 is the same as Hyb4 except that it uses algorithm

Sim.Enc to generate the challenge ciphertext.

However, the algorithms (Sim.Setup,Sim.Enc,Sim.StepEvalPK) slightly dif-

fers from those used in the read-only setting. In the following, we mainly dis-

cuss the difference in these algorithms:

• Sim.Setup(1λ,D∗): The simulated setup algorithm generates
(
A, {Ai}i∈[N],Sim.ListMxPK0,u

)
in the same way as the read-only case. Additionally, it sets Awt,0 =

ARwt,0 −G, where Rwt,0 ← {0, 1}m×m.

Output Sim.PP =
(
A, {Ai}i∈[N],Awt,0,Sim.ListMxPK0,u

)
and MSK = (PP,TA).

• Sim.Enc(Sim.PP,D∗, 1|µ|, (A,u), (b, b′)): The simulated encryption algorithm

generates
(
ĈT, CT∗,

ListVecCT0, {CTi}i∈[N] ,D∗
)

in the same way as the read-only case. Addition-

ally, it computes CTwt,0 = bRwt,0, where Rwt,0 is generated in Sim.Setup.

Output challenge ciphertext CTD∗ =
(
ĈT, CT∗,CTwt,0, ListVecCT0, {CTi}i∈[N] ,D∗

)
.

• Sim.StepEvalPK(C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,Sim.PP): The simulated algorithm

does the following:

– Compute the step circuit as({
Ast,τ

i

}
i∈[L‘st]

,
{
Ard,τ

i

}
i∈[Lrd]

,
{
Awt,τ

i

}
i∈[Lwt]

,Awb,τ
)

= PubEval (Sim.ListMxPKτ−1,C)

Let AN+τ = Awb,τ.
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– Compute the update circuit as

Ard,τ = PubEval
(
{i,Awt,i}τ−1

i=1 , {A
rd,τ
i }i∈[Lrd],Cup

)
where Ard,τ encodes the actual read address rdτ of execution PD∗ at the

τ-th step.

– Sample Trd,τ
rdτ =

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0,T
rd,τ
rdτ,1

)
← DZm×m and set Aval,τ = A

(
Trd,τ

rdτ,0 + Rrd,τ + Ri

)
,

where Rrd,τ = TrapEval ( f ◦C,Sim.ListMxPKτ−1, ListMxTDτ−1)

– For i ∈ [N + τ − 1] − {rdτ}, compute Trd,τ
i as

Trd,τ
i ← SampleRight

(
A, (i − rdτ)G,Rrd,τ,TG,Aval,τ − Ai, s

)
such that

[
A||ARrd,τ + (i − rdτ)G||Ai + bG

] T
rd,τ
i

I

 = Aval,τ + bG

– As PD∗ = 1, so Ast,τ
1 is the encoding of 1, i.e., Ast,τ

1 = ARst,τ
1 − G. Compute

tst,τ as

tst,τ ← SampleRight(A,G,Rst,τ
1 ,TG,u, s)

such that [
A||ARst,τ

1 −G
]
· tst,τ = u

Set Sim.StepKeyτ =
(
{Trd,τ

i }
N+τ−1
i=1 , tst,τ

)
. Output

(
Sim.StepKeyτ,Sim.ListMxPKτ

)
.

The indistinguiability proofs between two adjacent hybrids are the same as

those in the read-only setting, thus we omit the proofs.
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CHAPTER 5

SYMBOLIC PROOFS FOR LATTICE-BASED CRYPTOGRAPHY

5.1 Technical Overview

The technical core of our contributions [19] are a set of (semi-)decision proce-

dures for checking deducibility in the theory of Diffie-Hellman exponentiation,

in its standard, bilinear and multilinear versions, and in the theories of fields,

non-commutative rings, and matrices. In particular, we give decision proce-

dures for checking deducibility in the theory of Diffie-Hellman exponentiation.

This procedure has immediate applications to reasoning about security of cryp-

tographic constructions based on bilinear and multilinear maps. The central

idea behind our algorithm is to transform a deducibility problem into a problem

from commutative algebra. The latter can be resolved through standard com-

putations of Gröbner basis. Furthermore, we give a semi-decision procedure for

checking deducibility in the theory of matrices. This has immediate applications

to reasoning about security of lattice-based constructions. In this case, our algo-

rithm extracts from a deducibility question a problem from non-commutative

algebra. The problem can be resolved through semi-decision procedures based

on non-commutative variants of Gröbner bases known as Subalgebra Analog of

Gröbner Basis on Ideals (SAGBI) [103].
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5.2 Example: Dual Regev Encryption

In this section, we describe an example public-key encryption scheme and show

how it will be encoded in our formal system. We provide some mathematical

background in Section 5.5.2. Recall that a public-key cryptosystem is given by

three probabilistic algorithms (Setup,Enc,Dec) for generating keys, encryption,

and decryption, such that with overwhelming probability, decryption is the in-

verse of encryption for valid key pairs.

We consider the Dual Regev Encryption scheme [75], an optimization of

Regev’s original encryption [112]. We focus on a simple version that encrypts

single bits; however, standard techniques can be used to encrypt longer mes-

sages.

Definition 5.2.1 (Dual Regev Encryption). Below, let λ = n be the security parame-

ter, m = O(n log q), q = O(m) and χ (or χn) be discrete Gaussian distribution over Z (or

Zn).

• The key generation algorithm, KeyGen(1λ), chooses a uniformly sampled random

matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q and a vector r ∈ {−1, 1}m sampled uniformly, interpreted as a

vector in Zm
q . The public key is PK = (A,u), where u = Ar, and the secret key is

SK = r.

• To encrypt a message b ∈ {0, 1}, the encryption algorithm Enc(PK, b) chooses a

random vector s ∈ Zn
q, a vector x0 sampled from χn and an integer x1 sampled

from χ. The ciphertext consists of the vector c0 = sTA + xT
0 and the integer

c1 = sTu + x1 + bdq/2e, where T denotes the transpose operation on matrices.

• The decryption algorithm checks whether the value c1 − 〈r, c0〉 is closer to 0 or

bdq/2e modulo p, and returns 0 in the first case, and 1 in the second.
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Decryption is correct with overwhelming probability, since we compute that

c1 − 〈r, c0〉 = x1 + bdq/2e − 〈r, x0〉, so the norm of the term x1 − 〈r, x0〉will be much

smaller than bdq/2e.

Gentry, Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [75] show that Dual Regev Encryption

achieves chosen-plaintext indistinguishability under the decisional LWE assump-

tion, defined below. Traditionally, chosen-plaintext indistinguishability is mod-

eled by a probabilistic experiment, where an adversary proposes two messages

m0 and m1, and is challenged with a ciphertext c∗ corresponding to an encryp-

tion of message mb, where b is sampled uniformly at random. The adversary is

then requested to return a bit b′. The winning condition for the experiment is

b = b′, which models that the adversary guesses the bit b correctly. Formally,

one defines the advantage of an adversary A against chosen-plaintext security

as:

Advcpa
A

=

∣∣∣∣∣PrGb = b′ −
1
2

∣∣∣∣∣
where G is the probabilistic experiment that models chosen-plaintext security

and 1
2 represents the probability that a trivial adversary which flips a coin b′ at

random guesses the bit b correctly. We note that in our case, since the message

space is {0, 1}, we can wlog set m0 = 0 and m1 = 1; thus, the adversary only needs

to be queried once in this experiment.

The formal definition of G, instantiated to Dual Regev Encryption, is shown

in Figure 5.1. We inline the key generation and encryption subroutines. In line

1, the public key (A,u) and its associated secret key r are randomly sampled. In

lines 2 and 3, the message bit b is sampled uniformly, and the ciphertext (c0, c1)

of this message is generated. Finally, in line 4, the adversary outputs a bit b′,

given as input the public key and the ciphertext.
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Now, we outline the hardness assumptions and lemmas used in the proof of

Dual Regev Encryption.

Leftover Hash Lemma. Let A ∈ Zn×m
q be a collection of m samples of uniform

vectors from Zn
q. The Leftover Hash Lemma (LHL) states that, given enough

samples, the result of multiplying A with a random {−1, 1}-valued matrix R is

statistically close to uniform. Additionally, this result holds in the presence of an

arbitrary linear leakage of the elements of R. Specifically, the following leftover

hash lemma is proved in [2] (Lemma 13).

Lemma 5.2.2 (Leftover Hash Lemma). Let q, n,m be as in Definition 5.2.1. Let k be

a polynomial of n. Then, the distributions {(A,AR,RTw)} {(A,B,RTw)} are negligibly

close in n, where A
$
←− Zn×m

q in both distributions, R
$
←− {0, 1}m×k, B

$
←− Zn×k

q , and w ∈ Zm
q

is any arbitrary vector.

Given the above, security of Dual Regev Encryption is stated as follows:

Proposition 5.2.3 ([75]). For any adversary A against chosen-plaintext security of

Dual Regev Encryption, there exists an adversary B against LWE, such that:

• Advcpa
A
≤ Advlwe

B + εLHL;

• tA ≈ tB;

where Advlwe
B denotes the advantage of B against decisional LWE problem, εLHL is a

function of the scheme parameters determined by the Leftover Hash Lemma, and tA and

tB respectively denote the execution time ofA and B.
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Game Gpke
org :

A
$
← Zn×m

q , r
$
← {−1, 1}m;

let u = Ar;

b
$
← {0, 1}, s

$
← Zn

q, x0
$
← DZm , x1

$
← DZ;

let c0 = sTA + x0, c1 = sTu + x1 + bdq/2e;
b′ ← A(A,u, c0, c1);

Figure 5.1: IND-CPA security of dual-Regev PKE.

Security proof We now outline the proof of Proposition 5.2.3.

The proof proceeds with a series of game transformations, beginning with the

game in Figure 5.1. The goal is to transform the game into one in which the

adversary’s advantage is obviously zero. Each transformation is justified se-

mantically either by semantic identities or by probabilistic assertions, such as

the LWE assumption; in the latter case, the transformation incurs some error

probability which must be recorded.

The first transformation performs an information-theoretic step based on the

Leftover Hash Lemma. The Leftover Hash Lemma allows us to transform the

joint distribution (A,Ar) (where A and r are independently randomly sampled)

into the distribution (A,u) (where u is a fresh, uniformly sampled variable).

(This invocation does not use the linear leakage w from Lemma 5.2.2). In or-

der to apply this lemma, we factor the security game from Figure 5.1 into one

which makes use of A and u, but not r. That is, if G0 is the original security

game, then we have factored G into

G0 = G′{A←$ Zn×m
q ; r←$ {−1, 1}m; let u = Ar}p,

where G′{·}p is a game context with a hole at position p, such that G′ does not

make reference to r except in the definition of u. By the Leftover Hash Lemma,
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we may now move to the game:

G1 = G′{A←$ Zn×m
q ; u←$ Zn

q}p.

This transformation effectively removes r from the security game, thus re-

moving any contribution of the secret key r to the information gained by the

adversary A. This transformation incurs the error probability εLHL. The resul-

tant game is shown in Figure 5.2.

Game G2 :

A
$
← Zn×m

q ,u
$
← Zn

q;

b
$
← {0, 1}, s

$
← Zn

q, x0
$
← DZm , x1

$
← DZ;

let c0 = sTA + x0, c1 = sTu + x1 + bdq/2e;
b′ ← A(A,u, c0, c1);

Figure 5.2: Dual-Regev PKE: Game 2

The second transformation performs a reduction step based on the LWE as-

sumption. Indeed, note that after the first transformation, the ciphertexts (c0, c1)

contain an LWE distribution of dimension n×(m+1), with the message bit added

to c1. By applying LWE, we then may safely transform c0 to be uniformly ran-

dom, and c1 to be uniformly random added to to the message bit. The resulting

security game is shown in Figure 5.3.

Game G3 :

A
$
← Zn×m

q ,u
$
← Zn

q;

b
$
← {0, 1}, r0

$
← Zm

q , r1
$
← Zq;

let c0 = r0, c1 = r1 + bdq/2e;
b′ ← A(A,u, c0, c1);

Figure 5.3: Dual-Regev PKE: Game 3
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The next transformation applies a semantics-preserving transformation

known as optimistic sampling. To remove the message bit from the adversary

input, note that the term c1 is equal to the sum of r1 and bdq/2e, where r1 is uni-

formly sampled and does not appear anywhere else in the game. Because of

this, we know that c1 itself is uniformly random. Thus, we can safely rewrite

the body of c1 to be equal to a fresh uniformly sampled r1. The resulting game

is shown in Figure 5.4.

Game G4 :

A
$
← Zn×m

q ,u
$
← Zn

q;

b
$
← {0, 1}, r0

$
← Zm

q , r1
$
← Zq;

let c0 = r0, c1 = r1;
b′ ← A(A,u, c0, c1);

Figure 5.4: Dual-Regev PKE: Game 4

In this final game, there is no dependence between the challenge given to the

adversary and the challenge b, so the probability that the adversary guesses b is

upper bounded by 1
2 .

The most important point about the above proof is that while the crypto-

graphic theory underlying the Leftover Hash Lemma and Learning with Errors

assumption is in nature analytic, the proof of security which uses them is only

algebraic. That is, no complicated analytic arguments must be made in order

to carry out the above proof; instead, each transformation is a straightforward

syntactic transformation of the security game.

Our logic is designed to handle game transformations such as the ones in

the above proof. Our implemented security proof for Dual Regev Encryption
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is shown in Figure 5.5. In lines 1-3, we apply the Leftover Hash Lemma. The

move tactic is used to reorder samplings in the security game, as long as the two

reorderings are semantically equivalent. The assumption_decisional tactic

is used to apply hardness assumptions and information-theoretic lemmas. Note

that all required factorings of games in this proof are performed automatically,

handled by our use of the SAGBI method in Section 5.4.3. This is reflected by

the “!” at the end of the tactic, which asks the proof system to automatically fac-

tor the game. (More complicated applications of assumption_decisional

do require the user to provide some hints to the proof system about how to fac-

tor the game. These hints are minimal, however.) The arrow -> after the tactic

specifies that we wish to apply the transformation in the forward direction. (It

is possible to apply the LHL and the LWE assumption in reverse, as well. This

is used in later proofs.) Throughout, we use the // tactic to normalize the game.

This tactic unfolds let bindings, and applies a syntactic normal form algorithm

to all expressions in the game. The mat_fold and mat_unfold tactics are used

to reason about uniformity of matrices of the form Zn×(m+k)
q : the mat_unfold tac-

tic will separate a uniform sampling of type Zn×(m+k)
q into two uniform samplings

of types Zn×m
q and Zn×k

q respectively; the mat_fold does the corresponding in-

verse operation.

The rnd tactic is used to reason about transformations of uniform samplings:

given two functions f , f −1 which must be mutual inverses, the rnd tactic allows

one to “pull” a uniform sampling through f −1. This is used in two ways in the

proof: on lines 13 and 15, we use rnd to show that instead of sampling a matrix,

we may instead sample its transpose. Whenever the original matrix is used, we

now take the transpose of the new sampled matrix. Similarly, on line 19 we use

rnd to perform an optimistic sampling operation, in which B is transformed in
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order to remove the additive factor b?Mu(()):0_{1,1}. Here, Mu is an unin-

terpreted function from the unit type to 1 by 1 matrices, modelling the message

content dq/2e, and 0_{1,1} is the constant zero matrix of dimension 1 by 1.

The notation _?_:_ is the standard ternary if-then-else construct; thus, we can

model the expression bdq/2e present in the Dual Regev scheme as the expression

b?Mu(()):0_{1,1}.

1 (* apply LHL *)
move A 1.

3 assumption_decisional! LHL -> u; //.

5 (* fold A, u into single matrix Au *)
mat_fold 1 2 Au; //.

7
(* apply LWE assumption *)

9 move s 2.
assumption_decisional! LWE -> w; //.

11
(* unfold LWE distribution *)

13 rnd w (λ w. tr w) (λ w. tr w); //.
mat_unfold 2 wa wb; //.

15 rnd wb (λ B. tr B) (λ B. tr B); //.

17 (* perform optimistic sampling *)
move wb 4.

19 rnd wb (λ B. B - (b?Mu(()):0_{1,1}))
(λ B. B + (b?Mu(()):0_{1,1})); //.

21 indep!.

23 qed.

Figure 5.5: AutoLWE proof for Dual Regev Encryption.

Finally, the indep! tactic is used to reason about games such as the game in

Figure 5.4, in which the adversary trivially has no advantage. Detail about the

proof rules present in our logic is given in Section 5.3.4.
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5.3 Logic

Dimensions
d ::= n dimension variable

| d1 + d2 addition
| 1 constant dimension 1

Types
t ::= B boolean value

| Zq prime field of order q
| Zd1×d2

q integer matrix
| listd t list
| t × . . . × t tuple

Expressions
M ::= 0 null matrix

| I identity matrix
| [M] constant list
| M + M addition
| M × M multiplication
| −M inverse
| M ‖ M concatenation
| sl M left projection
| sr M right projection
| M> transpose

Figure 5.6: Syntax of expressions (selected)

Our logic reasons about probabilistic expressions P, built from atomic expres-

sions of the form PrGφ, where G is a game, and φ is an event. Games are proba-

bilistic programs with oracle and adversary calls, and φ is the winning condition

of the game. The proof rules of the logic formalize common patterns of reason-

ing from the game-playing approach to security proofs. In their simpler form,

proof steps will transform a proof goal PrGφ ≤ p into a proof goal PrG′φ′ ≤ p′,

with p = p′ + c, and G′ a game derived from G; alternatively, they will directly

discharge the proof goal PrGφ ≤ p (and give a concrete value for p) when the
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proof goal is of a simple and specific form, e.g., bounding the probability that

an adversary guesses a uniformly distributed and secret value.

In order to be able to accommodate lattice-based constructions, the following

novelties are necessary: the expression language includes vectors and matrices;

new rules for probabilistic samplings and for oracle-relative assumptions (both

in the information-theoretic and computational forms). These extensions do not

pose any foundational challenge, but must be handled carefully to obtain the

best trade-off between generality and automation.

5.3.1 Games

Games consist of a security experiment in which an adversary with oracle ac-

cess interacts with a challenger and of an assertion that determines the winning

event.

Expressions The expression language operates over booleans, lists, matrices,

and integers modulo q, and includes the usual algebraic operations for integer

modulo q and standard operators for manipulating lists and matrices. The oper-

ations for matrices include addition, multiplication and transposition, together

with structural operations that capture the functionalities of block matrices, and

can be used for (de)composing matrices from smaller matrices. concatenation,

split left, and split right. The type of lists, listd, denotes a list of length d. Lists are

manipulated symbolically, so do not support arbitrary destructuring. Lists may

be constructed through the constant list operation [·], which takes a type τ to the

type listd τ, for any d. All of the matrix operations are lifted pointwise to lists.
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Assertions (event expressions)
φ ::= e expression

| ∃ b1, . . . , bk. e existential queries
| ∀ b1, . . . , bk. e universal queries

where
b ::= x ∈ Qo x ranges over queries

for all queries

Game commands
gc ::= let x = e assignment

| x←$ µ sampling from distr.
| assert(φ) assertion

| y← A(x) with
−→
Ø adversary call

Oracle commands
oc ::= let x = e assignment

| x←$ µ sampling from distr.
| guard(b) guard

Oracle definitions
Ø ::= o(x) = {−→oc; return e}

Game definitions

G ::= {
−→gc; return e};

−→
Ø

whereA and Ø range over adversary and oracle names respectively.

Figure 5.7: Syntax of games

The syntax of expressions (restricted to expressions for matrices) is given in

Figure 5.6. Selected typing rules for expressions are given in the Appendix, in

Figure 5.12. Expressions are deterministic, and are interpreted as values over

their intended types. Specifically, we first interpret dimensions as (positive)

natural numbers. This fixes the interpretation of types. Expressions are then

interpreted in the intended way; for instance, transposition is interpreted as

matrix transposition, etc.
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Games Games are defined by a sequence of commands (random samplings,

assignments, adversary calls) and by an assertion. The command defines the

computational behavior of the experiment whereas the assertion defines the

winning event. Each adversary call contains a list of oracles that are available to

the adversary; oracles are also defined by a sequence of commands (random

samplings, assignments, assert statements) and by a return expression. The

grammars for oracle definitions and game definitions are given in Figure 5.7.

The operational behavior of oracles is defined compositionally from the op-

erational behavior of commands:

• random sampling x←$ µ: we sample a value from µ and store the result in the

variable x;

• assignments: let x = e: we evaluate the expression e and store the result in the

variable x;

• assertion guard(b): we evaluate b and return ⊥ if the result is false. Guards

are typically used in decryption oracles to reject invalid queries.

In addition, we assume that every oracle Ø comes with a value δØ that fixes the

maximal number of times that it can be called by an adversary. To enforce this

upper bound, the execution is instrumented with a counter cØ that is initially set

to 0. Then, whenever the oracle is called, one checks cØ ≥ δo; if so, then ⊥ is re-

turned. Otherwise, the counter cØ is increased, and the oracle body is executed.

In order to interpret events, we further instrument the semantics of the game

to record the sequence of interactions between the adversary and the oracle.

Specifically, the semantics of oracles is instrumented with a query set variable

QØ that is initially set to ∅. Then, for every call the query parameters are stored
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in QØ. (Following [16] it would be more precise to hold a single list of queries,

rather than a list of queries per oracle, but the latter suffices for our purposes.)

Informally, adversaries are probabilistic computations that must execute

within a specific amount of resources and are otherwise arbitrary. One sim-

ple way to give a semantics to adversaries is through syntax, i.e., by mapping

adversary names to commands, and then interpret these commands using the

afore described semantics. However, our language of games is too restrictive;

therefore, we map adversary names to commands in a more expressive lan-

guage, and then resort to the semantics of this richer language. For convenience

of meta-theoretic proofs, e.g., soundness, it is preferable to choose a language

that admits a set-theoretical semantics. For instance, one can use the probabilis-

tic programming language pWhile to model the behavior of the adversaries.

The semantics of games is defined compositionally from the operational be-

havior of commands, oracles, and adversaries:

• assertion assert(φ): we evaluate φ and abort if the result is false.

• adversary call y ← A(e) with
−→
Ø: we evaluate e, call the adversary A with the

result as input, and bind the output of the adversary to y. The adversary is

provided with access to the oracles
−→
Ø.

Finally, the interpretation of PrGφ is to be the probability of φ in the sub-

distribution obtained by executing G.

Throughout the paper, we assume that the games satisfy the following well-

formedness conditions and (without loss of generality) hygiene conditions:

(WF1) all variables must be used in scope; (WF2) commands must be well-
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typed; (Hyg1) adversary and oracle names are distinct; (Hyg2) bound variables

are distinct.

5.3.2 Reasoning about expressions

Our indistinguishability logic makes use of two main relations between expres-

sions: equality and deducibility. Equality is specified through a set of axioms

E, from which further equalities can be derived using standard rules of equa-

tional reasoning: reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity of equality, functionality of

operators, and finally instantiation of axioms. We write Γ `E e = e′ if e and e′ are

provably equal from the axioms E and the set of equalities Γ. Throughout the

paper, we implicitly assume that the set of axioms includes standard identities

on matrices.

Deducibility is defined using the notion of contexts. A context C is an ex-

pression that only contains a distinguished variable •. We write e `C
E

e′, where

e, e′ are expressions and C is a context, if `E C[e] = e′. We write e `E e′ if there ex-

ists a context C such that e `C
E

e′. Similarly, we write Γ |= e `C
E

e′ if Γ `E C[e] = e′

and Γ |= e `E e′ if there exists a context C such that Γ |= e `E e′. More gen-

erally, a (general) context C is an expression that only contains distinguished

variables •1, . . . , •n. We write e1, . . . , en `
C
E

e′, where e1, . . . , en, e′ are expressions

and C is a context, if `E C[e1, . . . , en] = e′. We write e1, . . . , en `E e′ if there exists

a context C such that e1, . . . , en `
C
E

e′. Similarly, we write Γ |= e1, . . . , en `
C
E

e′ if

Γ |= C[e1, . . . , en] =E e′ and Γ |= e1, . . . , en `E e′ if there exists a context C such

that Γ |= e1, . . . , en `E e′. Intuitively, a context is a recipe that shows how some

expression may be computed given other expressions. If we consider matrices,
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we may have M + N,O,N ` M × O with the context C(•1, •2, •3) := (•1 − •3) × •2.

5.3.3 Strongest postcondition

A desirable property of any logic is that one can replace equals by equals. In

particular, it should always be possible to replace an expression e by an expres-

sion e′ that is provably equivalent to e. However, it is often desirable to use a

stronger substitution property which allows to replace e by an expression e′ that

is provably equivalent to e relative to the context in which the replacement is to

be performed. To achieve this goal, our proof system uses a strongest postcondi-

tion to gather all facts known at a position p in the main command. The com-

putation of G p is done as usual, starting from the initial position of the program

with the assertion true and adding at each step the assertion φc corresponding

to the current command c, where:

φlet x = e = x = e

φguard(b) = b

φassert(e) = e

φ∀/∃ b1,...,bk . e = true

5.3.4 Judgment and Proof Rules

Our computational logic manipulates judgments of the form P � P′ where P

and P′ are probability expressions drawn from the following grammar:

P, P′ ::= ε | c | P + P′ | P − P′ | c × P | |P| | PrGφ,

where ε ranges over variables, c ranges over constants, |P| denotes absolute

value, and PrGφ denotes the success probability of event φ in game G. Constants
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[FALSE]
PrGfalse � 0

[CASE]
PrGφ ∧ c � ε1 PrGφ ∧ ¬c � ε2

PrGφ � ε1 + ε2

[REFL]
PrGφ � PrGφ

[ADD]
P � ε1 P′ � ε2

P + P′ � ε1 + ε2
[EQ]

P � ε ` P′ ≤ P

P′ � ε

[SWAP]
PrG{c′; c}pφ � ε

PrG{c; c′}pφ � ε
[INSERT]

PrG{c; c′}pφ � ε

PrG{c′}pφ � ε
c sampling, let,
or guard(true)

[SUBST]
PrG{e}pφ � ε

PrG{e′}pφ � ε
S E p |= e =E e′

[ABSTRACT]

∣∣∣PrG′1φ1 − PrG′2φ2

∣∣∣ � ε
|PrG1φ1 − PrG2φ2| � ε

G1 ≡ G′1[B]
G2 ≡ G′2[B]

[RAND]
PrG{s←$ t′; let r = C[s]}pφ � ε

PrG{r ←$ t}pφ � ε
G p |= C′[C] =E •

[RFOLD]
PrG{x←$ Zd1×(d2+d′2)

q ; let x1 = sl x; let x2 = sr x}pφ � ε

PrG{x1 ←
$ Zd1×d2

q ; x2 ←
$ Z

d1×d′2
q }pφ � ε

[RUNFOLD]
PrG{x1 ←

$ Zd1×d2
q ; x2 ←

$ Z
d1×d′2
q ; let x = x1 ‖ x2}pφ � ε

PrG{x←$ Zd1×(d2+d′2)
q }pφ � ε

[UPTO]
PrG{guard(c)}pφ � ε1 PrG{guard(c)}p∃ x ∈ Qo. c(x) , c′(x) � ε2

PrG{guard(c′)}pφ � ε1 + ε2
p first position in o

[GUESS]
PrG; x← A()φ � ε

PrG∃ x ∈ Qo. φ � ε

[FIND]
PrG; x← A(e)φ1 ∧ φ2 � ε

PrG(∃ x ∈ Qo. φ1) ∧ φ2 � ε
C efficient and
G |G| |= C[(e, x)] =E φ1

Figure 5.8: Selected proof rules
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include concrete values, e.g., 0 and 1
2 , as well as values whose interpretation will

depend on the parameters of the scheme and the computational power of the

adversary, e.g., its execution time or maximal number of oracle calls.

Proof rules are of the form

P1 � ε1 . . . Pk � εk

P � ε

where Pis and P are probability expressions, εis are variables and finally ε is a

probability expression built from variables and constants.

Figure 5.8 present selected rules of the logic. In many cases, rules consider

judgments of the form PrGφ � ε; similar rules exist for judgments of the form

|PrGφ − PrG′φ′| � ε.

Rules [FALSE] and [CASE] formalize elementary axioms of probability the-

ory. Rules [REFL] and [ADD] formalize elementary facts about real numbers.

Rule [EQ] can be used to replace a probability expression by another probabil-

ity expression that is provably smaller within the theory of reals. For instance,

derivations commonly use the identity ε1 ≤ |ε1 − ε2| + ε2.

Rules [SWAP], [INSERT], [SUBST] are used for rewriting games in a semantics-

preserving way. Concretely, rule [SWAP] swaps successive commands (at posi-

tion p) that can be reordered (are dataflow independent in the programming

language terminology). By chaining applications of the rule, one can achieve

more general forms of code motion. Rule [INSERT] inserts at position p com-

mand that does not carry any operational behaviour. Rule [SUBST] substitutes

at position p an expression e by another expression e′ that is contextually equiv-

alent at p, i.e., G p |= e =E e′ holds.
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The rule [RAND] performs a different transformation known as optimistic

sampling. It replaces a uniform sampling from t by s←$ t′; return C[s]. To ensure

that this transformation is correct, the rule checks that C is provably bijective at

the program point where the transformation arises, using a candidate inverse

context C′ provided by the user. Rules [RFOLD] and [RUNFOLD] are dual and

are used to manipulate random samplings of matrices. The rule [RFOLD] is

used to turn two uniform samplings of matrices into one uniform sampling of

the concatenation; conversely, the rule [RUNFOLD] may be used to turn one

uniform sampling of a concatenation into uniform samplings of its component

parts. (We also have similar rules [LFOLD] and [LUNFOLD] in order to manip-

ulate the vertical component of the dimension.) These rules are primarily used

to apply axioms which are stated about matrices of compound dimension.

The rule [ABSTRACT] is used for applying computational assumptions. The

rule can be used to instantiate a valid judgment with a concrete adversary. The

side-conditions ensure that the experiments G1 and G2 are syntactically equiva-

lent to the experiment G′1[B := B] and G′2[B := B], where the notation G′[B := B]

represents the game obtained by inlining the code of B in G′. Because of the re-

quirement on syntactic equivalence, it is sometimes necessary to apply multiple

program transformations before applying an assumption.

The rule [UPTO] rule is used for replacing guard(c′) at position p in an ora-

cle with guard(c). According to the usual principle for reasoning up to failure

events, the rule yields two proof obligations: bound the probability of the orig-

inal event and the probability that the adversary performs a query where the

results of c and c′ differ.

The rules [GUESS] and [FIND] rules are used to deal with winning events
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involving existential quantification.

The logic also contains a rule for hybrid arguments. The rule is similar to [22]

and ommitted For lack of space.

5.3.5 Soundness

All proof rules of the logic are sound. To state soundness, we lift the interpreta-

tion of games to an interpretation of judgments and derivations. This is done by

first defining a fixed interpretation of dimensions that is used for all the games

of the derivation. Then, we define the interpretation of P inductively. We say

that judgment P � P′ is valid iff the inequality holds for every valid interpreta-

tion of P and P′. Finally, one can prove that P � P′ is valid whenever P � P′ is

derivable in the logic.

5.3.6 Axioms Used

Here, we describe the axioms used to prove the schemes in Sections 5.2 and 5.5

secure. Each axiom is decisional, in that it is a claim about the closeness of two

games. This is modeled by having both games end with a bit output b, so that

each axiom is a claim of the form |PrG0b − PrG1b| � ε. This allows us to apply

the [ABSTRACT] rule from Figure 5.8.

Learning with Errors. Recall from Section 5.2 that the LWE assumption states

that the distribution (A, sT A+e) is indistinguishable from uniform, where A and
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s are uniformly sampled elements of Zn×m
q and Zn

q respectively, and e is sampled

from some given error distribution.

Our concrete encoding is given in Figure 5.9. Since our logic only deals with

uniform samplings, in order to encode more complicated sampling algorithms

such as the error distribution for LWE, we separate the sampling algorithm into

a coin sampling stage and a deterministic stage. In the coin sampling stage, an

element of {0, 1}c is sampled, where c is the number of coins the sampling al-

gorithm will use. (Since the sampling algorithm is polynomial time, c will be

a polynomial of the security parameter.) In the deterministic stage, we call an

uninterpreted function (here, Chi) which uses the sampled coins to produce the

output of the distribution.

In various applications of the LWE assumption, the parameter settings of

Figure 5.9 will alter slightly – for instance, in the Dual Regev scheme from Sec-

tion 5.2, we do not use m on the nose, but rather m + 1. This difference is imma-

terial to the validity of the assumption.

Game GLWE
0 :

A
$
← Zn×m

q ; s
$
← Zn

q;

ce
$
← {0, 1}cChi; let e = Chi(ce);

b← A(A, sT A + e);

Game GLWE
1 :

A
$
← Zn×m

q ; u
$
← Zm

q ;
b← A(A,u);

Figure 5.9: The LWE assumption, encoded in AutoLWE.

Leftover Hash Lemma. The most subtle part of our proofs is often not apply-

ing the LWE assumption, but rather applying the Leftover Hash Lemma. This

is because the LHL is an information-theoretic judgment rather than a computa-
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tional one; information-theoretic judgments enjoy stronger composition prop-

erties than computational judgments.

Recall that the (basic) LHL states that the distribution (A, AR,wR) is statisti-

cally close to the distribution (A, B,wR), where A is a uniformly random element

of Zn×m
q , R is a uniformly random element of {−1, 1}m×k (interpreted as a matrix),

and w is a fixed arbitrary vector in Zm
q . For the LHL to hold, however, we can

actually relax the requirements on A: instead of A being sampled uniformly, we

only require that A is sampled from a distribution which is statistically close to

uniform.

In the literature, it is often the case that the lemma being applied is not the

LHL on the nose, but rather this weakened (but still valid) form in which A

only need to be close to uniform. In many of our proofs, this occurs because

A is not uniformly sampled, but rather sampled using an algorithm, TrapGen,

which produces a vector A statistically close to uniform along with a trapdoor

TA, which is kepts secret from the adversary.

By combining the LHL with the TrapGen construction, we obtain the secu-

rity games in Figure 5.10. Both games are displayed at once: the expressions

which vary between the two games are annotated with which game they be-

long in. In order to model how R is sampled, we sample the component bits

of R from {0, 1}dLHL , and apply a symbolic function, bitinj, which converts these

component bits into a matrix. Note in this security game that w comes from

a symbolic adversary, A1. This models the universal quantification of w in

the LHL. Additionally, note that A2 actually receives the trapdoor TA. This is

counterintuitive, because adversaries in the cryptosystems do not have access

to the trapdoor. However, remember that here we are constructing the adver-
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sary for the LHL; giving A2 the trapdoor reflects the assertion that the distribu-

tion (A,AR,wR,TA) is statistically close to the distribution (A,B,wR,TA), which

follows from the information theoretic nature of the LHL.

While we use the assumption from Figure 5.10 in our proofs, we also use

several small variations which are also valid. One such variation is in the proof

of Dual Regev, where we do not use the TrapGen algorithm, but rather sample A

uniformly (and do not give the adversary T A); additionally, we do not include

this linear leakage w. Another such variation is used in our CCA proof from

Section 5.5. In this instance, we do not transform AR to B, but rather to AR + B

(thus generalizing our [RAND] rule.) Additionally, we must state the LHL in

the CCA proof to be relative to the decryption oracle, which makes use of R.

This relativized lemma is still valid, however, since the decryption oracle does

not leak any information about R. It will be interesting future work in order to

unify these small variations of the LHL.

Game GLHL
β :

c
$
← {0, 1}dTG ; let (A,TA) = TrapGen(c);

r
$
← {0, 1}dLHL ; let R = bitinj(r);

if β=1

B
$
← Zn×m

q ; w← A1();

b← A2(A,
if β=0

AR
if β=1

B ,wR,TA,w);

Figure 5.10: The LHL assumption combined with TrapGen, encoded in
AutoLWE.

Distribution Equivalences. In addition to the two main axioms above, we

also rely on several opaque probabilistic judgments about distributions from
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which the adversary may sample, but are written in terms of private variables

which the adversary may not access. For instance, in an Identity-Based Encryp-

tion scheme, the adversary could have access to a KeyGen oracle, which must

use the master secret key in order to operate. This is the case in Section 5.5.2. In

the concrete proof, there is a step in which we change the implementation of the

KeyGen oracle from one uninterpreted function to another. Transformations of

this sort are encoded using oracle-relative assumptions, which are generaliza-

tions of axioms in AutoG&P which allow adversaries to query oracles.

For example, in Figure 5.11, we state closeness of the distributions D0(s0, ·)

and D1(s1, ·), where both s0 and s1 are unknown to the adversary. (As before,

each distribution is separated into a coin sampling stage and a deterministic

stage.) Note that s0 and s1 need not be of the same type, since the adversary does

not see them. Jumping ahead in (H)IBE part in the case study, D0,D1 correspond

to the real/simulated key generation algorithms, where s0 is the master secret

key, and s1 is the secret trapdoor information the simulator knows in order to

answer secret key queries.

Game G0 :

s0
$
← Zm

q ;
b← A()
with O(x) = {

c0
$
← {0, 1}d0;

ret D0(c0, s0, x);
}

Game G1 :

s1
$
← Zk

q;
b← A()
with O(x) = {

c1
$
← {0, 1}d1;

ret D1(c1, s1, x);
}

Figure 5.11: Example axiom capturing computational closeness of distri-
butions.
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5.4 Deciding deducibility

Several rules involve deducibility problems as side-conditions. For instance, in

the [ABSTRACT] rule from Fig 5.8, we may transform a bound involving G1 and

G2 into a bound involving G′1 and G′2, if there exists a common subgameBwhich

can be used to factor the former pair into the latter. Finding this subgame Bwill

induce deducibility subproblems. In order to automate the application of the

rules, it is thus necessary to provide algorithms for checking whether deducibil-

ity problems are valid. As previously argued, it is desirable whenever possible

that these algorithms are based on decision procedures rather than heuristics.

In this section, we provide decision procedures for the theory of Diffie-

Hellman exponentiation, both in its basic form and in its extension to bilinear

groups, and for the theory of fields. The decision procedures for Diffie-Hellman

exponentiation are based on techniques from Gröbner bases. In addition to be-

ing an important independent contribution on its own, the algorithms for Diffie-

Hellman exponentiation also serve as a natural intermediate objective toward

addressing the theory of matrices (although the problems are formally indepen-

dent). For the latter, we require significantly more advanced algebraic tools. For

the clarity of exposition, we proceed incrementally. Concretely, we start by con-

sidering the case of fields and non-commutative rings. We respectively provide

a decision procedure and a semi-decision procedure. Subsequently, we give a

reduction from deducibility for matrices to deducibility for non-commutative

rings. The reduction yields a semi-decision procedure for matrices. The algo-

rithms for non-commutative rings and matrices are based on so-called SAGBI

[113] (Subalgebra Analog to Gröbner Basis for Ideals) techniques, which as jus-

tified below provide a counterpart of Gröbner basis computations for subalge-
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bras.

5.4.1 Diffie-Hellman exponentiation

Diffie-Hellman exponentiation is a standard theory that is used for analyzing

key-exchange protocols based on group assumptions. It is also used, in its bilin-

ear and multilinear version, in AutoG&P for proving security of pairing-based

cryptography. In this setting, the adversary (also often called attacker in the

symbolic setting) can multiply groups elements between them, i.e., perform ad-

dition in the field, and can elevate a group element to some power he can de-

duce in the field. Previous work only provides partial solutions: for instance,

Chevalier et al [48] only consider products in the exponents, whereas Dougherty

and Guttman [61] only consider polynomials with maximum degree of 1 (linear

expressions).

The standard form of deducibility problems that arises in this context is de-

fined as follows: let Y be a set of names sampled in Zq, g some group generator,

E the equational theory capturing field and groups operations, some set X ⊂ Y ,

f1, ... fk, h ∈ K[Y] be a set of polynomials over the names, and Γ be a coherent set

of axioms. The deducibility problem is then:

Γ |= X, g f1 , ..., g fk `E gh

Proposition 5.4.1. Deducibility for Diffie-Hellman exponentiation is decidable.

The algorithm that supports the proof of the proposition proceeds by reduc-

ing an input deducibility problem to an equivalent membership problem of the
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saturation of some Zq[X]-module in Zq[Y], and by using an extension for mod-

ules [62] of Buchberger’s algorithm [42] to solve the membership problem.

The reduction to the membership problem proceeds as follows: first, we re-

duce deducibility to solving a system of polynomial equations. We then use

the notion of saturation for submodules and prove that solving the system of

polynomial equations corresponding to the deducibility problem is equivalent

to checking whether the polynomial h is a member of the saturation of some

submodule M. The latter problem can be checked using Gröbner basis compu-

tations.

5.4.2 Fields and non-commutative rings

Another problem of interest is when we consider deducibility inside the field

rather than the group. The deducibility problem can then be defined as follows:

let Y be a set of names sampled in Zq, E the equational theory capturing field

operations, f1, ... fk, h ∈ K[Y] be a set of polynomials over the names, and Γ be a

coherent set of axioms. The deducibility problem is then:

f1, ..., fk `E h

We emphasize that this problem is in fact not an instance of the problem for

Diffie-Hellman exponentiation. In the previous problem, if we look at field el-

ements, the adversary could compute any polynomial in K[X] but he may now

compute any polynomial in K[ f1, ..., fk], the subalgebra generated by the known

polynomials.

Decidability is obtained thanks to [120], where they solve the subalgebra

membership problem using methods based on classical Gröbner basis.
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Proposition 5.4.2. Deducibility for fields is decidable.

If we wish to characterize the full adversary knowledge as done for Diffie-

Hellman exponentiation using Gröbner basis, we would have to resort to so-

called SAGBI [113] (Subalgebra Analog to Gröbner Basis for Ideals) techniques,

which form the counterpart of Gröbner basis computations. However, some

finitely generated subalgebras are known to have infinite SAGBI bases [113],

thus it can only provide semi-decision for the membership problem.

For the case of non-commutative rings, we are not aware of any counterpart

to [120], we resort to the non-commutative SAGBI [103] theory.

Proposition 5.4.3. Deducibility for non-commutative rings is semi-decidable.

It is an open problem whether one can give a decision procedure for non-

commutative rings. We note that the problem of module membership over a

non-commutative algebra is undecidable [102], as there is a reduction from the

word problem over a finitely presented group. On the other hand, the problem

is known to be decidable for some classes of subalgebras, notably in the the

homogeneous case where all monomials are of the same degree.

5.4.3 Matrices

The case of matrices introduces a final difficulty: expressions may involve struc-

tural operations. To address the issue, we show that every deducibility problem

in the theory of matrices is provably equivalent to a deducibility problem that

does not involve structural operations, nor transposition—said otherwise, a de-

ducibility problem in the theory of non-commutative rings.
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Proposition 5.4.4. Deducibility for matrices is semi-decidable.

The algorithm that supports the proof of semi-decidability for matrices op-

erates in two steps:

1. it reduces the deducibility problem for matrices to an equivalent deducibility

problem for non-commutative rings;

2. it applies the semi-decision procedure for non-commutative rings.

The reduction to non-commutative rings is based on a generalization of the tech-

niques introduced in [17] for the theory of bitstrings—note that the techniques

were used for a slightly different purpose, i.e., deciding equivalence between

probabilistic expressions, rather than for proving deducibility constraints.

The general idea for eliminating concatenation and splitting comes from two

basic facts:

• M ` M ‖ N ⇔M ` M ∧M ` N

• M∪ {M ‖ N} ` T ⇔M∪ {M,N} ` T

For transposition, we observe that it commutes with the other operations, so in

a proof of deducibility, we can push the transposition applications to the leaves.

Everything that can be deduced from a set of matrices M and the transpose

operation can also be deduced if instead of the transpose operation we simply

provide the transposition of the matrices inM.
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[0]
Γ ` 0 : Zq

n,m [ID]
Γ ` I : Zq

n,n [TR]
Γ ` M : Zq

m,n

Γ ` M> : Zq
n,m

[SL]
Γ ` M : Zq

n,m+m′

Γ ` sl M : Zq
n,m

[SR]
Γ ` M : Zq

n,m+m′

Γ ` sr M : Zq
n,m′ [-]

Γ ` M : Zq
n,m

Γ ` −M : Zq
n,m [∈]

M ∈ M

M ` M

[×]
Γ ` M : Zq

n,` Γ ` M′ : Zq
`,n

Γ ` M × M′ : Zq
n,m [+]

Γ ` M : Zq
n,m Γ ` M′ : Zq

n,m

Γ ` M + M′ : Zq
n,m

[——]
Γ ` M : Zq

n,m Γ ` M′ : Zq
n,m′

Γ ` M||M′ : Zq
n,m+m′

Figure 5.12: Typing rules for matrix operators.

Proofs for Lemma 5.4.4 We provide a more detailed proof of Proposition 5.4.4.

To reason about matrices deducibility, written M ` M for a set of matrices M

and a matrix M, we use the natural formal proof system K which matches the

operations on expressions (see Figure 5.12), that we extend with the equality

rule

[EQ]
M ` M1 M ` M1 = M2

M ` M2

For ease of writing, we denote ( A
B) := (A>||B>)>.

Splits elimination

Proposition 5.4.5. Given a set of matricesM and a matrix M, we can obtain S(M) a

set of matrices without any concats, such thatM ` M ⇔ S(M) ` H.

Proof. We notice that the concat operations commute with all the other op-

erators: (A||B) + (C||D) = (A + C||B + D), (A||B) − (C||D) = (A − C||B − D),
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A × (B||C) = (AB||AC) , (A||B) × C
D = AC + BD, (A||B)> = ( A>

B> ). Given a set of

matricesM, we rewrite the matrices so that the concatenations operators are at

the top. We can see the matrices as block matrices with submatrices without any

concat, and then, we can create a set S(M) containing all the submatrices. This

preserves deducibility thanks to the Eq rule for the rewriting, and to the split

rules for the submatrices. �

Definition 5.4.6. We callN the proof system based on K without splits, and write the

deducibility withM `N M.

Lemma 5.4.7. IfM ` (R||S ) with a proof π (resp. M ` ( R
S ) ) thenM ` R andM ` S

with smaller proofs (resp. M ` R,M ` S ) .

Proof. We prove it by induction on the size of the proof, and by disjunction on

the last rule applied.

Base case |π| = 2, then the proof is a concat on axioms and we can then obtain

the sub matrix directly, with a proof of size one.

Induction case

• The last rule is

[TR]
(
R
S

)

(R|S )

Then, we directly obtain by induction on ( R
S ) smaller proofs for R and S .

• The last rule is

[×]
M (N l||Nr)

(MsN l|MNr) .
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Then, by induction on the proof of N, we obtain proofs of size smaller than

|π| − 1 of N l and Nr, and we just have to add a [×] to those proofs, yielding

smaller proofs of MN l and MNr.

• If the last rule is [+], [-], [——], the proof can be done similarly to the two

previous cases.

• The last rule is

[SL]
((M|N)|L)

(M|N)

Then, we have a proof of ((M|N)|L) of size |π| − 1, so by induction we have a

proof of (M|N) smaller than |π| − 1, and by adding a sL, we for instance obtain

M with a proof smaller than |π|.

• [SR] is similar.

�

Lemma 5.4.8. If M is a set of matrix without concatenations, and if M ` M, then

M `N M.

Proof. We prove it by induction on the size of the proof, and by disjunction on

the last rule applied.

Base case |π| = 1, then the only problem might be if the rule used was a split,

but as we have matrices without concatenations, this is not possible.

Induction case

• If the last rule is [TR], [+], [-], [——], we conclude by applying the induction

hypothesis to the premise of the rule.
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• The last rule is

[SL]
(M|N)

M

Then, we have a proof of (M|N) of size π − 1, and with lemma 5.4.7 we have a

smaller proof of M, on which we can then apply our induction hypothesis to

obtain a proof of M without split.

• splitR is similar.

�

Concatenations elimination

Definition 5.4.9. We call T the proof system based on N without concatenations, and

write the deducibilityM `T M.

Lemma 5.4.10. IfM, M,N do not contain any concat, then:

M `N (M|N)⇔M `T M ∧M `T N

Proof. The left implication is trivial. For the right one, we once more do a proof

by induction on the size of the proof.

Base case |π| = 1, the last rule is a [——], and we do have a proof of M and N.

Induction case

• The last rule is

[×]
M (N l||Nr)

(MN l|MNr)
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Then, by induction on the proof of N, we obtain proofs of size smaller than

|π| − 1 of N l and Nr without concats, and we just have to add a [×] to those

proofs, yielding proofs of MN l and MNr without concats.

• If the last rule is [TR], [+], [-], [SL], [SR], we proceed as in the previous case

• The last rule is [——]. Then the induction rule instantly yields the expected

proofs. Then, we have a proof of (M|N) of size π − 1, and with lemma 5.4.7

we have a smaller proof of M, on which we can then apply our induction

hypothesis to obtain a proof of M without split.

�

Lemma 5.4.11. M `N M ⇔ ∀G v M,M `T G Where G v H denotes the fact that G

is a sub matrix of M without any concatenation.

Proof. The left implication is trivial, we prove the right one. As was done in

Lemma 5.4.5, we can see M has a bloc matrix, i.e., with all the concat at the top.

We are given a proof ofM `N M, which must contain all its concatenations

at the bottom of the proof tree. If we look at all the highest concat rule in the

proof such that no concat is made before, we have some proof ofM `N (Mi|M j),

and thanks to lemma 5.4.10, we haveM `T Mi ∧ (Ai) `T M j. Applying this to all

the highest concat rules in the proof yields the result. �

Removal of the transposition

Definition 5.4.12. We call V the proof system based on N without concat, and write

the deducibilityM `V M.
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The transposition commutes with the other operations, given a matrix M we

define the normal form N(M) where the transposition is pushed to the variables.

We extend the notation for normal form to sets of matrices.

Lemma 5.4.13. M `T M ⇔M∪ (N(Mt))) `V N(M)

Proof. ⇐ This is trivial, as the normal form can be deduced using the rule [EQ].

⇒ Given the proof of M, we can commute the trans rule with all the others, and

obtain a proof tree where all the transposition are just after a [∈] rule. Then,

any [∈] followed by [TRANS] can be replaced by a [∈] and a [EQ] when given

the input M ∪ (N(Mt))) instead of M. We can thus construct a valid proof of

M∪ (N(Mt))) `V N(M) �

Conclusion The proof of proposition 5.4.4 is a direct consequence of Lemmas

5.4.5, 5.4.8, 5.4.11 and 5.4.13.

5.5 Implementations and Case Studies

The implementation of our logic, called AutoLWE, is available at:

https://github.com/autolwe/autolwe

AutoLWE is implemented as a branch of AutoG&P and thus makes considerable

use of its infrastructure.

Moreover, we have used AutoLWE to carry several case studies (see Fig-

ure 5.13): an Identity-Based Encryption scheme and an Hierarchical Identity-
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Based Encryption scheme by Agrawal, Boneh and Boyen [2], a Chosen-

Ciphertext Encryption scheme from Micciancio and Peikert [100], and an Inner

Product Encryption scheme and proof from Agrawal, Freeman, and Vaikun-

tanathan [3]. These examples are treated in Sections 5.5.2, 5.5.4, 5.5.3 and 5.5.5

respectively.

Globally, our tool performs well, on the following accounts: formal proofs

remains close to the pen and paper proofs; verification time is fast (less than 3

seconds), and in particular the complexity of the (semi-)decision procedures is

not an issue; formalization time is moderate (requiring at most several hours

of programmer effort per proof). One of the main hurdles is the Leftover Hash

Lemma, which must be applied in varying levels of sophistication. The Leftover

Hash Lemma (and more generally all oracle-relative assumptions) increase the

difficulty of guessing (chained) applications of assumptions, and consequently

limits automation.

Case study Proof

Reference Scheme Property LoC

Gentry et al. ’08 [75] dual-Regev PKE IND-CPA 11
Micciancio et al. ’12 [100] MP-PKE IND-CCA 98
Agrawal et al. ’10 [2] ABB-IBE IND-sID-CPA 56
Agrawal et al. ’10 [2] ABB-HIBE IND-sID-CPA 77
Agrawal et al. ’11 [3] AFV-IPE IND-wAH-CPA 106

Figure 5.13: Overview of case studies. All proofs took less than three sec-
onds to complete.
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5.5.1 Implementation

Security games are written in a syntax closely resembling that shown in Fig-

ure 5.1. See Figure 5.5 for an example concrete proof in our system. Each line of

the proof corresponds to a proof rule in our logic, as seen in Figure 5.8. All tac-

tic applications are fully automated, except for the application of oracle-relative

assumptions. The user must provide some hints to AutoLWE about how the se-

curity game needs to be factored in order to apply an oracle-relative assumption.

The system in [22] additionally supports a proof search tactic which automati-

cally finds a series of tactics to apply to finish the goal; we do not have a version

of that in our setting.

Oracle-relative Assumptions. AutoG&P allows one to add user defined ax-

ioms, both to express decisional assertions (two distributions are computation-

ally close) and computational assertions (a certain event has small chance of

happening). In AutoG&P, these user-defined axioms are stated in terms of sym-

bolic adversaries, which are related to the main security game by rules such as

[ABSTRACT] in Section 5.3.4. However, the symbolic adversaries present in ax-

ioms may not have oracles attached to them. While these restricted adversaries

can be used to define the LWE assumption, they are not expressive enough to

state the oracle-relative axioms we use throughout our proofs. In AutoLWE, we

remove this restriction. An example axiom we now support which we did not

before is that in Figure 5.11.

Recall that in order to apply a user defined axiom using [ABSTRACT], we

must factor the security game into one which is in terms of the axiom’s game.

This is done essentially by separating the security game into sections, where
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each section either reflects the setup code for the axiom, or an instantiation of

one of the adversaries in the axiom. We still do this factoring in the case of

oracle-relative axioms, but we must also factor oracles in the security game in

terms of oracles in the axiom. Once this second step of factoring is done, oracles

in the axiom can be compared syntactically to factored oracles in the security

game.

Theory of Lists and Matrices. Note that in our case studies, we manipulate

both matrices and lists of matrices (often simultaneously). Thus, both our nor-

mal form algorithm and our deducibility reduction from Section 5.4.3 must be

lifted to apply to lists of matrices as well. This is what allows our system to

reason about the more complicated HIBE scheme in a manner similar to the IBE

scheme, which does not use lists.

In order to do this, we do not implement our main algorithms on expressions

of matrices directly, but instead over a general signature of matrices, encoded as

a certain type of an ML module. We then instantiate this signature both with

matrices and lists of matrices. By doing so, we receive an implementation for

our new algorithms which operate uniformly across these two types of expres-

sions.

Deduction algorithms. Many implementations of Gröbner basis computa-

tions can be found online, but all of them are only usable for polynomial ideals.

In order to handle module and non-commutative subalgebra, we thus imple-

mented generic versions of the Buchberger algorithm for K[X]-module and the

SAGBI algorithm and plugged them into AutoLWE. The algorithms performed

well: we could prove all the LWE examples, and the pairing-based examples
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very quickly, using the SAGBI methods. The efficiency of the computations

contrasts with the complexity of the algorithms, which is high because the sat-

uration squares up the number of inputs terms and the Gröbner Basis can be

at worst a double exponential. However, we are dealing with relatively small

instances of our problem that are extracted from concrete primitives.

5.5.2 Identity-Based Encryption

Identity-based encryption is a generalization of public key encryption. In IBE,

the secret key and ciphertext are associated with different identity strings, and

decryption succeeds if and only if the two identity strings are equivalent. The

security model, IND-sID-CPA, requires adversary to declare challenge identity

upfront before seeing the public parameters, and allows adversary to ask for

secret key for any identity except for the challenge identity, and CPA security

holds for ciphertext associated with the challenge identity.

The IBE scheme our system supports is constructed by Agrawal et al. [2].

The scheme operates as follows:

• Matrix A is generated by algorithm TrapGen, which outputs a random A ∈

Zn×m
q and a small norm matrix T ∈ Zm×m

q such that A ·TA = 0. Matrices A1,B

are sampled randomly from Zn×m
q , and u is sampled randomly from Zn

q. Set

PP = (A,A1,B,u) and MSK = TA.

• To encrypt a message µ ∈ {0, 1} with identity id ∈ Zn
q, one generates a uni-

form s ∈ Zn
q, error vector e0 ← χm and error integer e1 ← χ from discrete
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Gaussian, a random R ∈ {0, 1}m×m, and computes ciphertext

CT = sT [A||A1 + M(id)B||u] + (eT||eTR||e′) + (0||0||dq/2eµ)

• The secret key for identity id ∈ Zn
q is generated by procedure r ←

SampleLeft(A,A1 + M(id)B,TA,u), where we have r is statistically close to

χ2m, and [A||A1 + M(id)B] r = u.

The idea of the proof is first to rewrite A1 as AR − M(id∗)B, where id∗ is the

adversary’s committed identity. If we do so, we then obtain that the challenge

ciphertext is of the form

sT [A||AR||u] + (eT||eT R||e′) + (0||0||dq/2eµ),

where A comes from TrapGen. We then apply a computational lemma about

SampleLeft, in order to rewrite the KeyGen oracle to be in terms of another

probabilistic algorithm, SampleRight. This is a statement about equivalence of

distributions from which the adversary may sample, so must be handled using

an oracle-relative assumption. This is done as described in Section 5.3.6. The

computational lemma states that, for appropriately sampled matrices,

SampleLeft(A,AR + B,T A,u) ≈ SampleRight(A,B,R,TB,u),

where A is sampled from TrapGen in the first and uniform in the second, and B

is sampled uniformly in the first and from TrapGen in the second. By applying

this transformation to our KeyGen oracle, we transform our matrix A from one

sampled from TrapGen to uniform.

Now that A is uniform, we finish the proof by noticing that our challenge

ciphertext is equal to b||bR||b + dq/2eµ, where (b, b) forms an LWE distribution of
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dimension n × m + 1. Thus we may randomize b to uniform, and apply the rnd

tactic to erase µ from the ciphertext.

The main point of interest in this proof is the initial rewrite A1 → AR −

M(id∗)B. Given that A1 is uniform, we may first apply optimistic sampling to

rewrite A1 to A2 − M(id∗)B, where A2 is uniformly sampled. Thus, we now only

need to perform the rewrite A2 → AR. This rewrite is not at all trivial, because

A at this point in the proof comes from TrapGen. However, as noted in Section

5.3.6, it is sound to apply the LHL in this case, because TrapGen generates ma-

trices which are close to uniform in distribution. Thus, we can use the LHL as

encoded in Figure 5.10.

5.5.3 CCA1-PKE

The CCA1-PKE scheme we study is proposed by Micciancio and Peikert [100].

In comparison with the CPA-PKE scheme [75] described in Section 5.2, the se-

curity model of CCA1-PKE is stronger: the adversary can query a decryption

oracle for any ciphertext he desires before receiving the challenge ciphertext.

The scheme operates as follows:

• Matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q is sampled randomly and R ← {−1, 1}m×m. Set PK =

(A,AR) and SK = R.

• Let M : Zn
q → Z

n×m
q be an embedding from Zn

q to matrices, such that for

distinct u and v, M(u) − M(v) is full rank. To encrypt a message µ ∈ {0, 1},

one generates a uniform s ∈ Zn
q, a uniform u ∈ Zn

q, a uniform matrix R′ ∈

{−1, 1}m×m and an error vector e ∈ Zm
q sampled from a discrete Gaussian,
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and computes the ciphertext

c0 = u, c1 = sTAu + (eT||eT ∗ R′) + (0||Encode(µ))

where Au := [A|| − AR + M(u)G], G is a publicly known gadget matrix, and

Encode : {0, 1} → Zm
q sends µ to µdq/2e(1, . . . , 1).

• To decrypt a ciphertext (u := c0, c1) with SK = R and u , 0, one computes

Au and calls a procedure Invert(Au,R, c1), which will output s and e such

that c1 = sT Au + e, where e has small norm. By doing a particular rounding

procedure using c1, s, e, and R, the message bit µ can be derived.

The main subtlety of the proof is that the secret key R is used in the decryp-

tion oracle. Because of this, we must apply the Leftover Hash Lemma relative

to this oracle, by using oracle-relative axioms. As we will see, not all uses of the

LHL are valid in this new setting; care must be taken to ensure that the axioms

derived from the LHL are still cryptographically sound.

The high-level outline of the proof is as follows: first, we note that instead

of using a fresh R′ to encrypt, we can actually use the secret key R. This is

justified by the following corollary of the Leftover Hash Lemma: the distribu-

tion (A,AR, e, eR′) is statistically close to the distribution (A,AR, e, eR) where

A,R,R′, and e are sampled as in the scheme. This corollary additionally holds

true relative to the decryption oracle, which makes use of R.

Once we use R to encrypt instead of R′, we again use the Leftover Hash

Lemma to transform AR into −AR + M(u)G, where u is generated from the chal-

lenge encryption. Again, this invocation of the Leftover Hash Lemma is stated

relative to the decryption oracle. Crucially, note here that we do not transform

AR directly into uniform, as we did before: the reason being is that this trans-
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formation would actually be unsound, because it would decouple the public key

from R as it appears in the decryption oracle. Thus, we must do the transforma-

tion AR→ −AR + M(u)G in one step, which is cryptographically sound relative

to the decryption oracle. (Currently, we must write this specialized transforma-

tion as a unique variant of the Leftover Hash Lemma, as discussed in Section

5.3.6; future work will involve unifying these separate variants.)

At this point, we may apply the LWE assumption along with a more routine

invocation of the LHL in order to erase the message content from the challenge

ciphertext, which finishes the proof.

5.5.4 Hierarchical Identity-Based Encryption

Hierarchical IBE is an extension of IBE. In HIBE, the secret key for ID string id

can delegate secret keys for ID strings id′, where id is a prefix for id. Moreover,

decryption succeeds if the ID string for the secret key is a prefix of (or equal to)

the ID string for the ciphertext. The security model can be adapted according to

the delegation functionality.

The HIBE construction our system supports is described in [2]. The ID

space for HIBE is idi ∈ (Zn
q)d. The secret key for ID string id = (id1, . . . , id`), where

idi ∈ Z
n
q, is a small-norm matrix T, such that FidT = 0, and

Fid = [A0||A1 + M(id1)B|| · · · ||A` + M(id`)B]

We note that T can be computed as long as we know the secret key for id′, where

id′ is a prefix of id. Ciphertext for ID string id can be generated similarly with

respect to matrix Fid.
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The security proof of HIBE is similar to the counterpart of IBE. The challenge

ID string id∗ = (id∗1, . . . , id
∗
`) is embedded in PP as

∀i ∈ [`],Ai = ARi − M(id∗i )B, ∀` < j ≤ d,A j = AR j

For admissible query id = (id1, . . . , idk), where id is not a prefix of id∗, we have

Bk =
[
(M(id1) − M(id∗1))B|| · · · ||(M(idk) − M(id∗k))B

]
, 0

Then we can generate secret key for id using information Bk and Rk =

(R1|| · · · ||Rk). In previous cases, we manipulate and apply rewriting rules to

matrices. However, in order to reason about the security in a similar manner to

pen-and-paper proof, we introduce the list notation, and adapt our implemen-

tation to operate uniformly across these two types of expressions.

5.5.5 Inner Product Encryption

The IPE scheme our scheme supports is described in [3]. We briefly recall their

construction as

• Matrix A is generated by algorithm TrapGen. Matrices {matBi}i∈[d] are sam-

pled randomly from Zn×m
q , and random vector u is from Zn

q. The public

parameters PP = (A, {Bi}i∈[d],u), and MSK = TA.

• Secret key SKv = r for vector v ∈ Zd
q is computed by algorithm r ←

SampleLeft(A,
∑

i∈[d] BiG−1(viG),TA,u), where for operation G−1(·) : Zn×m
q →

Zm×m
q , for any A ∈ Zn×m

q , it holds that G · G−1(A) = A and G−1(A) has small

norm.

• To encrypt a message µ ∈ {0, 1} for attribute w, one generates a uniform s ∈

Zn
q, error vector e0 ← χm and error integer e1 ← χ from discrete Gaussian,
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random matrices {Ri}i∈[d] ∈ {0, 1}m×m, and computes ciphertext (c0, {ci}i∈[d], c)

as

c0 = sTA + eT
0 , ci = sT(Bi + wiG) + eT

0R, c = sTu + e + dq/2eµ

The main challenge in the proof is to answer secret key queries for any vector

v as long as 〈v,w0〉, 〈v,w1〉 are both not 0, where (w0,w1) is declared by adversary

upfront. The attribute wb (b is a random bit) is first embedded in PP, i.e., Bi =

ARi − wbiG,∀i ∈ [d], where Ri is a small matrix. By unfolding the matrix for

query v, we haveA||∑
i∈[d]

BiG−1(viG)

 =

A||A ∑
i∈[d]

RiG−1(viG) + 〈wb, v〉G


If 〈wb, v〉 , 0, the algorithm SampleRight can be used to generate secret key for v.

The sequence of hybrids generated in symbolic proof is a bit different from

the pen-and-paper proof. In particular, instead of transforming from embed-

ding of challenge attribute w0 directly to embedding of w1, we use the origi-

nal scheme as a middle game, i.e., from embedding of w0 to original scheme,

then to embedding of w1. The reason for using the original scheme again in

the proof is that when using LHL to argue the indistinguishability between

(A, {Bi = ARi − w0iG}i) and (A, {Bi = ARi − w1iG}i), the real public parameters

(A, {Bi}i) actually serves as a middleman. Therefore, to ensure the consistency

with respect to public parameters and secret key queries, the real scheme is used

to make the transformation valid.
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